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W
e’ve
got a
bit of
a size

obsession this
month; even more
so than usual
for a mountain

bike magazine.
As well as 650b and 29ers, the

confusing ranks are now swollen by fat
bikes as well as an assortment of various
‘Plus’ sizes, so if you’re out there just
looking for a bike to go riding on, it can
be a little bit confusing. Happily we’ve
applied our tech ed Tom to the task of

FXWWLQJ WKURXJK WKH QRQVHQVH WR ÀJXUH
out which wheel size works best for
which kind of rider.

Whether you’re after a budget bike,
super-fast cross-country racing weapon
or all-round full suspension trail terror,
KH·V EHHQ KDUG DW ZRUN ÀJXULQJ RXW
where you are best off putting your
money, pitting the little ’n’ large options
from a trio of manufacturers against
each other. Turn to page 54 to check
that out.

We’ve been testing whether the
modern trail bike really can do it all,
SLWWLQJ D ÀQH H[DPSOH RI WKH EUHHG XS
against specialist cross-country and

downhill machines. Is the jack of all 
trades the master of none? We devised an 
HYLO �IRU WKH ULGHU� WHVW WR�ÀQG�RXW��7KDW�
said, even if the holy grail of a bike that 
really can do everything well is found, 
that’s never going to stop us from lusting 
after new bikes. The law of n+1 will 
always apply to how many bikes you want 
– n obviously being how many bikes you 
have now...

Jack of all trades,

master of none? 

He’s the editor, so yes

EDITOR’S 
WELCOME

Jon Woodhouse, editor

GO DIGITAL! 
Buy a digital edition for 

iPhone, iPad, Android, PC or 

Mac see http://goo.gl/yqOTYW 

for Apple Newsstand or 

http://bit.ly/1ykTHIE for Zinio

ON THE COVER
Rider: Tom Marvin

Bike: Canyon Spectral AL 7.9 

Photographer: Russell Burton   

Location: Afan Argoed  
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TEARING UP THE RULEBOOK

ON THE WAY

The Cannondale Jekyll is two bikes in one: 160mm of boulder bouncing

trail crushing bruiser, burly enough to take on and beat the downhill

bikes at the 2014 Mammoth Mountain Kamikaze Pro GRT race under

enduro rider Marco Osborne‘s control.

At the flick of a switch, the Jekyll has 95mm of travel and adjusted

geometry for that climb back to the top to beat them all down again...

CHECK OUT CANNONDALE.COM/OVERMOUNTAIN

RIPS DOWN

THE MOUNTAIN

Model shown: Jekyll Carbon Team - £5,299.99 RRP



W
hat Mountain Bike is 
brought to you by the 
most authoritative 
team in the business. 
With 150 years 

of testing between us, we’ve 
experienced thousands of bikes, 
components and trails. The result is 
a recognition that we’re the best at 
slicing through the hype. 

We test in the UK on a mass  
of routes around Bristol, Bath,  
South Wales, Gloucestershire, the 
Mendips, the North York Moors  
and the Dales. We use trails both 
natural and manmade, and our 
verdicts are the results of hours of 
debate – not just one journalist’s  
view – for the most considered 
judgements possible.

Our mission 
To arm you with the best buying 
advice available, so you get the 
greatest pleasure – and value – from 
your biking passion. 

Our tests are
Relevant: Every month we test 
newcomers against the benchmarks, 
test kit at all price levels and cover 
bikes and gear across the entire 
cross-country to aggro trail spectrum. 

Comprehensive: We test more  
bikes and gear than anyone else,  
and have expert male and female 
testers who put in thousands of  
trail miles each for the complete 
picture – both initially and  
long term. 

Independent: What Mountain Bike is 
part of Future Publishing and is 
subject to its strict code of conduct on 
testing. Products from advertisers are 
tested to the same exacting standards 
as every other, even when this works 
to our immediate commercial 
disadvantage – our credibility is more 
important in the long run, both 
commercially and morally.

Accurate: We measure, check and 
recheck everything with our own 
equipment so you get hard data –  
QRW�MXVW�WKH�FODLPHG�ÀJXUHV�

THE WAY   
WE TEST
100% expert, impartial advice you can trust – every month

BUYER’S GUIDE
For more essential buying information, take a  
look at our comprehensive guide. Turn to p122

It’s all their fault

MEET THE TEAM

Jon Woodhouse, editor 
Beatles or Rolling Stones? Paint it black...
Boys and their toys eh? Our editor is obviously 
compensating for something as he’s gone and bought a 
great big four-wheeled thing that’s symbolic of a thing. 
Expect to see him sizing you up before making ‘vroom 

vroom’ noises and pretending to do skids.

Su Jenkins, operations editor
Beatles or Rolling Stones? Magical mystery tour 
Su is notoriously easily influenced by the telly. After Game 
of Thrones had her searching eBay for dragons, Boardwalk 
Empire had her hustling on Weston Super Mare pier. She’s 
recently got into 10,000 BC. She insists on bringing her 

lunch into the office, then chasing and killing it.

Tom Marvin, technical editor 
Beatles or Rolling Stones? It’s a hard day’s night.
Tom, much like his hero Liam Neeson (in The Grey, not 
Taken) has decided to head to the wilds and fight wolves 
to get his thrills, taking on the Rovaneimi 150 winter race 
in Finland. We expect him to come back with a faraway 

look in his eyes. Or not at all.

Mark Rutkowski, deputy art editor
Beatles or Rolling Stones? Nah, straight up ragga vibes
After a short stint as a ‘Little Green Man’ in Eastern 
Europe, Mark has decided to use his skills and training to 
foment rebellion in a small island republic in the Tropics. 
Expect a beautifully designed but hideously violent coup.

Robin Coomber, art editor
Beatles or Rolling Stones? Little Richard 
Much like Wolverine off of the X-Men, Robin’s had his 
skeleton replaced with carbon fibre to reduce his weight 
for racing. Sadly, it was a budget job and they just used old 
tent poles that got left at festivals. We’ve had to peg him 

at his desk and make sure the window is shut.

6 April 

We spend hours on the 

trails to dig into the 

details of bikes and kit

HOW OUR SCORING WORKS

WHAT THE SCORES MEAN

�+++++ 
Exceptional: a genuine class leader.

�+++++�
Very good: one of the best you can buy.

�+++++�
Good: it’ll do the job and do it well.

�+++++�
Below average: flawed in some way.

�+++++�
Poor: simply put, don’t bother.

WHAT MOUNTAIN BIKE AWARDS

WINNER

The best on test for 
quality, performance 
and price.

VALUE

Excellent value for 
money — this denotes 
a genuine bargain. 

LOOK OUT FOR

Our Women’s 
Specific badge 
flagging up gear 
designed for women.



25 years ago we launched the fi rst integrated pedaling system 
with the M100 shoe and M737 pedal.

Shimano Pedaling Dynamics pioneered an industry, helped shape a generation of riders,
and provided a foundation for champions to push the boundaries of our sport. 

A quarter of a century later the game has changed, but the SPD system is still the benchmark.

#25YearsSPD
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NEW 
ARRIVALS

Spend your way to speed

W
ith a claimed weight of just 
1525g and a 23mm inner rim – 
big enough to keep 2.35in tyres 

well supported – these carbon hoops are 
aimed at the fastest trail bikes. 

Reynolds’ MR5 carbon is not just one 
grade all the way through: the layup and 
cloth type is tuned according to where 
it lies on the wheel. The sidewall, for 
LQVWDQFH��LV�D�GLIIHUHQW�VSHFLÀFDWLRQ�WR�
the spoke face. 

The hubs are DT Swiss 240 with 
&HQWHUORFN�GLVF�ÀWWLQJV��ZKLOH�ERWK�KRRSV�
get 28 straight-pull DT Swiss spokes and 
light, alloy nipples. 

These are built for trail riding and 
enduro racing, though if cross-country  
is more your thing, the Black Label  
XCs are 2mm narrower and 90g lighter 
for the same price. If the price is making 
your jaw drop, then the R27.5 AM  
alloy wheelset comes in at a more  
wallet friendly £500 and only weighs 
160g more.

www.upgradebikes.co.uk 

Reynolds Black 
Label 27.5 AM 
carbon wheels £1800 
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RST Rogue fork £450  
We’re hoping it’s a loveable one 

R
ST is mainly associated with 
budget units on inexpensive 
bikes. The new air-sprung Rogue, 

however, is built with real performance 
in mind. 

With a tapered aluminium steerer, 
34mm stanchions and a 15mm QR axle 
binding the magnesium lowers, it’s 
bang up to date chassis-wise, and offers 
trail-friendly travel at either 140mm, 
150mm or 160mm. Unusually, it’s the 
shorter-named version that gets the 
most adjustment. The Air TRL offers 
a rebound dial and a remote lockout, 
while the plain Air gets both rebound 
and compression twiddlers, alongside a 
manual lockout. 

Can it compete with similarly-
specced and wildly popular units – such 
as the Fox 34 and RockShox Pike – in the 
white-hot trail/enduro market? Check 
back soon for the review. 

www.claudbutler.co.uk 



NEW ARRIVALS

Giro Terraduro  
shoes £130  
SPDs for the trails 

T
hese Terraduros join 
Shimano’s M200s (see 
WMB169) in the gap between 

FURVV�FRXQWU\�HIÀFLHQF\�DQG�
downhill protection, which is  
just where trail riding calls home.

The footbed around the two-bolt 
SPD cleat is moulded EVA for a 
strong power transfer, but the front 
RI�WKH�FKXQN\�VROH�LV�ÁH[\��7KLV�
lets you walk without looking like 
a penguin and gives traction. The 
XSSHU�LV�UHLQIRUFHG��DV�LV�WKH�WRHER[��
while a ratcheting buckle and two 
straps keep the whole lot secure. 

www.zyro.co.uk 

12 April 

I
W·V�H[SHQVLYH�EXW�FOHYHU��
the MIPS system reduces 
rotational forces on the 

brain, the outer shell seams are 
WXFNHG�DZD\�LQ�ORZ�H[SRVXUH�
areas, and the EPS core is 
strengthened with aramid – 
WKH�VDPH�ÀEUHV�FODPSLQJ�\RXU�
folding tyres to your wheels. 
The 16 vents are huge and the 
visor’s adjustable. Is it worth 
the price? We’ll let you know, 
hopefully without crashing.

www.2pure.co.uk 

POC Trabec Race 
MIPS helmet £190
Crash in luxury 
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ION BREZE
GILET £75

A light layer that’s 
windproof and water 
resistant to keep 
chills out while not 
being too bulky.

www.ion-products.com 

FOX DIGIT
GLOVES £28

The comfy Clarino 
palm offers dexterous
feel on the grips 
that you’ll miss after
using winter gloves.

www.foxhead.com 

ENDURA
WINDCHILL ARM
WARMERS £23

These water 
repellent and warm 
items are perfect for 
nippy rides.

www.endurasport.com

PEDRO’S PRO
BRUSH KIT £20

A clean bike is a 
happy bike, and this 
set of brushes will 
help you achieve that
with ease.

www.2pure.co.uk 

BOOICORE
CHANGING TOWEL £34

Made from absorbent 
towelling, this knee 
length hoody makes 
changing in car parks 
less traumatic.

www.booicore.com 

MADISON 
ADDICT SHORTS £60

With water resistant 
materials and 
waterproof pockets 
with vents, these will 
handle spring weather.

www.madison.co.uk 

1 2 3 4 5 6

6
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NEW ARRIVALS

2

1

As the days lengthen, these items will help  

you capitalise on those sunlit trails

ESSENTIAL KIT
FOR SPRING

3

4



MORE THAN A BRAND, A NAME

MORE THAN AN ALL-ROUNDER…

ZEST Y
AM

IT RULES THE MOUNTAINS!

In the saddle of our Zesty AM, you’re 

all set for the greatest challenges. 

New designs but the spirit remains the 

same: thanks to OST+ 150 mm-travel 

suspension and its dedicated geometry for 

27.5’’ wheels, the Zesty AM offers unique 

performance. It’s quite simply the model 

offering the best compromise between uphill 

efficiency and downhill stability.

Because adventure doesn’t wait…

427



CANNONDALE F-SI CARBON TEAM 
£5499
Cannondale Lefty 2.0 fork gives 100mm travel up front

TREK FUEL EX 7
£1900
120mm travel front and back from Fox kit

PINNACLE RAMIN ONE
£500
Fully rigid big wheeler built for bargain trail blasts

WHYTE 29-C TEAM 
£4999
100mm of RockShox RS-1 travel with SRAM stop/go gear

16 April 



 WHO’S THE 
BOSS?

Words: Guy Kesteven

Photos: Russell Burton

Big wheels, carbon and a big price 
tag. They’re two hardcore team issue 
hardtails, but which adds fun to your 

riding if you’re not racing? 

emi-slick tyres are drumming the 

frozen tractor tracks as loud as my 

heart is hammering under my 

heart rate strap. I sneak a look 

under my arm, and as I expect there’s a 

skinny Schwalbe tyre rattling along the 

other rut. That’s the only tyre I can see 

though and only when I do a full sit up, 

one hand off and swing round that I spot 

the rest of the pack ploughing along, 

heads down, hundreds of metres behind. 

I grin across at Ryan on the Cannondale 

and it’s clear he’s enjoying being 

reminded of just how good a 29er 

hardtail can be as I am. 

When it comes to turning your 

wattage into maximum gains and gap 

on a relatively smooth full gas climb 

then a sub-20lb hardtail will always 

drop a full suspension bike however 

smart its shock lockout. Having raced 

both 650b and 29ers last year, the way 

the larger diameter wheels effectively 

shrink the stutter effect of rough terrain 

and stride nonchalantly away is a real 

mental and physical advantage. 

While they’ve certainly smashed a 

mix of more conventional trail bikes on 

the opening climb today, are pure team 

issue machines like Whyte’s 29-C Team 

and Cannondale’s F-Si Carbon Team too 

UDFH�VSHFLÀF�WR�EH�D�ULRW�IRU�UHDO�ULGLQJ"�

Apart from the push button hydraulic 

lockouts that let us monster the last 

segment of Tarmac to the top, what 

advantages do their upside down RS-1 

and single-legged Lefty forks provide 

DSDUW�IURP�SRLQW�DQG�VWDUH�ORRNV"�'R�WKH�

Cannondale’s uniquely integrated 

frame, wheel, cockpit and even 

CANNONDALE F-SI 

CARBON TEAM VS  

WHYTE  29-C TEAM

S

 April 17



Easton cockpit is
wide for XC racers

It’s Ryan on the ’dale and I who 

VZHUYH�WKURXJK�WKH�ÀQDO�URRW\��VZRRS\�

VHFWLRQ�DQG�GURS�RQWR�WKH�FREEOHG�DQG�

rutted run out ahead of Rich on the 6in 

travel Giant Reign. We share a smirk as 

LW�WXUQV�RXW�%HQ�KDV�ÁDWWHG�WKH�W\UH�RQ�

KLV����E����PP�WUDYHO�6SDUN�WU\LQJ�WR�

KXQW�XV�GRZQ��7KDW·V�GHÀQLWHO\�D�URXQG�

RQH�ZLQ�IRU�WKH�UDFH�WZLQV��DQG�ZH�PDNH�

OLIH�VXLWDEO\�PLVHUDEOH�IRU�WKH�UHVW�RI�WKH�

FUHZ�DV�ZH�FURVV�WRZQ�DQG�FOLPE�

towards the next off-road challenge.

 

Whyte out 
$V�H[SHFWHG�WKH�FOLPE�WRZDUGV�WKH�DSWO\�

QDPHG�¶1LSSOH·�LV�DQRWKHU�FKDQFH� 

IRU�5\DQ�DQG�,�WR�JULQG�RXW�D�ELNH�

DGYDQWDJH�VKDSHG�JDS�WR�$QG\�DQG�5LFK�

ZKR�ZRXOG�QRUPDOO\�EH�ULJKW�XS�LQ�WKH�

PL[��7KH�VROLG�IHHGEDFN�IURP�WKH�:K\WH�

PHDQV�,�FDQ�MXVW�DERXW�KROG�WUDFWLRQ�RQ�

WKH�PL[�RI�WXQGUD�KDUG�JUDVV�DQG�SDWFK\�

VQRZ��7KH������GHJUHH�KHDG�DQJOH��

relatively long chainstay geometry is 

ZHOO�EDODQFHG�EHWZHHQ�FRQÀGHQW�

GHVFHQGLQJ�DQG�SODQWHG�FOLPELQJ��,·P�

VWLOO�DW�VWDOOLQJ�SRLQW�LQ�WKH���7�GLQQHU�

SODWH�RI�WKH�65$0�;;��WUDQVPLVVLRQ�DV�

WKH�ÀQDO�SLWFK�UDPSV�XS�DQG�D�ZKHHO�

VXGGHQO\�DSSHDUV�LQ�P\�SHULSKHUDO��,�GR�

DQ�LPPHGLDWH�GRXEOH�WDNH�DV�,�UHDOL]H�

LW·V�QRW�5\DQ��EXW�ORFDO�ULGHU�DQG�6WUDYD�

legend Kev on a fully rigid steel Genesis 

��HU��SURYLQJ�WKDW�DOO�WKH�KL�WHFK�NLW�LQ�

WKH�ZRUOG�FDQ·W�EHDW�KLJKHU�FDSDFLW\�

lungs and heart. 

'RZQ�WKH�VWHHS�IDU�VLGH�VORSH��VPDOO�

VWHSV�RQ�QDUURZ�WZLVW\�VKHHSWUDFN��VQRZ�

REVFXULQJ�GLWFKHV�DQG�ELJ�URFN�EORFNV�

DUH�WKHUH�WR�H[SRVH�WKH�ODFN�RI�VWHHULQJ�

IHHO�IURP�WKH�WZLVW�SURQH�XSVLGH�GRZQ�

VWUXFWXUH�RI�WKH�56���DQG�WKXPSLQJ�UHDU�

end of the Whyte. What I’m missing 

PRUH�WKDQ�UHDU�VXVSHQVLRQ�LV�D�GURSSHU�

SRVW�DQG�RQFH�WKH�WUDLO�ÁDWWHQV�RXW�WKH�

:K\WH�LV�EDFN�LQWR�LWV�VWULGH�SDWWHUQ��

7KH�VQRZ�LV�VSDUVH�HQRXJK�WR�WLPH�

KRSV�RYHU�WKH�EORFNV�WKH�56���FDQ·W�XVH�

LWV�LPSUHVVLYH�IRUH�DIW�VWLIIQHVV�WR�SXQFK�

cranks offer a real advantage over the 

more conventional Whyte? How 

GLIIHUHQW�FDQ�FDUERQ�KDUGWDLOV�DFWXDOO\�

EH�DQG�FDQ�\RX�UHDOO\�HQJLQHHU�

VLJQLÀFDQW�¶VXVSHQVLRQ·�HIIHFW�LQWR�D�

IUDPH�ZLWKRXW�SLYRWV"�

 
Old roads, new tricks 
$V�ZH�RSHQ�WKH�WKURWWOH�WR�SXVK�WKH�SDFH�

DJDLQ�DORQJ�WKH�5RPDQ�5RDG�DERYH�

6NLSWRQ�WKH�$FFHOHUDWRU�'DPSHU�RQ�WKH�

5RFN6KR[�56���IRUN�PHDQV�LW·V�D�ÀUP�

IHHOLQJ�PDWFK�WR�WKH�FKXQN\�WXEHG�

Whyte frame even with the lockout off. 

7KHUH·V�HQRXJK�ÁRDW�LQ�WKH�IDWWHU�

0D[[LV�W\UHV�WR�NHHS�P\�WHHWK�DQG�

SHGDOOLQJ�UK\WKP�LQWDFW�DFURVV�WKH�PL[�

RI�VFUHH��FREEOHV�DQG�LFH�VNLPPLQJ�

underneath them. 

Front wheel tracking is vague as I try 

DQG�ULGH�WKH�ULGJHV�EHWZHHQ�WKH�

GHHSHQLQJ�UXWV�DQG�JODVV\��VXGGHQO\�

VLOHQW�SXGGOHV��VR�KHDG�XS�DQG�SRZHU�

GRZQ�LV�WKH�EHVW�SROLF\��(YHQ�WKRXJK�

,·P�JHWWLQJ�KDPPHUHG�FRPSUHKHQVLYHO\�

IURP�ERWK�HQGV�RI�WKH�ELNH�,·P�VWLOO�

HQMR\LQJ�OLIH�WRR�PXFK�WR�WKURWWOH�EDFN�

DQG�EXGG\�XS�IRU�WKH�EHVW�ELW��,·YH�

DOUHDG\�EDWWHUHG�RYHU�D�ELJ�VWUHWFK�RI�

EURNHQ�URFN��D�FRXSOH�RI�GHFHQW�ZDWHU�

EDUV��VRPH�WLJKW�QDWXUDO�EHUPV�DQG�D�

IDLU�ROG�URRW�GURS�WKDW�FRXOG�HDVLO\�VHUYH�

DV�D�EDFNGURS�IRU�D�¶UDG·�SKRWRVKRRW��,·P�

LQWHUHVWHG�WR�VHH�ZKR�FDWFKHV�XS�ÀUVW��

18 April 

AT A GLANCE
WHYTE 29-C TEAM

PRICE £4999

TOPTUBE LENGTH 627mm 

SEAT TUBE LENGTH 470mm

HEAD ANGLE 69.3° 

SEAT ANGLE 72.8°

BB HEIGHT 304mm

CHAINSTAY LENGTH 438mm

WHEELBASE 1128mm

SIZES S, M (tested) L

WEIGHT 9.45kg (20.8lb)

FRAME Multi monocoque 
carbon

FORK RockShox RS-1, 
100mm

WHEELS Whyte 
XC-209-Carbon rims, SRAM 
X.0 hubs 

TYRES Maxxis Ikon 3C 
MaxxSpeed, 29x2.2in

CRANKS SRAM XX1 PF30 
32T 

GEARS SRAM XX1

BRAKES SRAM Guide RSC, 
170/160mm rotors

OTHER STUFF Easton EC70 
720mm flat bars and 
seatpost, Whyte custom 
80mm stem, Prologo 
Custom X-Zero Ti saddle 

CONTACT  
www.whyte.bike

FIRST RIDES



Maxxis Ikon rubber 
adds more cushion to 
the Whyte’s rump

“Once the trail
flattens the Whyte’s
back into its stride”

Upside down RS-1 
fork is woolly 
in corners, but 
better when 
straight lining 
rough terrain

CANNONDALE F-SI CARBON TEAM VS WHYTE 29-C TEAM 

WKURXJK��DQG�VWUDLJKW�OLQLQJ�HYHU\WKLQJ�

enduro-style gets around the woolly 

steering feel of the fork so I’m soon 

overhauling the tail enders who I’ve just

let through the gate. As we hit the thaw

run off I wish I’d installed the Crud 

&DWFKHU�:K\WH·V�KHOSIXOO\�SURYLGHG�

mounts for. Ryan and the ’dale are long 

JRQH�DQG�ZKHQ�ZH�UHJURXS�DW�D�JDWH�

KH·V�UHOXFWDQW�WR�VZDS�RYHU�ELNHV�GHVSLWH�

WKLV�EHLQJ�WKH�DJUHHG�KDOIZD\�SRLQW�

Down hill, up dale 
,W�WDNHV�PH�MXVW�D�FRXSOH�RI�SHGDO�VWURNHV�

to see why Ryan didn’t want to hand 

RYHU�WKH�)�6L��$V�VROLG�DV�WKH�SHGDO�WR�

WUDLO�FRQQHFWLRQ�ZDV�RQ�WKH�:K\WH��

&DQQRQGDOH·V�FXVWRP�6L�FUDQN�LV�

QRWLFHDEO\�VWLIIHU�XQGHUIRRW�WKDQ�WKH�

FDUERQ�65$0�;;��LWHP��'HVSLWH�WKHLU�

DFFHQWXDWHG�SURÀOLQJ�WKHUH·V�QR�

QRWLFHDEOH�ZDWWDJH�ORVV�IURP�WKH�

XOWUD�VKRUW�6$9(�VWD\V�HLWKHU��7KH�

asymmetric Ai rear end shifts the whole 

rear 6mm sideways to centralise the rim 

RQ�WKH�KXE�DQG�WKH�ZKHHO�LQ�

the frame. Whether this 

really makes the wheel 60% 

stiffer as Cannondale claims 

ZH�FDQ·W�SURYH�RU�GLVSURYH�

RQ�D�IUR]HQ�IDUP�WUDFN�LQ�WKH�

Dales. It certainly feeds raw 

SRZHU�VWUDLJKW�WKURXJK�WR�

WKH�EHQFKPDUN�(19(�FDUERQ�ULPV�ZLWK�D�

dramatic clarity that means the only 

thing twisting is my grin. While the 

DFWXDO�GLIIHUHQFH�LQ�ZHLJKW�EHWZHHQ�

Whyte and Cannondale was less than I 

H[SHFWHG�LW�FHUWDLQO\�IHHOV�PRUH�WKDQ�

���J�DV�ZH�KLW�WKH�ÀUVW�ULVH��

:KLOH�ERWK�IRUNV�XVH�WKH�VDPH�

K\GUDXOLF�;/RF�6SULQW�UHPRWH�ORFNRXW�

WKHUH·V�D�ELJ�GLIIHUHQFH�DV�VRRQ�DV�\RX�

VZLWFK�WKH�ORFNRXW�RII��:KLOH�WKH�GDPSHU�

RI�WKH�56���VWD\V�VWXEERUQO\�¶LV�LW�

VWLOO�ORFNHG"·�ÀUP�RYHU�WKH�VPDOO�
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“The Whyte is a workhorse race
frame with premium parts pick but 

love it or hate it fork choice.” 

+++ +

WHYTE 29-C TEAM 



stuff the roller bearings and open 

damper of the Lefty leg are super 

supple, leaving it free to sniff out small 

bump traction like an airport spaniel. 

The faceted shaft and tapered axle of 

the single leg are a lot more rigid 

rotationally than the axle anchored 

inverted legs of the RS-1 too. Add the 

super oversized one-piece stem and 

steerer and immediately I’m getting 

more accurate information about the 

traction levels of both tyre and trail 

surface and a much sharper blade to 

carve across off cambers. While the 

RS-1 needs spacers adding to stop 

excess dive the Lefty stroke is perfectly 

progressive from the start, using as 

much travel as it needs but never 

blowing through excessively and 

tripping up the relatively relaxed 

handling. 

While the RS-1’s issues mean the 

Lefty really is the surprise one-legged 

winner in this particular arse-kicking 

FRQWHVW��P\�EXWW�LV�GHÀQLWHO\�QRW�JHWWLQJ�

punished through the Prologo saddle. 

As we sneak down an ancient rocky 

drove way through Hetton, over a rock 

slab bridge and onto a cobbled section 

WKH�ÀQDO�RXWVWDQGLQJ�DVSHFW�RI�WKH�)�6L�

EHFRPHV�REYLRXV��:KLOH�ÁDWWHQHG�RU�

thinned rear stays to reduce trail shock 

are pretty much compulsory these days, 

WKH�ÁDWWHQHG�FKDLQVWD\V��VXSHU�WKLQ�

seatstays, sudden toptube taper and 

super-skinny seat tube and seatpost of 

Cannondale’s SAVE technology are 

genuinely next level. The way they 

erase chatter and suck the sting out of 

staccato rocks is no illusion either and 

not only does this improve comfort/

reduce fatigue for the rider it also glues 

the back wheel onto the ground to 

complete probably the most 

comprehensive and cohesive high 

velocity weapon I’ve ever ridden. 

Rylstone cowboy 
Unluckily for Ryan and the rest of the 

group the next section of trail couldn’t 

EH�D�EHWWHU�VKRZFDVH�RI�WKH�)�6L·V�VNLOOV�

DV�WKH�VQDNLQJ�FOLPE�RI�5\OVWRQH�)HOO�

rears up ahead. With fork locked and Si 

crank powering into the torque happy Ai 

UHDU�,�KLW�WKH�ÀUVW�VWHHS�VHFWLRQ�DW�WKH�

20 April 

FIRST RIDES

“The F-Si is the best high velocity
hardtail we’ve ever ridden  

by a cross-country mile.” 

++++

C’DALE F-SI CARBON TEAM

Cannondale’s own crank 
adds drive stiffness

Lefty fork gets same  
XLoc remote as the 
Whyte’s RS-1

Cannondale’s one 
legged wonder has 
been a familiar sight 
on its race rigs



CANNONDALE F-SI CARBON TEAM VS WHYTE 29-C TEAM 

“The Lefty’s free 
to sniff out small 

bump traction like 
an airport spaniel”

head of the pack. Snow and ice have 

exploded the surface into a mix of 

jagged crystal and jumbled rock that 

proves a perfect display of the compliant 

yet laser accurate and responsive  

double win of the Lefty and SAVE stay 

combination. Within a few metres the 

’dale has stamped its authority on the 

day again as the other bikes stumble 

and stall, and while I’m redlining now, 

the minimal weight is pulling me 

further ahead with every pedal stroke. 

Even when thick ice coats the trail in 

the shadow of a copse and my rear 

wheel slips on three strokes in a row 

there’s enough tyre feedback, precision 

and stability to just squeeze the bike 

IRUZDUG�WR�ÀQG�JULS��:KHQ�,�VKRXOG� 

be having a heart attack half way it 

insists I click up a gear and dig deeper 

and when ‘helpful’ walkers leave the 

traditional ‘stop for a rest’ gate open  

for me the Cannondale doesn’t care. 

+LWWLQJ�WKH�ÀQDO�WZR�FUX[�VORSHV�ZLWKRXW�

pause it doesn’t seem to register it’s 

clawing up snow and ice not rocky 

hardpack. It punches over the top  

of a climb I regularly screw up in  

perfect conditions with contemptuous 

ease. 

Ryan is still second man up on the 

Whyte, but now Rich is all over his back 

ZKHHO�RQ�WKH�5HLJQ��JLYLQJ�FRQÀUPDWLRQ�

– if any were needed – that while the 

Whyte is a great bike in many ways, 

Cannondale really has created a carbon 

ÀEUH�([FDOLEXU��,W�HYHQ�WUHDWV�WKH�ÀQDO�

10km like an extended victory lap. I take 

on gate closing duties just so I can let it 

remorselessly claw its way back to the 

front of the pack like a Terminator just 

in time for the epic sweeping snow 

blown descent. 

While other carbon race bikes we’ve 

ridden with similarly skinny tyres have 

been borderline uncontrollable on 

QRUPDO�GLUW��WKH�)�6L�HYHQ�VWD\V�

remarkably composed when we’re 

spinning our top cog on sweeping 

hardpack snow corners. 

There’s enough vivid communication 

WKDW����PP�ÁDW�EDUV�IHHO�DPSOH�IRU�

control and the short chainstays plus 

minimal ride height of the Lefty (the 

offset design means no deep fork crown 

between tyre and headtube) make for 

superb poise even when both tyres are 

drifting. I should be on my arse but  

I’m not even on the brakes. Any doubt 

that you can have serious fun on a race 

bike dissolves when Ryan screams into 

view as soon as I sit up to wait for a 

duelling partner. 

We scream down the moor like  

some demented bobsleigh double act 

leaving the 26inchers and 650bs in  

our wake again, whatever travel 

they’re packing.
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AT A GLANCE
CANNONDALE F-SI 
CARBON TEAM 

PRICE £5499

TOPTUBE LENGTH 623mm

SEAT TUBE LENGTH 485mm

HEAD ANGLE 69.5° 

SEAT ANGLE 73°

BB HEIGHT 308mm

CHAINSTAY LENGTH 429mm

WHEELBASE 1123mm

SIZES S, M, L (tested) XL

WEIGHT 9.04kg (19.9lb)

FRAME F-Si BallisTec Hi 
Mod Carbon

FORK Lefty 2.0 Carbon XLR 
100 29in, 100mm travel

WHEELS ENVE Carbon 
Twenty9 XC Ai offset rims, 
Lefty SM front, DT Swiss 
350 Ai offset rear hubs 

TYRES Schwalbe Racing 
Ralph EVO Snakeskin, 
29x2.1in

CRANKS Cannondale 
HollowGram Si XX1, 32T

GEARS SRAM XX1

BRAKES Avid XX, 
180/160mm rotors

OTHER STUFF FSA K-Force 
Carbon 700mm flat bars, 
Cannondale OPI 2.0 stem, 
F-Si Save 2 seatpost, 
Prologo saddle 

CONTACT  
www.cyclingsportsgroup.
co.uk

I’ve distilled our 
experience of the two bikes into 
the major showdown ride, but we 
spent months on and off them 
from the south of France (where 

we took the pictures) to the north of England. 
The result was a re-education in how much 
high velocity entertainment a light 29er 
hardtail can be and confirmation that 
Cannondale’s integration evolution’s 
created something special. Guy

TESTER SAYS...



Lefty and Whytey
If you’ve bought into the idea that  

you need at least 750mm of handlebar 

and 150mm of travel to go downhill 

quick then either of these bikes will set 

that straight. Yes, we missed dropper 

posts (but they could easily be 

UHWURÀWWHG�WR�HLWKHU�ELNH��DQG�WKH\�QHHG�

more skill/care to get through rockier 

sections or down a jumpy trail centre 

descent than a full suss bike. We 

guarantee you’ll be surprised with just 

how fast you can blast along and down 

techy trails on a 29er hardtail, and 

they’re in a different class on climbs. 

But what about the differences between 

the two bikes here? 

Whyte’s 29-C Team is a rock solid 

UDFH�FKDVVLV�ZLWK�FRQÀGHQW�EDVH�

geometry, top spec SRAM stop and go 

gear plus lightweight tubeless carbon 

wheels that all translate easily to fast 

trail use. The RS-1 looks amazing, 

SURYLGHV�PXG�SURRI��UDFH�ÀUP�

VXVSHQVLRQ�DQG�PDNHV�PRUH�ÀQDQFLDO�

sense on a complete bike. Soft steering 

can be unnerving though, which makes 

the Fox-forked, Shimano-equipped but 

still carbon-wheeled 29C-S look the 

wiser buy at £2999. 

While it hasn’t always worked for the 

company, there’s no doubt that 

Cannondale’s unique integrated 

approach puts the F-Si in a different 

class here. The ultra-light frame is the 

smoothest hardtail race bike we’ve 

ridden, but still blisteringly power 

HIÀFLHQW�WKURXJK�LWV�$L�UHDU�ZKHHO��7KH�

Lefty fork with integrated stem/steerer 

is equally impressive up front and even 

the XX1 transmission is enhanced by 

the Si crank. 

Given the £2000 wheel spec it’s  

not even excessively expensive in 

relative terms and the F-Si Carbon 2 

uses the same frame/crank/stem but 

alloy Lefty and Stan’s Ai wheels and 

SRAM X01 for £2999, to provide most 

of the Team’s performance for almost 

half price.

22 April 

Rough and rocky 
trails near Nice 

helped us separate 
our racy pair

“You’ll be surprised 
how fast you can blast 

on a 29er hardtail”

While most mountain bikes have been a pick 
and mix parts selection on a stock frame 
some designers have always sought out an 
advantage by going bespoke. 

The obvious first example was Yorkshire 
innovator Pace whose radical square tubed 
alloy 1989 RC100 bike had custom thru-axle 
Bullseye cranks and direct mount Magura 
hydraulic brakes. The single piece stem/fork 
steerer clamped straight into the fork crown 
like the Cannondale Lefty 2.0 fork here. 

Shortly afterwards Cannondale introduced 
its Fatty Headshok forks with the suspension 
guts hidden in an oversized headtube, also 
introducing key Lefty components such as 
roller bearing fork sliders. Fellow fat alloy 
tube pioneers Klein used one-piece stem and 
bar Mission Control cockpits and a unique BB 
system in the 1990s too. 

Whyte’s first bike, the PRST-1, used a 
unique linkage fork as well as latch secured 
‘bobbin’ axle extensions modelled on Honda 
race motorbike fixtures to secure the wheels 
in 1999. Cannondale’s first Lefty appeared in 
the same year joining its oversized axle 
experiments that led to the BB30 open 
standard. The 15 year development of its 
unique fork hasn’t been an altogether 
smooth story, but persistence seems to have 
paid off with the latest light, stiff and well 
controlled Lefty 2.0 Carbon XLR. Current 
Hollowgram Si cranks are stunning too.

HISTORY OF INTEGRATION

FIRST RIDES

Lefty fork requires 
specialist hub, but 
makes punctures 
simple to change





Fox 32 fork has
a fair bit of twist

prices and for years it was a go-to bike 

for a really good time on whatever trail 

was stretching out in front of you. So it 

was no surprise that we took an alloy EX 

to Coed y Brenin for our Trail Bike of the 

Year test a couple of years ago. 

Within a couple of corners it was clear 

that what was needed wasn’t more 

evolution but a real revolution. Its little 

26in wheels clattered and skipped across 

the rocks of Snowdonia, spilling speed 

DQG�FRQÀGHQFH�DOO�RYHU�WKH�SODFH�DV�WKH\�

went. The alloy frame felt heavy, there 

was no swagger in its steering and it was 

obviously lacking the tailwind effect of 

bigger wheels. Even though we doggedly 

hung onto it as a long termer to try and 

tweak it better we never found the love. 

Riding the top EX 9 alloy bike this 

summer it was clear the Fuel’s switch to 

650b wheels (a 29er version is also 

available) has made a massive difference, 

and the lower spec, non Re:Aktiv EX 7 

model proves the admission price for 

all-round get on and go fun is 

impressively affordable. 

/LNH�DQ\�JRRG�ELNH�ÀW�LV�FUXFLDO��DQG�

while Trek’s virtual sizing is a bit of a 

brain bend the long toptubes and shorter 

seat tubes it generally delivers work well. 

Cockpit dimensions and geometry mean 

steering is stable enough when you need 

EDFN�XS�LQ�D�ERXOGHU�ÀJKW�RU�VFUHH�VOLGH��

but not so needy it demands constant 

correction when you’re climbing or 

cruising along skinny sheeptrack. 

Tracking of the Fox 32 fork is a bit 

vague at times, but the sensible rather 

than radical steering angles mean you’re 

never tricked into thinking there’s more 

traction or control than there really is. 

It’s the same story of holistic balance 

D
igestive biscuits. Corn Flakes. 

Vanilla ice cream. Some things 

sound plain compared to more 

exotic alternatives, but when  

you taste them you remember just how 

great they are. Great basic ingredients 

DQG VXEWOH ÁDYRXUV�EURXJKW�WRJHWKHU� 

in a superb balance that doesn’t need 

sugar coating, chocolate sauce or nut 

sprinkles to hit the spot. Trek’s Fuel  

EX 7 is the understated but moreish  

trail bike equivalent. 

Innovative progress 
The various generations of Fuel have 

been Trek’s 120-130mm travel do-it-all 

stalwarts since the days when V brakes 

ZHUH VWDQGDUG ÀW� 7KH\·YH�VHHQ�D�KRVW�RI�

innovations in the shape of E2 tapered 

headsets, tubeless ready wheels and 

tyres, Full Floater shocks squeezed 

between upper linkage and chainstay tips 

rather than the mainframe, DRCV dual 

chamber shocks and ABP wheel axle 

concentric rear pivots, which became the 

multi-axle ABP convert. Trek was also 

WKH ÀUVW FRPSDQ\ WR�SURYLGH�FOLS�RQ�

plastic sag guides for easy shock set up. 

Affordable alloy or high performance 

carbon frames covered a full range of 

ECONOMY FUEL
Trek’s most affordable Fuel still lights our trail riding fire

Words: Guy Kesteven  

Photos: Mick Kirkman

At £1900, the 
Trek offers good 
performance at a 
reasonable price

24 April 

AT A GLANCE
TREK FUEL EX 7  

PRICE £1900

TOPTUBE LENGTH 627mm

SEAT TUBE LENGTH 470mm 

HEAD ANGLE 68°  

SEAT ANGLE 73° 

BB HEIGHT 333mm

CHAINSTAY LENGTH 433mm 

WHEELBASE 1170mm

SIZES 15.5, 17.5, 18.5, 19.5 
(tested), 21.5in 

WEIGHT 13.62kg (30.03lb)   

FRAME Alpha Platinum alu  

FORK Fox 32 Float CTD 
Evolution 15QR, 120mm  

SHOCK Fox Float CTD DRCV 
Evolution, 120mm  

WHEELS Bontrager Duster 
Elite 

TYRES Bontrager XR3 Expert, 
650bx2.35in (F), 2.2in (R) 

GEARS Shimano SLX mech 
(R), Deore shifters, SRAM X5 
mech (F) 

BRAKES Shimano M615

CONTACT  
www.trekbikes.com

FIRST RIDES



Fox rear shock gets 
DRCV technology 

for a deep and 
plush feel

ZLWK�WKH�EDUV�DQG�VWHP��<RX�FRXOG�ÀW�

wider bars and a shorter stem but then 

you’d probably need the grippier XR4 

tyre up front rather than the faster XR3 

KHUH��DQG�\RX·G�GHÀQLWHO\�QRWLFH�WKH�IRUN�

twist more. If that’s the sort of ride you 

want you’d probably be better off with 

WKH�EHHÀHU��VODFNHU�����PP�WUDYHO�

Remedy 7 (£2000). 

Consistent performance 
Fox’s Evolution series dampers are far 

more consistent than they were last year 

so there are no nasty surprises in the fork

stroke and set up couldn’t be simpler. 

Type your ready to ride weight into the 

online calculator on Trek’s website and 

it’ll give you starting point pressure and 

rebound settings to get you in the 

ballpark before you even get on the bike. 

TREK FUEL EX 7

“The shock will
take a fair wallop
or drop without
bucking you offline”

Once you’ve checked the 

sag with the provided clip-on 

marker, the rear suspension 

is equally unobtrusive.  

While it’s not as crisp and on 

point as the Formula One 

technology-inspired Re:Aktiv 

dampers on £3000-plus Fuel 

EXs, the split chamber DRCV 

shock still gives good 

pedalling and the automatic opening 

second shock chamber means it’ll take a 

fair wallop or drop without bucking you 

RIÁLQH��7KH�'HVFHQG��7UDLO�DQG�&OLPE�

modes are different enough to be 

worthwhile and it’s pedal, brake and 

chainring neutral enough that you can 

concentrate totally on the trail and not 

worry about how to make the bike work 

with each bit. 

The same ready-for-anything attitude 

adds useful versatility to the rest of the 

frame. There’s a replaceable plastic belly 

guard because alloy bikes are just as 

likely to take a rock in the guts as a 

carbon frame. The bottom bracket has 

chainguide mounts in case you ever want 

WR�ÀW�D�FKDLQ�GHYLFH��7KHUH·V�QR�GLUHFW�

compression shock load on the 

mainframe so the Alpha Platinum 

ABP suspension 
system is straight off 
Trek’s pricier models

SRAM double offers  
a decent gear range

Cockpit choices 
aren’t radical but 
they are effective

 April 25



“Heavy for its category but a sorted,
impeccably balanced and thoroughly 
enjoyable, minimum fuss all-rounder.”  

+++ +

“Once you’ve got  
it up to speed it 
holds onto it with  
a dogged amount 
of pride”

Platinum alloy frame is 
heavily manipulated 

tubes can be made thinner and lighter. 

The magnesium EVO rocker link is forged 

in a single piece for maximum strength 

and stiffness compared to a welded or 

bolted multi-piece link. Internal routing 

is neat and it’s plumbed for an internally 

routed seatpost hose, which is great as a 

dropper post is the only thing that’s 

obviously missing when things get techy.   

7KH�RQO\�VLJQLÀFDQW�FULWLFLVP�RI�WKH���

is its weight, which makes acceleration 

steady rather than sudden compared to 

other bikes in its category. It generally 

hides its mass very well in the overall 

ride, to the point where it’s a surprise 

when you have to heave its heft over a 

gate or stile on a cheeky trail. Once 

you’ve got it up to speed it holds onto it 

with a dogged amount of pride whether 

\RX·UH�KDOI�ZKHHOLQJ�PDWHV�XS�D�ÀUH�URDG�

or battling up one of those climbs that 

would be better as a descent. The XR3 

tyres underline overall performance with 

decent drag-free grip and they’ll feel and 

roll even better if you pop in the supplied 

tubeless strips and valves and switch 

tubes for sealant. 

Summary 
It’s not the most radical ride and it’s 

heavy, but if you want a really well 

balanced, consistently friendly, get on 

and go trail bike then Trek’s entry-level 

(;���VKRXOG�EH�RQ�\RXU�VKRUWOLVW��

ALSO CONSIDER

Mondraker Factor RR 27.5 
£1899
The Factor adopts the super-short stem, 
slacked-out steering angle and extended 
toptube stretch Forward Geometry of its 
bigger brothers and feeds it through 
Fox’s Evolution grade suspension. 
www.silverfish-uk.com

GT Sensor Elite £1750 
Sensor uses the latest AOS incarnation 
of GT’s floating drivetrain suspension 
system to deliver big-hit, high-speed 
hammer performance from a relatively 
modest 130mm travel setup. 
www.cyclingsportsgroup.co.uk

Giant Trance 27.5 2 £1899
The Trance rocks 20mm more travel, a 
standard single chamber Fox shock 
and slacker angles for a slightly more 
aggro feel. Otherwise spec is almost 
identical, it’s even the same colour. 
www.giant-bicycles.com

Bontrager rubber 
is fast rolling and 
tubeless ready

FIRST RIDES

26 April 



www.madison.cc                 facebook.com/madisonclothing                      twitter.com/madisonclothingwww.madison.cc                 facebook.com/madisonclothing                      twitter.com/madisonclothing

·   Worn by itself during Spring and 
Autumn or as a mid-layer in winter

·     The front zipper allows you to 
regulate your temperature and 
mesh underarm vents provide a 
constant fl ow of cool air

·    An elasticated rear hem with 
silicone gripper keeps the jersey 
fi rmly in place

·   Low bulk elastic bound cuffs stay 
fi rmly in place but also grip your 
forearm nicely when pushed up 
the arm

·  Zippered rear hip pocket provide  
   plenty of space for a phone and  
   keys

·  Limited lifetime warranty

    srp £49.99

DON’T BE A 

PRINCESS BE

A WARRIOR
A great 3 season women’s jersey for any mountain biker
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At £500, Pinnacle has
swapped suspension
for value elsewhere

B
ikes in the £500 to £1000 range have

never been so good. However, on

many of these bikes a suspension fork

from one of the major manufacturers is

too expensive, and the cheaper alternatives

don’t quite pull their weight. They tend to

be poorly sealed and before long become

almost rigid, hefty lumps of metal attached

to your frame.

Rather than blowing a chunk of its

component budget on a questionable fork,

Pinnacle has taken the sensible step of going

fully rigid, although with a different headset

the 44mm headtube would allow a tapered

VXVSHQVLRQ IRUN WR EH ÀWWHG� 7KH GRXEOH�

butted frame tubing of the £500 Ramin One

shaves some grams, and at the other end the

subtly tapered blades of the chromoly fork

give nothing away to suspension forks in

terms of looks.With a single ring up front,

WKH ZLGH�UDQJH ����� FDVVHWWH RXW EDFN LV D

PXVW� EXW 6KLPDQR RIIHUV DQ ����� QLQH�

YEAH! 

Ì The cost savings of the fork allow nice 
touches like the single-ring Truvativ Firex 
chainset, which further lowers the overall 

weight.

Ì Wide 720mm bars paired with a 70mm stem 
allow for a more aggressive riding style, and 

make it easier to take control of the 
unsuspended front end.

speed cassette that would have been nice 

to see. 

The ride was lively, with a shedload of 

the ‘grin factor’ rather than outright 

speed, and certainly rewarded careful 

line choices. Without the bulk and 

maintenance needs of a cheap fork the 

5DPLQ�FRXOG�PDNH�DQ�H[FHOOHQW�RII�URDG�

commuter. Loaded with frame bags 

though, it might just as easily make a 

JUHDW�LQWURGXFWLRQ�WR�RII�URDG�WRXULQJ�

www.evanscycles.com 

Ì Pinnacle’s missed a trick by not speccing the 
2.4in version of Continental’s X-King tyres. 

Given the rigid fork they would have provided a 
degree of extra comfort.

Ì Higher speeds might loosen your fillings. 
The ride is great fun, but don’t expect warp 

speeds on rougher trails.

BAH!

Ì The Sunrace cassette has a 34-tooth 
sprocket, but with no granny ring up front a 

36-tooth Shimano cassette could make a 
difference on steeper climbs.

Ì We liked the ‘nuclear bogey’ frame colour (a 
lot) but bad news if you don’t: there isn’t a 

classy black option yet.

MEH

Rigid fork means a rough 
ride, but excellent value 

elsewhere on the bike

“Fantastic value and sensible speccing
make the Ramin a top training or 
budget adventure bike.”

+++++

ourer, o -road commuter or ust mountain bike? 
Whatever you call it, Pinnacle’s Ramin makes sense

Words: Huw Oliver

Photos: Russell Burton

FIRST RIDES

Single ring setup is 
light, but a wider  

range cassette  
would be welcome

28 April 



SELF REGENERATIVE

TEMPERATURE STEADY

EASY CLEAN

AIR CIRCULATION SYSTEM

ERGO FLEX SYSTEM

SHOCK FREEZE SYSTEM

ULTRA SLIM PADDING

ARG MINIMALIST 

KNEE

Rider  Nico Lau

#blissprotection
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IN FUEL THIS MONTH...

WMB Heroes p36
A look back at the cheekily 
titled Cove Stiffee hardcore 
hardtail 

Trails & Tribulations 
p40
There's always something 
for riders to worry about

Trail Talk p42
The place to have your say 
and show off where and  
what you’ve been riding 

Trail bike evolution p32
What does the future  
hold for this section of 
mountain biking? 

THE RIDE OUT 

Rider: Jonathan Woodhouse
Location: Nice, France

Bike: Canyon Strive CF 8.0 Race
Photographer: Russell Burton
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NewsyViewsyOpinions

With this year’s Trail Bike of the Year test looming, Guy Kesteven considers
what the future holds for this big slice of the mountain bike market

TRAIL BIKE EVOLUTION

INVESTIGATION

T
he idea is simple. We invite all 
the bike brands to send us a 
£2500-£3100 bike that they 

reckon will be maximum fun in the 
widest range of trail conditions 
possible. Generally a bike that can 
ULGH�XS�D�EORRG\�JUHDW�KLOO�HIÀFLHQWO\�
enough to make it a rewarding 
challenge not a wretched chore, then 
bomb down a trail centre black run or 
wild mountainside full-gas fast 
ZLWKRXW�ÁLQFKLQJ�WR�PD[�RXW�\RXU�
adrenalin reward. 

Calling in the bikes for this year 
has raised questions about what a 
trail bike should be. Is 125mm of 
travel enough when you could have 
170mm and does a carbon frame 

automatically make a better bike than 
a metal one? As for wheel size, even 
pro enduro riders are undecided 
whether 650b or 29in is fastest. 

Now and then 
We’ve got a month to decide all that 
on the latest bikes and crown our 
2015 TBOTY winner, but what 
should we expect from the trail bikes 
of the future? We talked to trail 
centre supremos and ride guides to 
ÀQG�RXW�ZKDW�¶UHDO·�SHRSOH�DUH�ULGLQJ�
now and top bike designers and 
FRPSRQHQW�FUHDWRUV�WR�ÀQG�RXW�ZKDW�
we’ll be riding next. 
Interestingly, Ian Alexander from 

Whyte takes a rider not technology 

based approach. “If you really want 
to try and predict what will happen 
with trail bikes, go and ask the trail 
builders and trail designers what 
they are going to be cooking up. We 
have some superb trail designers and 
trail centres in the UK coupled to a 
very strong enduro community, 
which altogether makes a very 
exciting resource from which to 
develop mountain bikes further.”

Martin Astley from BikePark Wales 
FRQÀUPV�WKDW�KRZ�ZH�ULGH�LV�GHÀQLQJ�
what we ride. “At BPW it’s all about 
150-160mm bikes right now. I guess 
that’s what we built the place for  
EXW�,�GHÀQLWHO\�IHHO�WKH�PDUNHW�KDV�
moved from 120-140mm and now on 

Will trail design and 
enduro influence  
what we can expect 
from future trail bikes?



QUICK RELEASES
Take on a Welsh coast to coast challenge this summer with Rough Ride Guide Ltd. Sign up before 
April 20 to get a £25 discount using code WMB15. Head to www.roughrideguide.co.uk for details 
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to 160mm as the majority share of 
full suspension bike sales.”

Big ideas 
It’s not just travel that’s likely to get 
bigger either. TBOTY 2014 winner 
Mondraker has caused a storm with 
its Forward Geometry designs and 
Chris Porter from Mojo suspension is 
currently on a one-man mission to 
ÀQG�RXW�KRZ�H[WUHPH�¶ORQJ��VODFN�DQG�
low’ can go. Even he admits there’ll 
be a limit though. 

“I guess it may eventually get  
long enough, slack enough and low 
enough even though most guys are 
going a few millimetres at a time! I 
suspect the real truth of where trail 
bikes are going is more stupid 
standards and wheel sizes.” 

Andrew Dodd from mountain bike 
trend site www.factoryjackson.com 
agrees. “Other than the (still 
growing) realization that longer front 
centres and short stems are much 
EHWWHU��WKH�QH[W�¶WKLQJ·�LV�FOHDUO\�
27.5+. Yep, another wheel size to 
really complicate and confuse things, 
but they could be a lot of fun. An 
outside diameter the same size as  
a 29in wheel; but a smaller, lighter 
and stiffer wheel with more tyre 
volume for grip and cushioning 
sounds good.” 

Full suspension pioneer and 
legendary innovator Dave Turner of 
7XUQHU�%LNHV�GHÀQLWHO\�DJUHHV��´)DW�LV�
the future, and I ain’t talking about 
obesity. No, I’m talking about fatter 
tyres and 27.5+ feels like that nice 

“The next ‘thing’ is clearly 27.5+. 
Yep, another wheel size to 
complicate and confuse things” 

Lapierre’s Zesty 
features its 

own electrickery

compromise between a 2.3in tyred 
Burner and 4in shod King Khan  
(fat bike).”

After 27 years designing mountain 
bikes, Yorkshire’s own MTB pioneer 
and innovator Adrian Carter from 
Pace Cycles has a longer term view.

“There’s no better parallel for our 
industry than motorcycles where 
performance of off-road bikes have 
coalesced to produce a single core 
platform, be they motocross, enduro 

Are longer travel full 
sussers like Intense’s 
Tracer taking a bigger 
sales share?
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or cross-country bikes. If evolution 
ÀQGV�D�FHUWDLQ�JHRPHWU\��WUDYHO�DQG�
ZKHHO�VL]H�WKDW�ZRUNV�WKH�EHVW�WKHQ�
DOO�WUDLO�HQGXUR�FURVV�FRXQWU\�ELNHV�
ZLOO�IXQGDPHQWDOO\�EHFRPH�WKH�VDPH��
-XVW�WKH�PDWHULDO��IRU�SULFH�SRLQW�� 
DQG�WKH�ODEHO�VWXFN�RQ�LW�ZLOO�EH�
GLIIHUHQW��1DWXUDO�VHOHFWLRQ�LQ�
PRXQWDLQ�ELNH�GHVLJQ«μ

Electric avenue
:KDWHYHU�WKH�ZKHHO�VL]H�DQG�
JHRPHWU\�0DUN�*UHVKRQ��6KLPDQR�
PDQDJHU�DW�0DGLVRQ�KDV�QR�GRXEW�
WKDW�WKH�IXWXUH�LV�HOHFWULÀHG��

“The future is electronic 
LQWHJUDWLRQ��6KLIWLQJ��VXVSHQVLRQ�
GDPSLQJ�ORFNRXW�DQG�PD\EH�HYHQ�
GURSSHU�SRVWV�DOO�SRZHUHG�IURP� 
WKH�VDPH�LQWHUQDO�EDWWHU\�DQG� 
ZLULQJ��,�WKLQN�WKHUH�ZLOO�EH�PRUH�
H�ELNHV�DERXW�WKDQ�SHRSOH�ZLOO� 
H[SHFW�WRR�μ�

'RXJ�IURP�%DVTXH�07%�EDFNV�WKDW�
XS��´:H·UH�DOUHDG\�VHHLQJ�PRUH�
SHRSOH�DVNLQJ�DERXW�WDNLQJ�WKHLU�
H�ELNHV�RQ�RXU�KROLGD\V�μ�

$OH[�5DIIHUW\�IURP�65$0�VKRZV�
LW·V�WKLQNLQJ�QRW�MXVW�RXW�RI�WKH� 

ER[�EXW�DOVR�RXW�RI WKLV ZRUOG�
´7UDGLWLRQDO�GULYHWUDLQV� JHDUER[HV�
HOHFWULFLW\��K\GUDXOLFV� HYHQ
WHFKQRORJLHV�DOLHQ WR XV QRZ� DUH
FRPSOHWHO\�IHDVLEOH IRU XV WR FRQVLGHU�
%XW�LI�WHFKQRORJ\ GRHV QRW SURYLGH D
QHW�EHQHÀW�WR�WKH XVHU� LW GRHVQ·W
FRXQW�DV�LPSURYHPHQW� ,W PXVW
EH�EHWWHU�μ�

2Q�WKDW�QRWH�WKH ÀQDO LQWULJXLQJ
ZRUGV�JR�WR�&KULV &RFDOLV RI 3LYRW

“If technology does not provide  
a net benefit to the user, it  

doesn’t count as improvement” 

&\FOHV�ZKR�LV�DOUHDG\�SURGXFLQJ�WKH�
PRVW�IXWXUH�SURRIHG�HOHFWULF�UHDG\�
IUDPHV�DYDLODEOH��´,�WKLQN�JLYLQJ�DZD\�
WKH�IXWXUH�QRZ�ZRXOG�VSRLO�DOO�WKH�
IXQ��7KDW·V�DOO�,�DP�ZLOOLQJ�WR�VD\�
ULJKW�QRZ�μ�

3LFN�XS�LVVXH������RQ�VDOH�$SULO� 
���WR�GLVFRYHU�ZKLFK�RI�RXU�FKRVHQ� 
���ELNHV�WDNHV�WKH�SRGLXP�SODFH�LQ�
WKLV�\HDU·V�KXJH�7UDLO�%LNH�RI�WKH� 
<HDU�WHVW��

From shifting to 
suspension, the  
future will be electric

Love or loathe them, 
e-bikes will be more 

common on our trails



CUBE SHOE SERIES 

WITH THE CUBE NATURAL FIT SHOE SERIES WE INTRODUCE OUR HOLISTIC APPROACH 

OF NATURAL FIT TO THE WORLD OF ROAD, ALL-MOUNTAIN AND TRAIL RIDING. OUR 

SHOES FEATURE UNIQUE TRAITS, SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO PREVENT AND REDUCE 

COMMON BIKE ASSOCIATED ISSUES. THE EXTRA LARGE ADJUSTMENT RANGE FOR 

CLEATS ENABLES EVERY RIDER TO CHOOSE THE PERFECT PLACEMENT AND THUS AVOID 

KNEE PROBLEMS. FURTHERMORE, THE SHOES ARE EQUIPPED WITH INGENIOUS DETAILS 

LIKE THE CUBE WINGS, AN ADDITION TO THE VELCRO STRAPS FOR EASY HANDLING EVEN 

WHEN WEARING GLOVES. THE CUBE VENT SYSTEM ALLOW YOUR FEET TO BREATHE AND 

THE REFLECTIVE LOGOS ON THE BACK INCREASE VISIBILITY AT NIGHT. THE PERFECT 

CHOICE FOR EVERY RIDE. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON CUBE AND OUR BIKES 

PLEASE VISIT: WWW.CUBE.EU | INFO@CUBE-BIKES.CO.UK

CUBEBIKESUK

CUBEBIKESUK

CUBE LIFE DEALERS:

HARGROVES CYCLES - SOUTHAMPTON

HARGROVESCYCLES.CO.UK
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CYCLEWISE.CO.UK
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SUROSA CYCLES LIMITED - OLDHAM

SUROSA.CO.UK

JC COOK CYCLES - GRIMSBY

JCCOOKCYCLES.CO.UK

THE CUBE STORE

INFINITY CYCLES - DURHAM 

DURHAM.CUBEBIKESTORE.EU

CUBE WINGS

REINFORCED 

NYLON OUTSOLE

NATURAL FIT INSOLE
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FANCY A GO? 
A quick eBay search shows up a brand 
new and unused 15.5in frame for £299, 

but if you’re willing to go secondhand we 
found a frame for just £100, making it the 

ideal basis of a cheap second bike. 

If you’re after a complete item, internet 
classifieds turned up a complete 17.5in frame 

in what appears to be very good nick, 
complete with period RockShox 
Revelation fork, Hope/DT Swiss 
wheels and a Shimano Saint/XT 

27-speed drivetrain.

✗ Even with 
shorter travel forks, the 

bottom bracket height is still 
pretty lofty, born out of the 

need to get up ’n’ over  
log obstacles on the Shore.  
Put on a longer travel fork 

and you’ll start to  
know about it.✓ Robust 

construction means 
you’re likely to wear out 

before it does, but a frame 
weight of 2kg (4.5lb) means 

it’s not hideously  
hefty either.

✓ Clearance 
for fat-at-the-time 

2.3in rubber means you 
can run grippy, modern 

tyres and still have  
mud clearance.

✓ As newer 
bikes move to bigger 

wheel sizes, you’ll have  
your pick of the classified 
sections, with plenty of 
previously expensive  

parts going cheap.

✗ While the 
head angle is pleasantly 

slack, the seat angle follows 
suit and combined with 

the much shorter toptubes 
common at the time, you’ll 

need to size up, but  
do it carefully.

✗ It’s a tough 
hardtail built for 

hitting things hard. Bear 
that in mind when you’re 
looking at secondhand 
examples, as they may  

well have been 
thrashed.

✗ The 1.125in 
steerer means you’re 

limited on fork choice, and 
despite seat tube diameter 

varying over the years, finding 
a dropper post to fit might 
be an issue. Earlier models 

did without chainguide 
mounts too.

✓ The slack 
head angle means it’s 

no nervous beast on the 
trails and it’ll still cut it  
with the current crop  

of toughnut  
hardtails.
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A
lly Campbell is my hero.
She runs Campbell
Coaching mountain bike
training company at
Afan Forest, and having

spent time riding proper mountain
trails in Whistler has the skills and
pluck I can only dream about.
That’s not why she’s my hero; it’s
because she was mountain biking
up to (and I believe beyond) the due
date for her baby. He has now
DUULYHG DQG KHU )DFHERRN SURÀOH·V
gone quiet, but leading up to
D-Day, there were photos of a
radiant and rather rotund looking
Ally sailing down rocky drop-offs
with captions like “going too fast to
notice the chicken run”.
Now I’m in the same boat and I

realize that being pregnant has
taught me a lot about mountain
biking.

1. Fitness is a gift. I’ve always taken
P\�ÀWQHVV IRU JUDQWHG DQG VDZ LW
just as a way of doing all the
gorgeous, addictive things I love,
like fell running, endurance
mountain biking and adventure
racing. With a body now less
exercised than previously and with
the extra demands of growing a
person, there are hills on my rides
I’ve never noticed before. Gravity
got stickier.

2. Not all trails are fun to ride
slowly. Pretty much any trail is fun
WR�ULGH ZKHQ \RX·UH KDPPHULQJ ÁDW
out. My local loop is weather proof,
mostly smooth and with very little
altitude gain, but has always been a
blast when chasing mates or
battling to beat the latest Strava
Diva. When speed isn’t on the

cards, tame trails have little to
offer. A recent half an hour spent
dawdling round a ‘blue’, without
even any decent view by way of
distraction, felt like a sentence,
whereas two hours in the
Quantocks tackling steep, tricky
descents at a fairly circumspect
pace was heavenly.

3. :RPHQ·V VSHFLÀF JHRPHWU\ LV
awesome. As your belly grows, it
puts pressure on your lower back,
and given that pedalling hard on a
full bouncer can exacerbate back
pain to the point of misery at the
best of times, imagine my surprise
discovering that riding a bike with
ZRPHQ·V VSHFLÀF JHRPHWU\ PDNHV
mountain biking about the only

time when I’m not in pain. I used to 
be a cynic about all this women’s-
VSHFLÀF�JHDU�EXW�,·P�D�WRWDO�FRQYHUW��

4. No one makes maternity cycling 
shorts. Why is that? People look at 
you a bit strangely when you rock 
up to a ride with your bib shorts 
VWUHWFKHG�RYHU�D�GHÀQLWH�EXPS��DQG�
sometimes there are a few rather 
scathing comments. To be honest I 
don’t look that different to some of 
the chaps I ride with, and that’s not 
the only thing I’ve got in common 
ZLWK�WKHP��,�WRR�QHHG�P\�À[�RI�
sunshine, a fresh breeze, some time 
on the trails and a bit of adrenalin, 
not to mention the compulsory 
banter. I don’t know what the fuss 
is all about. I’m a mountain biker… 

A BABY ON THE WAY DOESN’T 

DETER FI FROM SPENDING  

TIME ON THE TR AILS

 In-country
T H E  F I  S P O T S W O O D  C O L U M N
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Ally Campbell from
Campbell Coaching 

is Fi’s new hero! 
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I
do think that mountain bikers
might be hand wringers, the
kind of folk who need to check
the door lock three times,
considering how much they

worry about kit.
Are your bars too wide, too

narrow, the right rise? What about
stem length? My tyres are fast
rolling but terrifying, my tyres are
really grippy, but it feels like I’m
pulling a seized tractor behind me,
there’s a new tyre size! My genitals
are numb, not numb enough…
Okay, the last one is perhaps only a
concern for certain kinds of
specialist interest groups. However,
if you need to feel how hard or soft
your tyre knobs are and wonder if

you can justify a durometer tester,
you’re probably in the same camp
as many of us.

I’ve found out that 800mm bars
are just too big. I don’t like the
sweep on the ones I’m riding either
very much, but 780s are peachy.
Anything below that is back with
the cavemen and ‘how did we ever
manage?’ territory. Still, part of me
wonders whether 20mm either way
can make such a big difference.

I’ve found a new thing to scratch
my chin about, and it’s possibly a
fairly rare neurosis. It doesn’t seem
popular on the standard ‘I will
defend my corner’, ‘I hate you’
threads on forums. Bottom bracket
height… I like low bottom brackets,

I can’t deny. If you’re entering the 
world of the loam and want to drag 
your knuckles Matt Hunter-style 
you need a low bottom bracket  
and better centre of gravity. But 
how low is too low? I know of a 
certain editor of a magazine that 
predominantly tests stuff, being 
refused the bottom bracket height 
(very low) he wanted by the 
builders of his new frame, as ‘it  
was stupid’. Was a moment of 
mountain biking groundbreaking 
advancement missed, or has said 
editor just been saved a hefty 
dental bill? 

Over the years nearly all of my 
favourite bikes have had ground 
skimming bottom brackets, all of 
them really fast, but all of them 
really fast at crashing too. Many a 
time as I’ve thought how God-like I 
am on bike X, science in Dawkins-
esque fashion decides to show me 
God doesn’t exist. I clip a pedal and 
experience almost instantaneously 
the combined powers of gravity and 
velocity and de-acceleration very 
rapidly and painfully. 

My new bike is a custom long 
low rider, it’s fabulous and has a 
high and low setting so you can lift 
it up a (tiny) bit if you’re doing a  
lot of rutted pedalling stuff, or you 
can have it slammed like a Max 
Power Corsa.

I already know that the bolt that 
adjusts the bottom bracket will 
seize in the low setting. For four 
corners a ride I’ll be a hero, and  
the rest of the time I’ll be helped 
out of the bushes by laughing 
mates. I’ll look good on those 
corners though. 

ARE MOUNTAIN BIKERS NATUR AL 

BORN WORRIERS WHEN IT COMES 

TO THEIR BIKES AND KIT? 

T H E M A T T L E T C H C O L U M N

syVi y pinions

Trails  
Tribulations

&
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Too wide or wide enough?, 
We can always find 

something to worry about

QUICK RELEASES
If a camera is always part of your riding kit, a snap of your favourite trails could grace the cover 
of new OS maps as a winner of its latest competition. For entry details see os.uk/photofit
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UN-APPY

I have been reading your
magazine for more than 10 years
now and I truly enjoyed any
issue without exceptions. Your
magazine helped me improving
my riding skills, take on new
challenging rides and choose the
right bike and gear.

For the past two years I’ve
been subscribing to your digital
magazine via Apple Newsstand
as I now live in Australia and
issues tend to arrive in
newsagents two-three months
late. I was looking forward to
renewing my subscription for
2015 until I received an email
that the price had changed from
£2.49 an issue to £99.99!
Massimo Granata, by email

WMB says: Hi Massimo, thank you for your
email. Please don’t be put off or alarmed
by the ‘price increase’ email in relation to
your subscription. We’ve recently changed
to a new version of our app, and the
different price is intentional so that we
don’t automatically charge you again in
the old app. It can safely be ignored, as

bike companies you have 
historically rated high more 
inclined to give you test bikes and 
vice versa? Or are bike companies 
at the mercy of your pen and you 
get any bike you’d like to test? Do 
you ensure your independence by 
always buying the things you test? 
Just curious! 
Søren Lemonius, Denmark 

WMB says: Hi Søren, glad you enjoy the 
magazine! Following your email, you’ll 
notice that as of issue 171 we have listed 
our top five wheels in the buyer’s guide. We 
do try to rotate the products featured, but 
it a good point that wheels are one of the 
most important upgrades you can make.

Our testing process works in the 
following way: we’ll have tests planned and 
manufacturers can either submit products 
for inclusion or we’ll request a relevant 
item from their range. Tech ed Tom has the 
final say on what goes in, then it’s all given 

READERS’ PICTURES
Where have you been riding this month?  
Email your pictures to wmb@immediate.co.uk

Got something to say? Send your letters 
and photos to wmb@immediate.co.uk 
and we’ll print them here… 

TRAIL TALK

this will turn off the auto-renew function for 
you. If you haven’t already, please follow the 
transfer process in the old app to migrate all 
your subscription entitlements over to our 
brand new app. Su

TESTING 

Please add me to your list of very 
happy readers. I really enjoy 
reading the magazine, but have 
been wondering about two things. 

One of the most recommended 
upgrades, also by your magazine,  
is to get a lighter and better 
wheelset. Why then, are wheels  
not a mandatory topic in your 
buyer’s guide? I realize that you 
need to prioritize the columns  
you have available, but I struggle  
to understand why the most 
recommended upgrade does not 
take priority over backpacks  
for example. 

I trust your buying advice to be 
independent, because you do 
actually, although rarely, use the 
full star-scale you have available. 
I’ve been wondering to what extent 
you are sensitive to what bikes 
companies allow you to test. Are 

SNAPPER: Stuart Milne 
WHERE: Glentress 

BIKE: Cube Stereo HPC
SNAPPER: Kelvin Ross
WHERE: Whinlatter,  
Lake District 

Our pick of the best 
wheels now feature  
in our buyer’s guide 
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to the tester. While bike companies that 
score highly (and therefore have good 
products) tend to be keen to submit their 
offerings, it’s very rare for a manufacturers 
to refuse to send an item. If they do, it 
tends to work against them in the long run. 
Even if they get a poor review, it can be 
useful as this benchmarking allows them to 
improve. Buying all products would quickly 
send our budget into a bad place, but even 
so, being honest in reviews is the most 
important thing for us to do. Jon

A WHEEL SHAME 

As someone who owns a 2011 
Anthem X1 26er and a 2013 

Anthem Advanced 29er, I’d been 
waiting for this review (WMB170 
bike test). As you say, comparing 
different price point bikes is hard, I 
wonder if the carbon Anthem 27.5 
would have beaten the Spark at 
the same price? Guy’s article did 
seem to imply that 29ers were 
really better in this sort of 
application, which I agree with. 

It’s such a shame that Giant UK 
is so pro 650b when you can still 
get Giant Anthem Advanced 29ers 
in Germany and other countries as 
their websites show. 
Michael Rackham, by email 
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BIKES: One-One Codeines
SNAPPER Nigel Witham
WHERE: Forest of Dean 

BIKE: Santa Cruz  
Nomad Carbon 
SNAPPER: Mick Bielby 
WHERE: Stainburn 

RIDERS: Graham O’Shea and friends  
SNAPPER: Ian Linton
WHERE: Glentress black route 

Giant’s 29er Anthem is
much missed, though the
650b bike is still a cracker
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Mondraker Factor & Transition Scout first rides New Shimano
XTR Di2 Essential kit for tackling big UK mountain adventures

  Fat bike v trail bike face-off: a snowy showdown on Alpine trails

PLUS

OF THE YEAR2015

NEXT MONTH IN...

ON SALE 7 APRIL

25 BIKES PREPARE TO GO INTO BATTLE  
TO TAKE THE ULTIMATE HONOUR 
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Please use full url to receive this great offer
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Ordering is easy! Log on to

SUBSCRIBE TO

 THE KEY  
FEATURES 
�Ideally suited for  
singletrack and ultra-
technical descents

� Large integrated  
cage for increased 
stability and control

� Sealed cartridge 
bearing spindle for 
keeping out water  
and mud 

� Weight 450g (pair) 
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WHY SUBSCRIBE?
 The best and most  

trusted reviews, every month

 Save 23%* off every issue,  
only £22.49 every six months

 Get a pair of Shimano 
PD-M530 pedals worth £32

 Every issue delivered  
to your door  

£32
WORTH

AND GET A BONUS PAIR OF

SHIMANO
PD-M530 PEDALS
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CAN WE DO A BETTER JOB THAN THE PROFESSIONALS?

WORDS & PICS:  SEB ROGERS

ast month we – WMB ed 
Jon and I – crunched some 
numbers and came up with 
two completely different 
geometries for a trail hardtail. 

Putting our bike testing reputations 
on the line, each of us reckoned 
we’d come up with the perfect 
formula for a great-handling bike, 
but we wouldn’t know which 
was best until we’d ridden them. 
The welding torch gurus at BTR 
Fabrications built the resulting 
frames out of Reynolds tubes, so 
QRZ�LW·V�WLPH�WR�ULGH�DQG�ÀQG�RXW�
the results. 

Part of the reason for the whole 
exercise is that, under normal 
circumstances, we don’t get to 
compare different geometries 
on a like-for-like basis. A pair of 
bikes on test may have noticeably 
different numbers, but different kit 
can obscure what’s actually going 
on when we pick up on handling 
differences. We do our best to take 
that into account, of course, and 
over two decades of bike testing 

L
experience help us do that. But 
handlebar width, stem length, fork 
and tyre performance are just some 
of the variables that can obscure 
what’s really going on.

The solution? Build our non-
identical frame twins with identical 
kit. With the same fork, wheels, 
transmission, brakes, tyres and 
ÀQLVKLQJ�NLW�²�DOO�VHW�XS�WKH�VDPH�
way – any differences in handling 
would be entirely down to the 
geometries we’d chosen. 

THE INVISIBLE GROUPSET
We wanted our chosen kit to get 
on with its job reliably, so we could 
concentrate on how our bikes were 
behaving on the trail. That meant 
going with kit that we know and 
trust. To keep the transmission 
simple, we plumped for SRAM’s 
�[���;��GULYHWUDLQ��,W�VDFULÀFHV�D�
bit of overall range, but allowed 
us to ditch the front mech, freeing 
up chainstay design by removing 
the need to allow for mech/tyre 
clearance. RockShox’ evergreen 
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like. A few brands are beginning 
to experiment with stretched front 
centres and slacker heads, but it’s 
not what you’d call mainstream. 

My bike, in contrast, barely 
attracts a second glance. Sure, 
I’ve tweaked the numbers a bit 
to get what I want from it, but I 
haven’t pushed the boundaries in 
the way that Jon has, which means 
that it looks like – and, in fact, 
very largely is – a trail hardtail 
with a set of numbers that most 
bike designers would recognise as 
offering decent all-round handling.

Because bike design is as much 
an art as it is a (little understood) 
science, there’s no one set of 
magic numbers that delivers a 
great-riding bike. If there was,  
all bikes would be built with the 
same geometry, wearing roughly 
the same kit, and life would be 
very dull.

WHAT’S IN A NUMBER?
Decades of riding off-road – and 
more than a century of bicycle 
design stretching back before the 
ÀUVW�NOXQNHUV�ZHUH�WKURZQ�GRZQ�

“Er, where does this 
go again?”

&DOLIRUQLDQ�ÀUH�URDGV�²�KDV�VKRZQ�
that there are certain things that 
work, and certain things that don’t. 
So it makes sense to begin with 
a set of numbers that’s a known 
quantity, handling-wise, and work 
from there. It’s what most bike 
designers do – and it’s what Jon 
and I did too.

My starting point was the 
humble Saracen Mantra. This 
£500 hardtail isn’t likely to set 
many gearhead pulses racing, but 
its neutral-but-lively handling is 
exactly what I look for in a trail 
all-rounder. I tend to ride steep, 
technical natural trails, so climbing 
performance is important. I like 
to be able to stretch out over the 
bike when grinding away, so I 
lengthened the toptube a tad and 
kept the rock-clearing bottom 
bracket height more or less 
unchanged. Stability on descents 
is important too, so I slackened 
the head a bit, pushing the front 
centre out and lengthening the 
wheelbase. Subtle changes, but 
worthwhile.

Ironically, in making these 
changes to the Mantra’s 

Pike fork in 130mm trim with 
tapered steerer and 15mm 
Maxle offers the right balance 
of reasonable weight and solid 
performance for a wide range of 
trail conditions. It just gets on 
with the job, which is exactly 
what we wanted.

A Roam 40 wheelset shod with 
Maxxis Ardent and Ikon rubber 
and brought to a halt with a 
pair of Guide R brakes clamping 
180mm rotors take care of the 
rolling bits. The tyres are a 
known quantity, offering a decent 
level of grip in most riding 
conditions, while the wheels 
are strong enough to stand up 
to a bit of enthusiastic riding 
ZLWKRXW�VDFULÀFLQJ�WRR�PXFK�
in acceleration and climbing 
ability. Truvativ 780mm Boobars 
and stem, a Reverb remote 
dropper post, SRAM grips and a 
Fabric saddle would provide the 
rider contact points. Except for 
Jon’s bike, whose radical long 
front centre geometry called 
for a Mondraker 10mm stem. 
Hope stepped in with a pair of 
headsets, and we were good to 
JR��2QFH�-RQ�KDG�ÀQLVKHG�KLV�
spannering, that is.
With the bikes built and 

standing side by side, those 
few millimetres or degrees in 
difference become immediately 
obvious. Jon’s orange monster is 
long, low and, confusingly, both 
steep and slack at the same time. 
The zero offset stem, raked out 
fork, long wheelbase and steep 
seat angle – which contrasts 
very obviously with the laid back 
front – create a look that’s jarring 
precisely because it’s not what 
we expect a trail bike to look 

SRAM’s X1 wide range
11-speed cassette
means plenty of
hill-ability
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GXP bottom bracket 
is slotted into place

Hope headsets slide 
into the 44mm  

ID headtube

Measure twice, cut 
once. Hopefully



WANT ONE
LIKE THIS?

The guys who built our bikes – 
steel frame-building gurus at BTR 

Fabrications – can build one for you 
too. Specialising in fast (they race 

their own designs) and gravity-
orientated trail bikes, the BTR 

range includes both hardatil and  
full suspension frames. 

www.btr-fabrications.com
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BUILD  
YOUR OWN  

BIKE

Seb’s white machine 
offered a good 
all-round handling 
compromise
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geometry I ended up with a very 
similar bike to Jon’s starting point 
– the long, low Whyte 901 – but 
with a higher bottom bracket. 

Jon’s preference for fast, steep, 
ÁRZLQJ�GHVFHQWV�LQIRUPHG�PRVW�
of his decisions. For stability at 
high speed on rough ground, he 
combined a radically long toptube 
with a noticeably slack head angle. 
The Mondraker stem compensates 
for the long toptube – the reach 
on Jon’s bike is just 10mm 
longer than mine, despite the big 
difference in toptube length and 
a front centre 100mm longer. 
Keeping the chainstays as short 
as physically possible keeps the 
wheelbase in check and makes it 
a bit easier to lift the front wheel 
over obstacles. Finally, a radically 
low bottom bracket makes for a 
faster-turning bike at the expense 
of pedal clearance. 

PROOF OF THE PUDDING
My bike rides exactly as you’d
expect. Simultaneously lively and
neutral, it’s an easy machine to
chuck around, whatever the trail
throws at you. Despite slackening

SEB’S THOUGHTS
I was initially sceptical of Jon’s design. 
I thought he was pushing too many 
parameters too far to make a ridable 
bike, but I was wrong. Well, in part. 
There’s no doubt that the long front 
centre and slack head angle make for 
a very stable corner-carver. Once this 
bike’s settled into a turn, there’s not 
much that’ll unsettle it. What 
surprised me was that this languid, 
speed-friendly behaviour doesn’t 
compromise quick handling at normal 
trail speeds as much as I expected. 

Two things rule out Jon’s geometry 
for me as a true all-rounder. First, the 
slow speed front wheel flop makes 
technical climbs a chore. I’d rather be 
riding than pushing, and a bike that 
can’t cope when I can still pedal is a 
frustration. Second, that low bottom 
bracket creates similar issues for me. I 
like to ride weight forward and pedal 
through choppy trail sections; that’s 
simply not possible on Jon’s bike 
without risking a bottomed out pedal 
and an over-the-bar dismount.

While my geometry is well within
the bounds of ‘normal’ and won’t
generate much discussion, that’s kind
of the point. A mountain bike should
be able to cope with a wide range of
speeds, ground conditions and
gradients. Inevitably, that means
arriving at a compromise. I can see the
potential in pushing trail bikes’ front
centres further out, but there’s not a
great deal wrong with the current
consensus. For most people, most of
the time, it’s the right balance.

Only a few more 
frames to go and 
then hometime

Seb’s bike has a 
balanced mix of 
handling attributes
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the head angle more than a degree 
from my Saracen-inspired starting 
point, the steering remains precise 
and very placeable at all speeds. 
Crank up the pace and a tight turn 
is just a dropped shoulder away, 
but it’s equally straightforward 
to pick a line through a technical 
nightmare of a steep climb at 
walking pace. Combined with 
WKH�NLW�ZH·YH�ÀWWHG�LW·V�D�JUHDW�
companion for technical, day-long 
trail rides, which is exactly what 
I was looking for. It just doesn’t 
change things very much. 

That’s not a criticism you can 
level at Jon’s bike, which moves 

things along in an intriguing 
direction. Jon wanted a bike 
WKDW�ZDV�VWDEOH�DQG�FRQÀGHQFH�
inspiring at speed on steep, rough 
terrain, and that’s exactly what 
he got. That radically long front 
centre puts the front axle way out 
in front, where most trail riders 
won’t expect to see it. It looks 
different and, unsurprisingly, rides 
differently too. The faster you go, 
the more planted and settled the 
bike feels in corners. Turn in, feel 
the front tyre grip, and there’s not 
much that’ll unsettle it from your 
chosen line. Super-steep descents 
are no problem, either, thanks 
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Above: RockShox 
Pike fork is  
matched to a 10mm 
Mondraker stem on 
Jon’s ride

Above right: Fine 
tuning the gears for 
the trail showdown

JON’S THOUGHTS
When we were coming up with the 
geometry numbers for these bikes, I 
was worried that I’d create a bike that 
was unrideable. In some ways, I was 
hoping I would. If we’d found an 
extreme point where it simply no 
longer worked, at least we’d have 
found the limits of bicycle geometry. 
Instead, I was both relieved and 
disappointed to sling a leg over the 
BTR and find that it feels pretty 
normal. Okay, that slack head angle 
flops about at low speed and you need 
your wits about you to prevent pedal 
strike, but I’m sure that despite the 
supposedly extreme geometry, anyone 
would feel at home on it after a bit. 
What’s more impressive is how the 
bike carves turns, the super-short 
stem, slack head angle and huge front 
centre loading up the front tyre. It 
feels more like skiing than riding, and 
it’s extremely neutral once turned in. 
Head down something really steep and 
it’s a joy. The huge wheelbase means 
it’s hard to unsettle, despite the lack 
of suspension at the rear. The extreme 
combination of steep seat and long top 
tube would probably make itself 
known as back pain over a very long 
ride, but that’s not what I wanted to 
do with this bike, and there’s the rub. 
Geometry is a tool to make a bike do 
what you want to do. I can afford to 
make this so extreme, because it’s just 
for me. The same doesn’t apply to a 
mass market ride, for obvious reasons.

BUILD  
YOUR OWN  

BIKE

Jon’s bike has a specialist 
setup at the expense of 
all-round performance



Low bottom bracket 
means a more active 
riding style is needed

The Bicycle Academy has
a pretty sweet workshop,
but still no tyre-ftting
machine. Boo

FRQÀGHQFH�LQ�ÀQGLQJ�WKH�OLPLWV��
RI�WKH�IURQW�W\UH·V�JULS�DUH��
DOO�WKDW·V�QHHGHG�WR�GLVSDWFK�D�
VHULHV�RI�UDSLG�OHIW�ULJKW�OHIW�ULJKW�
WXUQV��,W·V�QRW�DV�OLYHO\�DV�P\�
PXFK�PRUH�FRQYHQWLRQDO�GHVLJQ��
EXW�WKDW·V�WKH�SULFH�\RX�SD\�IRU�
VWHHULQJ�VHUHQLW\�ZKHQ�DOO�KHOO·V�
EUHDNLQJ�ORRVH�RQ�D�VWHHS�GHVFHQW��
<RX�SD\V�\RXU�PRQH\���
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WR�WKH�IURQW�W\UH·V�FRQWDFW�SDWFK�
EHLQJ�VR�IDU�DKHDG�RI�WKH�ULGHU�
7KHUH·V�D�SULFH�WR�EH�SDLG�

IRU�DOO�WKLV�KLJK�VSHHG�VWDELOLW\��
WKRXJK��%HORZ�D�FHUWDLQ�VSHHG��
WKH�IURQW�ZKHHO�FDQ�¶ÁRS·�LQWR�D�
WXUQ��,W�WDNHV�D�FRQVFLRXV�HIIRUW�
WR�SXOO�LW�EDFN�LQWR�OLQH��ZKLFK�
LV�LQ�FRQWUDVW�WR�WKH�DFFXUDWH��
SODFHDEOH�IHHO�RI�P\�ELNH��,W·V�
SRVVLEOH�WR�FRPSHQVDWH�IRU�
LW�WR�VRPH�H[WHQW��E\�ORFNLQJ�
RXW�\RXU�XSSHU�ERG\�DQG�
PLQLPLVLQJ�VWHHULQJ�LQSXW�DW�
VORZ�VSHHGV��%XW�WKLV�LVQ·W�D�
ELNH�WKDW·OO�PDNH�OLIH�HDV\�IRU�
WKH�ULGHU�RQ�VWHHS��VORZ�FOLPEV��
7KHUH·V�DQRWKHU�GRZQVLGH��

WRR��7KH�ORZ�ERWWRP�EUDFNHW�
LV�JUHDW�IRU�KLJK�VSHHG�WXUQV�
RQ�VPRRWK��ÁRZLQJ�WUDLOV��EXW�
LV�DOVR�ORZ�HQRXJK�WR�FDXVH�
SUREOHPV�SHGDOOLQJ�RQ�RII�
FDPEHU��UXWWHG��RU�SDUWLFXODUO\�
OXPS\�WUDLOV��&RPELQHG�ZLWK�
WKH�UDQJ\�ZKHHOEDVH��LW�DOVR�
DIIHFWV�FKDLQULQJ�FOHDUDQFH�RQ�
ELJJHU�GURSV��6LPSO\�SXW���
\RX·OO�QHHG�WR�PDQXDO�RII��
GURSV�WKDW�\RX�PLJKW�UROO�RQ��
D�VKRUWHU�ELNH��/XFNLO\��WKH�

VXSHU�VKRUW�FKDLQVWD\V�PDNH�LW�
HDVLHU�WKDQ�\RX�PLJKW�WKLQN�WR�ORIW�
WKDW�RXW�WKHUH�IURQW�ZKHHO�LQWR��
WKH�DLU��
7KHVH�PLQRU�QLJJOHV�DVLGH��WKH�

RUDQJH�PRQVWHU�SHUIRUPV�EHWWHU�LQ�
JHQHUDO�WUDLO�ULGLQJ�WKDQ�\RX�PLJKW�
H[SHFW��,W�QHHGV�PRUH�ULGHU�LQSXW�
WKDQ�QRUPDO�WR�VWHHU��EXW�D�ZHLJKW�
IRUZDUG�ULGLQJ�VW\OH�DQG�VRPH�

THANKS 

SRAM 
www.sram.com

THE BICYCLE ACADEMY
www.thebicycleacademy.org

BTR FABRICATIONS 
www.btr-fabrications.com

TONY CORKE 
www.torkecycling.com

REYNOLDS TUBING 
www.reynoldstechnology.biz

HOPE 
www.hopetech.com

FABRIC 
www.fabric.cc 

WMB
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MERIDA BIG SEVEN 100
£550
100mm travel entry-level bike on 650b wheels

MERIDA BIG NINE 100
£550
The same spec but with an increase in wheel diameter

SCOTT SCALE 950
£1099
Fox Evolution fork gives the 29er 100mm of travel

SCOTT SCALE 750
£1099
650b-wheeled sibling is a compliant XC hardtail

CANYON AL 7.9
£1799
130mm of Fox suspension front and back for trail thrills

CANYON SPECTRAL AL 6.0
£1699
A drop in wheel size but a boost in travel for the 6.0

£550-£1799

VS

VS

VS
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WHEEL
WARS

We pit three pairs of almost identical bikes against each 
other in the ultimate wheel-size debate killer test

Words: Tom Marvin

Photos: Russell Burton



L
ike Ferrari versus Lamborghini
or The Beatles versus The
Rolling Stones, wheel size
GHEDWH ÀOOV RXU JUHHQ DQG

pleasant land. Opinions, dubious
facts and pure vitriol are spouted
over a difference of 3in.

Many manufacturers now cater to
this uncertainty, offering bikes in
both wheel sizes, in essentially the
same spec. However, compromises
need to be made when building up
bikes, so we decided to choose three

pairs of bikes at a spread of prices
VR ZH ZRXOG EH DEOH WR ÀJXUH
out where their strengths and
weaknesses lie.
We also wanted to test bikes

that’ll appeal to a range of people –
those getting into the sport, those
who prefer a heads-down, arse-up
style of riding and those who favour
the descents over the climbs.We
have a pair of entry-level Merida
hardtails, two Scott Scale race
hardtails and a pair of trail full
suspension Spectrals from Canyon.
Our three categories of bikes

mean that we’re looking for

THE TEST
Head-to-head testing
means just that – ride a
loop, swap bikes, ride it
again. Repeat. Get the
stop watch out, swap
bikes with a mate,

compare tyre, shock and fork pressures,
head out again. Whether it’s quick blasts
round the woods or epics into the hills,
Tom’s banged out more miles than he can
count on bikes of all wheel sizes. He knows
what he likes and what works where.

“Our three categories mean
that we’re looking for
different things from our
wheels at each stage”

650BS V 29ERS

different things from our wheels at 
each stage. When it comes to 
entry-level bikes, we want 
something that’s comfortable, easy 
and ‘safe’ to ride. There’s nothing 
worse than jumping on a bike that 
rides like a bucking bronco if you 
are new to the sport. Racers 
obviously want something that’s 
going to be no-holds-barred rapid. 
Finally, trail riders are a tough breed 
to please – they want fast and 
HIÀFLHQW��\HW�IXQ�WRR�²�LW·V� 
the biggest market, and hotly 
contested. This is where the wheel 
size debate really rages. 
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HOW WE SCORE

VALUE

WINNER

WHAT THE SCORES MEAN

�+++++ 
Exceptional: a genuine class leader.

�+++++�

Very good: one of the best you can buy.

�+++++�

Good: it’ll do the job and do it well.

�+++++�

Below average: flawed in some way.

�+++++�

Poor: simply put, don’t bother.

WHAT MOUNTAIN BIKE AWARDS

Our pick of the bunch 
and undisputed best 
on test for quality  
and performance.

Represents excellent 
value for money in  
its class.



5 THINGS YOU
SHOULD KNOW

1: TYRES
Tyres are a sneaky way for
manufacturers to win the bike shop
weight test. Unfortunately this often
results in hard compound, paper thin
tyres that lack grip, roll on the rim and
puncture at a sneeze.

2: CLUTCH MECHS
Rear mechs, like forks, frame
material and cranks are often an area
where a bike is judged. In a world
of clutch-controlled mechs, keep an
eye out for companies sticking non-
clutch controlled ones from higher
groupsets to lure you in.

3: SIZING
While we might be trying to give a
definitive answer on what wheel size
is best, always try bikes for size where
possible. The difference in how the
‘same size’ bike with a different wheel
size felt was astonishing at times.

4: FINISHING KIT
Sometimes own brand kit can be
heavy and poorly shaped, but often
it’s barely different to more renowned
manufacturers’ offerings. Look at the
specs and try for size before binning it
in favour of something ‘cooler’.

5: SUSPENSION
Full suss bikes tend to be pricier for
the same level of bike, with the added
complexity and shock, but they can
enable you to go faster, easier.
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£550-£1799 650BS VS 29ERS

Should you supersize 
your wheels or is it 

false economy?
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Entry-level mid-sized wheeler with a nervous disposition

  MERIDA BIG SEVEN 100 £550

W 
e’ve rolled up to our local woods, 
with a meandering blue trail, some 
natural wooded tracks and a bit of 

ÀUH�URDG�FKXFNHG�LQWR�WKH�PL[�WR�VHH�KRZ�
the Big Seven 100 tackles trails that 
entry-level riders are likely to cut their 
teeth on.

7KH�ÀUVW�NLORPHWUH�RU�VR�LV�RQ�ÀUH�URDG��
and within a couple of pedal strokes we’ve 
got up to speed – the 650b wheels are 
reactive, taking less effort to accelerate 
than those on our counterpart’s Big Nine 
29er. Merida’s own branded rims are shod 
in its own tyre too – a 2.1in option called 
the Race. Its tread is low, offering minimal 
resistance, helping us pick up and maintain 
speed on the hardpacked surface.

  Locked down
:LWK�WKH�ÀUH�URDG�ULVLQJ�ZH�ÁLFN�WKH�65�
Suntour XCM HLO’s big blue lockout lever,
giving the fork a harsh, but perfectly 
functional lockout. Pedalling out of the 
saddle on a smooth surface, this lets us get 
all our power into the back wheel, without 
the fork bobbing. 

The frame, inspired by its pricier 
cross-country race brothers, is reasonably 
stiff, however, the quick release back end 
LQWURGXFHV�ÁH[�LQWR�WKH�ULGH�VR�LW�GRHVQ·W�
feel quite as sharp as it might. The 
Shimano Alivio and Altus nine-speed 
drivetrain might lack the kudos that a 
10-speed Deore group has at this price 

“A quick handling bike but nervous at
times. The components all work well,
save for the basic tyres that lack grip.”

+++++

point, but the shifting is as reliable as 
ZH·YH�FRPH�WR�H[SHFW�IURP�6KLPDQR��7KH�
chainset’s triple ring gives a good bailout 
ratio should things get steep.

Fire road out of the way and we’re onto 
some well built, hardpack singletrack. 
Here, the Big Seven starts to struggle as 
speeds pick up. The handling is somewhat 
nervous, especially considering that it’s an 
entry-level bike. The 71-degree head angle 
means it’s quick to steer, but also makes it 
twitchy when at speed. 

The Merida Race tyres make a bit of a 
meal of the polished rocks – their basic 
compound is struggling for traction and 
pinging off obstacles. We stop to play with 
tyre pressures, lowering them for more 
grip, but it’s a balancing act between that 
and punctures and tyre roll. 

The suspension fork on a £550 bike is 
never going to blow us away. It deals with 
the worst of the hits, but small stutter 
bumps are transmitted through the narrow 
680mm handlebars to our hands. The 
TXLFN�UHOHDVH�D[OH�DW�WKH�HQG�RI�WKH�OHJV�
FRSHV�ÀQH�ZLWK�WKH�EDVLF�WUDLOV�ZH·UH�RQ��
but become a bit twisty when we 
encounter more technical ones.

Quick handling 
Once we’re off the manmade trails we 
head deeper into the woods to a more 
QDWXUDO�FXW�LQ�WUDLO��,W·V�ÁDW��EXW�ZHDYHV�LWV�
way around the trees. That quick handling 

comes into its own here, as we thread 
easily along the trail. The tyres are 
struggling with the mud and damp  
roots, but that’s not surprising – much 
pricier bikes struggle here too. The back 
end of the frame doesn’t give much  
away though, and it’s a harsh ride, 
accentuated by the knuckle of the  
rear derailleur thwacking against the 
dropout, making it anything but a  
stealthy ride. 

Shimano shifting
It may only be nine-speed, 
but the Alivio and Altus mix 
drivetrain is reliable

Nine-speed Shimano  kit 
is durable and offers a 

good range of gears

Tyre trouble 
Own-brand Race rubber 

doesn’t inspire confidence 
on rocky routes
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Steep and nervous 
handling limits your 
confidence on 
tougher terrain

AT A GLANCE

PRICE £550

TOPTUBE LENGTH 585mm 

SEAT TUBE LENGTH 432mm

HEAD ANGLE 71° 

SEAT ANGLE 73°

CHAINSTAY LENGTH 430mm

WHEELBASE 1065m

SIZES 15, 17 (tested), 18.5, 
20, 21.5in

WEIGHT 13.3kg (29.3lb)

FRAME Big Seven TFS

FORK SR 27 XCM HLO, 
100mm

WHEELS Alloy Disc hubs, 
Merida Big 7 Comp D rims 

TYRES Merida Race 27, 
2.1in

CRANKS SR XCM 44/32/22

GEARS Shimano Altus 9spd 
shifters, Alivio mech (R)

BRAKES Tektro Auriga, 
180/160mm rotors

OTHER STUFF Merida 
Comp OS 680 bars & stem, 
Merida Comp 27.2 seatpost, 
Merida Sport 5 saddle 

CONTACT  
www.merida-bikes.com

“The head angle means 
it’s quick to steer, but 
twitchy at speed”
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Time to go large with the bigger-wheeled brother

  MERIDA BIG NINE 100 £550

W
it the bikes swapped over, we head 
out on the same loop again, this 
time on the 29in Big Nine 100. 

Whereas the Big Seven was snappy off the 
line, the 29er takes a couple more pedal 
strokes to get up to speed. That said,  
once it’s up there, it’s easy to keep the  
big wheels rolling, allowing us to cover 
JURXQG�ZLWK�HDVH��7KH�ÀUH�URDG�LV�DW� 
times a little rough, and the bigger wheels 
roll over the imperfections so we barely 
notice them.

  Flex appeal 
As the trail starts to rise we lock the fork 
out again and push hard on the pedals. 
The slightly bigger wheel gives us more 
ÁH[��ERWK�DW�WKH�IURQW�DQG�WKH�EDFN�RI�WKH�
bike. The frame’s threaded bottom bracket 
doesn’t have the same stiffness as a 
SUHVV�ÀW�XQLW��DV�WKHUH·V�OHVV�DUHD�RQWR�
which to weld the rest of the tubes, and 
the fork’s longer legs and spindly quick 
release mean the front wheel twists in the 
fork. Once again, Shimano’s Alivio and 
$OWXV�JURXSVHW�SHUIRUPV�ZHOO�²�RQ�WKH�ÁDW�
we can maintain higher speeds, while the 
22-tooth granny ring lets us spin up 
steeper climbs.
Even though we’ve only covered a 

kilometre so far, the difference in frame 
sizes is apparent. Both bikes are 17in 
(Medium), but the Big Nine feels like a 
bigger bike, largely thanks to the seat  

“Not a super inspiring ride, but more
confident and capable in most
situations than its 650b companion.”

tube being 8mm longer and the headtube 
5mm longer on the 29er. Conversely, the 
Big Nine is 5mm shorter in the toptube. 
Clichés aside, it does feel like you’re sitting 
atop the 29er, whereas you feel much 
lower to the ground on the 650b-wheeled 
Big Seven.

  
Getting to grip
Heading into the singletrack the Big  
Nine’s bigger wheels give us a touch  
more grip, now that we’ve sorted tyre 
pressures across the bikes. We feel more 
FRQÀGHQW�RQ�ORRVHU�VHFWLRQV�RI�WUDLO�� 
and it feels like we’re less likely to 
understeer as we head into corners. This 
allows us to carry more speed through  
the trail, without it becoming a white 
knuckle ride.

With a higher centre of gravity the Big 
Nine is a bit more ponderous in the woods, 
making it slightly less willing to snap 
around the trees. The bigger wheels roll 
over the roots a touch better, despite the 
hard compound tyres wanting to slip and 
slide, but the chainstays – 15mm longer 
than on the Big Seven – mean the bike is 
less inclined to lift its front wheel over 
bigger fallen branches. 

Both bikes come with Tektro’s Auriga 
brakes, with 180/160mm rotors. Stopping 
power from the basic brakes isn’t up there 
with the best, but the lever is long and 
comfortable, so we rarely asked for more. 

The lever has a basic reach adjust, which 
is a nice touch at this price point, 
although we would like it to come closer 
to the bars. 
Frame detailing across both of the 

bikes is good. There are rack mounts, 
should the Big Nine/Big Seven have a 
PRUH�XUEDQ�OLIH��DQG�WKH�H[WHULRU�FDEOH�
routing, while not as smooth as hidden 
routing, gives easy access for 
maintenance.

Rack ’em up
The frame features rack mounts 
if you are planning on some 
commuting crossover as well 
as trail time.

Proper hydraulic disc 
brakes are a welcome 

sight at this price

Brake even
A basic reach adjust on the 
brake lever is a nice touch 

on an entry-level ride, although 
it still didn’t come close 

enough to the bars for us.
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AT A GLANCE

PRICE £550

TOPTUBE LENGTH 580mm 

SEAT TUBE LENGTH 440mm

HEAD ANGLE 70° 

SEAT ANGLE 72°

CHAINSTAY LENGTH 445mm

WHEELBASE 1086mm

SIZES 15, 17, (tested), 19, 21in

WEIGHT 13.4kg (29.5lb)

FRAME Big Nine TFS

FORK SR 29 XCM HLO, 
100mm

WHEELS Alloy Disc hubs, 
Merida Nine Comp D rims 

TYRES Merida Race,  
29x2.1in

CRANKS SR XCM, 44/32/22

GEARS Shimano Altus 
nine-speed shifters, Alivio 
mech (R) 

BRAKES Tektro Auriga, 
180/160mm rotors

OTHER STUFF Merida 
Comp OS 680 bars & stem, 
Merida Comp 27.2 seatpost, 
Merida Sport 5 saddle 

CONTACT  
www.merida-bikes.com 

“It does feel like you’re 
sitting atop the 29er, 
whereas you feel much 
lower to the ground on 
the 650b Big Seven”

It’s only in the last couple of years that £550 bikes 
have been kitted out as standard with capable 
hydraulic disc brakes. The Tektro Aurigas might 
not pack the same punch as the base Shimano 
stoppers, but their lever is relatively long, making 
up for that slight lack of power at the calliper.  
The lever reach is adjustable too, which is a nice 
touch, but it doesn’t quite come close enough to 
the bars for our taste.

UNWRAPPED
 Tektro beats
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When things take a turn the 650b comes into its own

  SCOTT SCALE 750 £1099

W
e continue to swap over our 
different wheel sized sparing 
partners and returning to the 750 

from a lap on the Scale 950, immediately, 
the smaller wheel and thus smaller fork 
means there’s extra stiffness up front. It’s 
still not as stiff as we’d like, a bolt-thru 
axle here would still be appreciated, but 
KLWWLQJ�WKH�ÀUVW�IHZ�EHUPV�LV�PRUH�DFFXUDWH
and thus a touch faster. 
What’s still lacking though is all-out 

grip. We’ve equalised tyre pressures across 
the two bikes, and while there’s only a 
small theoretical difference in contact 
patches, there’s noticeably less grip 
available from the Maxxis Ikons on this 
smaller wheel. Pushing through the loose 
material at the bottom of a berm leaves us 
scrabbling for more grip until we hit the 
harder banked bit of the corner. 

To your corners 
It’s in the corners where the difference in 
handling between the two wheel sizes is 
most noticeable. While the 29er Scale’s far 
from sluggish in changing direction, it can’t
compete with its smaller-wheeled brother. 
The merest drop of the shoulder sees the 
Scale 750 change direction instantly, 
making it the faster of the two bikes in 
twisty, tree-lined singletrack. 

The lower front end afforded by the 
smaller wheel allows us to weight the front 
tyre better too, with a more attacking 

“Smaller wheels don’t have the same
speed carrying potential as 29in but
they’re fast through the corners.”

stance, which compensates a little for the 
difference in wheel size grip.

Between corners we’re sprinting to 
compete for a clean line into the next set of 
turns. While the big wheels smooth out the 
trail ripples, it’s the smaller wheels that 
are more eager to accelerate. In an all-out 
sprint we’d all rather be on the Scale 750. 
Smaller wheels mean less rim, tyre and 
tube material, so the wheels are lighter at 
the outside, where it counts most.

Carbon frames take a lot of R&D, but 
Scott hasn’t forgotten its aluminium ones. 
7KH�JHQHURXVO\�VL]HG�WXEHV�ÁDUH�WR�WKH�
SUHVV�ÀW�%%���ERWWRP�EUDFNHW��JLYLQJ�
plenty of zing to the already aggressive  
feel of the bike, there’s minimal loss of 
HQHUJ\�KHUH��'HVSLWH�WKLV��WKH�ÁDWWHQHG�
seatstays give a ride that’s more forgiving 
than you might think.
With the tighter sections out of the way 

we’re back on the climb, and again that 
lower front end means we’re keeping pace 
with the 29er Scale on the switchback 
singletrack climb. Where the 29er needed 
muscling round to keep within the 
boundaries of the trail the Scale 750 is 
more compliant, so we can focus more on 
keeping our legs spinning.

Remote controlled
We reach for the bar-mounted RideLoc Fox 
CTD remote lever a little sooner than on 
the big-wheeled Scale. The lever is built by 

Scott – it’s smaller than Fox’s remote, and 
lets you go between modes one by one in 
both directions, unlike the Fox which 
drops you from Climb straight to Descent, 
missing out Trail. 

The 29er continues to pull away over 
the rocks and roots but the smaller wheels 
tackle them perfectly acceptably, but we’ 
lose our pedalling rhythm a bit more as 
the leading edge of the tyre takes more 
effort to climb over impacts.

Flat out
Flattened seatstays make for a 
more forgiving ride than you’d
expect from an aluminium frame

Scott’s own remote  
does an excellent job of 
controllling the Fox  
CTD fork

Sprint size 
Big wheels are great for eating 
up the miles, but if it’s efficient 

speed you’re after stick with 
the smaller option.
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AT A GLANCE

PRICE £1099

TOPTUBE LENGTH 
600mm 

SEAT TUBE LENGTH 
440mm

HEAD ANGLE 69° 

SEAT ANGLE 73°

CHAINSTAY LENGTH 427mm

WHEELBASE 1100mm

SIZES XS, S, M (tested), L, 
XL

WEIGHT 11.5kg (25.3lb)

FRAME Scale Alloy 6061

FORK Fox 32 Evolution CTD 
Air, 100mm 

WHEELS Formula hub (F), 
Shimano hub (R), Syncros 
GX19 rims 

TYRES Maxxis Icon, 
650bx2.2in

CRANKS Shimano M625, 
38/24

GEARS Shimano SLX 
shifters, SLX mech (F), XT 
Shadow mech (R)

BRAKES Shimano M447, 
180/160mm rotors

OTHER STUFF Syncros 
6061 700mm bars, Syncros 
6061 stem, Syncros post 
and MTB Race saddle 

CONTACT  
www.scott-sports.com

“The Scale 750 is more 
compliant, so we can 

focus more on keeping 
our legs spinning”

You basically get two choices of front axles on a 
mountain bike. Old-school 9mm QR and the more 
recent 15mm bolt-thru. While a QR axle offers some 
clamping force across the dropouts, the larger, 
stiffer axle of a bolt-thru and its threaded interface 
with the fork gives masses more stiffness. You 
effectively have three rather than two rigid braces 
across the fork. This means QR forks are noticeably 
more twisty than their bolt-thru cousins, impacting 
on steering precision and cornering confidence.

UNWRAPPED Axle standards
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Reasonably-priced ride if you’re contemplating competing

SCOTT SCALE 950 £1099

T
he Scale 950 uses the now traditional-
for-cross-country 29er wheels to
excellent effect, with a fast but fun

character that’s happy racing or railing.
Our test loop starts with some fast

ÁRZLQJ VLQJOHWUDFN� VWUDLJKW LQWR D QLFHO\
EXLOW EHUPHG FKLFDQH� 2Q ELNHV ZH NQRZ
it’s possible to pop between the two, and
WKDQNV WR WKH 6FDOH·V WUDLO IULHQGO\ \HW UDF\
geometry and weight distribution we’re
hitting them fast enough and with
FRQÀGHQFH VWUDLJKW RXW RI WKH ER[�

As the trail develops, the corners get
faster, with bigger berms, and it’s here
WKDW�WKH���HU�ÀQGV�LWVHOI�ÁRXQGHULQJ�D�ELW��
7KH�)R[����(YROXWLRQ�IRUN�LV�EUDFHG�RQO\�E\�
D�TXLFN�UHOHDVH�D[OH�DW�WKH�ERWWRP�DQG�
FKHHNLO\�WKHUH·V�D�VWUDLJKW������LQ�VWHHUHU�
hidden inside the Scale’s bulging tapered-
UHDG\�KHDGWXEH��'DPSLQJ�LQ�WKH������
model year is improved, but it’s still not as 
VOLFN�DV�WKH�WRS�HQG�PRGHOV��

  
Fork flex 
%DQJLQJ�LQWR�FRUQHUV�KLJKOLJKWV�WKH�ÁH[�RI�
ERWK�WKH�IRUN�DQG�WKH�ODUJHU�ZKHHOV��ZKLFK�
FRQWULEXWHV�WR�D�VOLJKW�ODFN�RI�FRQÀGHQFH�
on high-speed corners. This isn’t made any 
EHWWHU�E\�WKH�EDVLF�FRPSRXQG�0D[[LV�,NRQ�
W\UHV��2Q�WKH�EDFN��WKHLU�VPDOO�WUHDG�PHDQV�
minimal wattage is lost to friction, but up 
front there’s not enough bite into the loose,
DQG�DW�WLPHV�SROLVKHG�URFN\�WUDLO�
Despite our woes with the tyres and 

“Fast and efficient yet also fun, the
Scale 950 is great for hacking about
and starting your XC race career.”

+++++

IRUN� WKH ELJ ZKHHOV OHW XV Á\ DORQJ WKH
trails. In a straight line the 950 is a
URFNHWVKLS� RQO\ VOLJKWO\ VORZHG LQ WKH
corners. That said, once you’ve learnt its
TXLUNV \RX YHU\ TXLFNO\ VWDUW WR FRPSHQVDWH
for the vague feeling into corners by
weighting the front wheel more than you
PLJKW XVXDOO\� DQG VSHHGV SLFN XS DJDLQ�
7KH FRFNSLW·V 6\QFURV EDU DQG VWHP FRPER�
DW ���PP ZLGH DQG ��PP ORQJ JLYHV
enough control through the turns, but we’d
OLNH WR VHH ���PP EDUV IRU VOLJKWO\ PRUH
leverage on the corners.

  
Weight placement
What goes up must go down, and it’s  
QRW�ORQJ�EHIRUH�ZH·UH�WDFNOLQJ�WKH�PDLQ�
climb. It starts steep and twisty so we 
have to get our weight right over the front 
wheel, while balancing carefully on the  
tip of the saddle to get the subtle mix of 
front and rear wheel traction. Those  
bigger wheels mean that we’ve got a 
higher front end than the 650b Scale,  
and this extra height is apparent as we 
weight the front more than we’re used to 
WR�NHHS�WKH�ZKHHO�WUDFNLQJ�URXQG�WKH�
FRUQHU��$�TXLFN�ÀGGOH�ZLWK�VRPH�$OOHQ� 
NH\V�VODPV�WKH�VWHP�RQWR�WKH�KHDGVHW·V� 
top cap, but it’s always going to lose out  
to the 650b Scale here.
With the turns out of the way, the climb 

straightens, but the ground gets more 
FKRSS\��5RRWV�DQG�URFNV�OLWWHU�WKH�WUDLO�DQG�

our riding buddy on the 650b Scale drops 
EDFN��7KH�ODUJHU�ZKHHOV�GRQ·W�KRRN�XS�
quite as bad on the trail debris, so the 
climb feels smoother, while on the looser 
surfaces the 29in wheels resist wheelspin 
a little better. Dropping easily from the 
ODUJH�WR�VPDOO�FKDLQULQJ�RQ�WKH��[���
6KLPDQR�6/;�;7�JURXSVHW�VHHV�XV�
VSLQQLQJ�HIÀFLHQWO\�XS�WKH�UHVW�RI�WKH�
climb, giving us a chance to catch our 
breath while we wait for our mates. 

SLX and XT combo
Shimano’s 2x10 SLX/XT 
groupset allows you to spin 
efficiently up climbs.

Clever mount 
means that the 
disc calliper is out 
of harm’s way

Cockpit setup 
Syncros bars and stem 

are adequate but we’d prefer 
to see slightly wider bars for 

more leverage.
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Big wheels mean 
more grip from this 
racy hardtail

AT A GLANCE

PRICE £1099

TOPTUBE LENGTH 
600mm 

SEAT TUBE LENGTH 
440mm

HEAD ANGLE 69.5° 

SEAT ANGLE 72.5°

CHAINSTAY LENGTH 438mm

WHEELBASE 1096mm

SIZES S, M (tested), L, XL, 
XXL

WEIGHT 12.3kg (27.1lb)

FRAME Scale Alloy 6061

FORK Fox 32 Evolution CTD 
Air, 100mm 

WHEELS Formula hub (F), 
Shimano hub (R), Syncros 
GX19 rims 

TYRES Maxxis Ikon, 
29x2.2in

CRANKS Shimano M625, 
38/24

GEARS Shimano SLX 
shifters, SLX mech (F), XT 
Shadow mech (R)

BRAKES Shimano M447, 
180/160mm rotors

OTHER STUFF Syncros 
6061 700mm bars, Syncros 
6061 stem, Syncros post 
and MTB Race saddle 

CONTACT  
www.scott-sports.com

“In a straight line the 
950 is a rocketship, only 

slightly slowed in  
the corners”
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Well-specced 29er that loves to hit the descents

  CANYON SPECTRAL AL 7.9 £1799

C
anyon’s Spectral falls right in prime 
trail bike territory. The 29in Spectral 
AL 7.9 has 130mm of travel at both 

ends, coupled with the big wheels – ideal 
for covering distance at a fast pace.

Our test loop for the Spectrals is a 
typical trail centre red route with winding 
singletrack climbs, jumps, twisty descents 
and some great, wet, rooty sections.

The trail takes no prisoners, winding 
straight into a reasonably steep climb, 
punctuated by cheeky roots that try and 
kick the Continental Mountain King tyres 
RIÁLQH��6KLIWLQJ�DFURVV�WKH�5DFH)DFH�(YROYH�
rings is good, but perhaps not quite as slick 
as the Shimano SLXs found on the 650b 
Spectral. The Continental tyres lack the 
Black Chili compound, and so are a little 
more prone to stepping out on the roots, 
but their 2.4in wide body, at relatively low 
pressures are offering plenty of grip for the 
most part, even in the sloppy parts of the 
climb. Their wide-spaced tread doesn’t pick
up much mud either.

  Stable suspension 
With Canyon’s four-bar suspension giving 
D�VWDEOH��HIÀFLHQW�SODWIRUP�IRU�FOLPELQJ��ZH�
stay seated and spin up most of the climb, 
occasionally standing for 5-10m when the 
JUDGLHQW�VWHHSHQV��:LWK�WKH�)R[�&7'�
Performance shock in Trail mode there’s 
minimal bob, but the 29in Spectral doesn’t 
feel overly sprightly.

“Great spec and descends as fast as
you like, but the front wheel needs
weighting for ultimate control.”

+++++

Interspersed in the climb are a few 
small descents, and it’s here that we’re 
reminded how much we love dropper 
posts. Canyon has specced the ever-
SRSXODU�5RFN6KR[�5HYHUE�6WHDOWK�RQ�ERWK�
bikes, so we’re quickly able to drop the 
VDGGOH�ZLWKRXW�UXLQLQJ�WKH�ÁRZ�RI�WKH�ULGH�

:LWK�WKH�ÀUVW�FOLPE�RXW�WKH�ZD\�ZH�
TXLFNO\�GURS�LQWR�WKH�ÀUVW�GHVFHQW��IRXU�
table top jumps are in front and we head 
VWUDLJKW�LQ��)RU�WKH�ÀUVW�WLPH�ZH·UH�EUDNLQJ�
into the face of the jumps on the 29er 
Spectral. The big wheels have carried us 
over the rough drop-in, and we’ve picked 
up more speed than we’re used to. 

Regain speed
1H[W�XS�LV�D�EHDXWLIXO��WLJKW��WZLVW\�WUDLO�
that drops and pops down to some berms. 
Speed’s picked up again, and we 
XQGHUVWHHU�LQWR�WKH�ÀUVW�FRUQHU��7KH�ELJJHU�
wheels and the tapered, bolt-thru 130mm 
)R[����3HUIRUPDQFH�FDUWULGJH�IRUN��MXVW�
about at its limit for stiffness, mean we 
need to keep our weight forward to make it 
URXQG�WKH�FRUQHUV�ÀUVW�WLPH�

:LWK�WKH�QH[W�FOLPE�RXW�WKH�ZD\�ZH·UH�
back into descent mode. This one is wider, 
and straighter, but littered with roots. The 
Spectral is a bit of a sled here – it’s fast, 
but we’re hitting the roots head on and 
banging over them. It’s not subtle, but it is 
effective. We don’t have the wheels 
running tubeless, but we know the time 

will come when we have to change tubes. 
We don’t have to wait long. With the roots 
FRYHUHG��ZH�KLW�D�ÁDW�RXW�URFN\�VHFWLRQ�
that’s caught us out before. The familiar 
bang of rim on rock brings us to a halt as 
the tyres have punctured, despite having 
an upgraded Protection casing over the 
���E·V�VWDQGDUG�FDUFDVV��)RUWXQDWHO\� 
it’s not far back to the van and a track 
pump, so we saunter back ready to  
swap bikes.

Drop it 
RockShox Reverb Stealth 
dropper posts feature on both 
Canyons on test, which is ideal
when you’re hitting the descents 
the 7.9 excels on.

Canyon has specced  
its own brand chain 

device to good effect

Under pressure
The 2.4in Continental 

Mountain King tyres offer 
sufficient grip, especially when 

run at lower pressures.
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AT A GLANCE

PRICE £1799

TOPTUBE LENGTH 595mm 

SEAT TUBE LENGTH 
440mm

HEAD ANGLE 68.5° 

SEAT ANGLE 74°

CHAINSTAY LENGTH 445mm

WHEELBASE 1140mm

SIZES S, M (tested), L, XL

WEIGHT 13.4kg (29.5lb)

FRAME Canyon Spectral AL 
29, 130mm

FORK Fox 32 Float CTD 
Performance, 130mm

SHOCK Fox Float CTD 
Performance 

WHEELS DT Swiss M1700 
Spline 2 

TYRES Continental 
Mountain King II 
Protection, 29x2.4in (F), 
X-King Protection, 29x2.4in 
(R)

CRANKS Race Face Evolve, 
36/22

GEARS Shimano SLX 
shifters, SLX mech (F), XT 
Shadow + mech (R) 

BRAKES Shimano SLX, 
180/160mm rotors

OTHER STUFF RockShox 
Reverb Stealth seatpost, 
Iridium bars, stem & 
saddle, Ergon GE1 grips 

CONTACT  
www.canyon.com

“The Spectral is fast, but 
we’re hitting roots head 
on and banging over 
them. It’s not subtle but 
it is effective”
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140mm travel trail bike that’s all-out fast and fun

  CANYON SPECTRAL AL 6.0 £1699

R
ound two, and the 6.0 leaps out of the 
blocks. From the moment we’re off the
smaller wheeled Spectral wants to go 

ÁDW�RXW��6WDQGLQJ�RQ�WKH�SHGDOV�RQ�WKH�
VPDOO�VWHHS�FOLPEV�LV�VOLJKWO\�PRUH�UHDFWLYH�
VXUJLQJ�WKH�6SHFWUDO�IRUZDUG�WKDW�OLWWOH�
PRUH�HDJHUO\��:H�QHHG�PRUH�ERG\�ODQJXDJH
WR�JHW�WKH�ZKHHOV�RYHU�WKH�URRWV��EXW�DJDLQ�
WKH����LQ�0RXQWDLQ�.LQJ·V�WUHDG�LPSUHVVHV��

7KH�6SHFWUDO�����FRPHV�ZLWK����PP�RI�
WUDYHO�DW�HDFK�HQG����PP�PRUH�WKDQ�WKH�
��HU�YHUVLRQ��:H�KLW�D�VWHHS��ORRVH�DQG�
URFN\�FOLPE��RQH�WKH�ORFDO�'+HUV�SXVK�XS��
:KLOH�WKH���HU�6SHFWUDO�FRYHUHG�WKH�
JURXQG�ZLWK�OLWWOH�ZRUU\��ZH�KDYH�WR�SOD\�
ZLWK�IRUH�DQG�DIW�ZHLJKWLQJ�D�ELW�VPDUWHU�
KHUH�WR�PDLQWDLQ�WUDFWLRQ��DQG�WKH�ORQJHU�
WUDYHO�IHHOV�D�WRXFK�PRUH�ZDOORZ\��DW�OHDVW�
LQ�'HVFHQG�PRGH��

Guiding light
&DQ\RQ·V�(����FKDLQJXLGH�IHDWXUHV�RQ�ERWK�
ELNHV�²�D�Q\ORQ�UXQQHU�KXQJ�XQGHU�WKH�
FKDLQVWD\�SUHYHQWV�WKH�FKDLQ�VODSSLQJ�
DURXQG�WRR�PXFK��HTXDOO\�FRQWUROOHG�E\�WKH�
6KLPDQR�;7�6KDGRZ���UHDU�PHFK��2Q�WKH�
FOLPEV�\RX�FDQ�IHHO�WKH�FKDLQ�UXQQLQJ�RYHU�
WKH�UXQQHU��EXW�RQ�GHVFHQWV�WKDW�FKDLQ�LV�
NHSW�QLFHO\�LQ�FKHFN��:LWK�D�GRXEOH�ULQJ�
VHWXS�QRW�EHQHÀWWLQJ�IURP�QDUURZ�ZLGH�
ULQJV�LW·V�DQ�H[WUD�ELW�RI�VHFXULW\�

:KHQ�ZH�KLW�WKH�ÀUVW�GHVFHQW�ZLWK�LWV�
WDEOH�WRSV�ZH�GRQ·W�SLFN�XS�VSHHG�TXLWH�VR�
IDVW��EXW�ZH·UH�HDVLO\�DLUERUQH�DQG�WKH�

“One of the most fun trail bikes out
there for the money, beefier tyres
would boost its trail taming potential.”

ELNH·V�SOD\IXO�QDWXUH�FRPHV�RXW��)OLFNLQJ�
WKH�EDFN�ZKHHO�RXW�PLG�DLU�LV�HDVLHU�WKDQ�
RQ�WKH���HU�DQG�WKHUH·V�SOHQW\�RI�SRS�RII�
WKH�OLS��,W·V�QRW�ORQJ�XQWLO�ZH�KLW�WKH�URRWV�
RQFH�DJDLQ��:KLOH�WKH���HU�6SHFWUDO�
EDWWHUHG�WKURXJK�WKHP��WKH�����PRGHO�LV�
KDSSLHVW�KRSSLQJ�RYHU�WKHP��$OO�RXW�VSHHG�
LV�VLPLODU��EXW�WKH\�KDQGOH�LW�GLIIHUHQWO\�

  Subtle size differences  
7KH�WZR�ELNHV�IHHO�UHDVRQDEO\�VLPLODU�LQ�
VL]H��,Q�0HGLXP�WKH�HIIHFWLYH�WRSWXEH�LV�
�PP�ORQJHU�LQ�WKH�����YHUVLRQ��EXW�WKLV�
MXPSV�WR�DQ��PP�GLIIHUHQFH�LQ�VL]H�/��7KDW�
H[WUD�OHQJWK�VKRXOG�JLYH�PRUH�VWDELOLW\�DW�
KLJKHU�VSHHGV��7KH�VKRUWHU����PP�
FKDLQVWD\V�LQ�WKH�$/�����PHDQ�WKH�EDFN�
HQG�LV�PRUH�ÁLFNDEOH�DQG�HDJHU�WR�WXUQ��
DGGLQJ�WR�WKDW�SOD\IXOQHVV��

$W����PP�WKH�)R[����LV�SXVKHG�WR�LWV�
OLPLWV�RI�VWLIIQHVV��WKHUH·V�QRWLFHDEOH�WZDQJ�
ZKHQ�KLWWLQJ�FRUQHUV�DW�IXOO�SHOW��'DPSLQJ�
IURP�WKH�(YROXWLRQ�GDPSHU�LV�JRRG��EXW�QRW�
TXLWH�DV�SOXVK�DQG�VXSSRUWLYH�DV�WKH�
3HUIRUPDQFH�XQLW�IRXQG�RQ�WKH�$O������
7KDQNIXOO\�&DQ\RQ�KDV�VSHFFHG�D�VWLIIHU��LI�
KHDYLHU��'7�6ZLVV�0�����ZKHHOVHW�WKDQ�
WKH�PRUH�;&�IRFXVHG�0�����VHW�ÀWWHG�WR�
the 29er. 

2QFH�ZH�KLW�WKH�WLJKW��WZLVW\�GHVFHQW�RQ�
WKH����E�6SHFWUDO�LW·V�EDFN�WR�EXVLQHVV�
ZLWK�FRUQHULQJ��:H�GRQ·W�QHHG�WR�ULGH�WKH�
IURQW�RI�WKH�ELNH�VR�PXFK��DQG�OLNH�WKH�
6FRWW�6FDOH��LW·V�MXVW�D�FDVH�RI�GURSSLQJ�RXU�

VKRXOGHU�IRU�LQVWDQWDQHRXV�GLUHFWLRQ�
FKDQJHV��:LWK�WKH�WUDLO�VQDNLQJ�EHORZ�XV�
LW·V�DQ�HDV\�MRE�RI�SODFLQJ�WKH�ELNH�MXVW�
ZKHUH�ZH�ZDQW�LW�LQ�FRUQHU��

%RWK�FRFNSLWV�IHDWXUH�,ULGLXP�EDUV�DQG�
VWHPV�²����PP�DQG���PP�UHVSHFWLYHO\��
7KH\·UH�QLFHO\�VKDSHG�DQG�IRU�WUDLO�ELNHV�
WKH�EDU�LV�ZLGH�HQRXJK��7KDW�FDQ·W�EH�VDLG�
RI�WKH�(UJRQ�*(��JULSV��ZKLFK�EXOJH�DQG�
WDSHU�DORQJ�WKHLU�OHQJWK��,W·V�D�SHUVRQDO�
WKLQJ��EXW�ZH�SUHIHU�UHJXODU�VKDSHG�JULSV�

Chain security
Canyon has specced a chainstay 
chainguide on both Spectrals to 
keep the chain where it should be

Thru axle rear 
end and clutch 
mech are 
welcome sights

DT Swiss spinners
This 650b Spectral has been kitted 

out with a stiffer set of DT Swiss 
M1900 wheels compared to its 

bigger-wheeled sibling
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AT A GLANCE

PRICE £1699

TOPTUBE LENGTH 596mm 

SEAT TUBE LENGTH 
440mm

HEAD ANGLE 67° 

SEAT ANGLE 74.5°

CHAINSTAY LENGTH 430mm

WHEELBASE 1153mm

SIZES XS, S, M (tested), L, 
XL

WEIGHT 13.6kg (29.9lb)

FRAME Canyon Spectral AL

FORK Fox 32 Float CTD 
Evolution, 140mm

SHOCK Fox Float CTD 
Performance 

WHEELS DT Swiss M1900 
Spline  

TYRES Continental 
Mountain King II Protection 
29x2.4in (F & R)

CRANKS Shimano SLX, 
36/24

GEARS Shimano SLX 
shifters, SLX mech (F), XT 
Shadow + mech (R) 

BRAKES Shimano SLX, 
180/160mm rotors

OTHER STUFF RockShox 
Reverb Stealth post, 
Iridium 3-0 Trail bars, stem 
& saddle, Ergon GE1 grips 

CONTACT  
www.canyon.com

“While the 29er Spectral 
battered over roots, the 

650 model is happy 
hopping over them”

Canyon has a direct buy model, which 
effectively cuts out the distributor and 
shop, meaning you get some of the 
best value for money possible. That’s 
the pro. The con? You can’t try  
the bike for size (easily) beforehand, 
and if you have any warranty issues, 
you can’t just walk the bike back into  
a shop to get it sorted. 

UNWRAPPED Direct buy
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I
t would have been nice 
to come out with a 
debate provoking 

statement, such as ‘29ers 
are the best’ – but let’s 
be honest, it’s never that 

simple. Instead, we’re going to put 
our neck on a slightly less grand line 
and say what type of bike we’d buy 
where. It’s not the be all and end all, 
but a starting point from which we’d 
go from were we in the market for a 
new bike. It’ll annoy some people, 
vindicate others, and, quite possible, 
many of you won’t really care. 

Beginner bikes 
If you’re new to riding, you want a 
bike that’s stable, easy to ride and 
isn’t going to throw any curveballs at 
\RX�DV�\RX�KLW�WKH�WUDLOV�IRU�WKH�ÀUVW�
time. You’re unlikely to be interested 
in pulling massive whips and big air, 
and so for this reason, we’d go for the 
29in wheeled Big Nine 100.

The Big Seven is a perfectly 
competent bike. It’s really good in fact,
but the 29er version smooths the trail 
a touch better, adding comfort, while 
the bigger wheels make the most of 
the rather plastic tyres. The bike is 
more predictable in slippery, greasy 
conditions and so is less likely to 
deposit you ungraciously into the 
undergrowth.

Race machines 
650b bikes might be getting more 
popular on the cross-country race 
scene, but 29in still reigns supreme. 
The 650b wheels of the Scott Scale 
750 make it like Usain Bolt, fast to 
accelerate with turn on a dime 
cornering, but if you want to minimise 
fatigue on longer XC and marathon 
races, the added comfort of the 950 is 
a clear winner. It might not have 
quite the acceleration of the 750 but 
it’s a price worth paying. The 
difference in frame size between the 

THE VERDICT
750 and 950 was most noticeable
KHUH� VR FKHFN ZKLFK ÀWV \RX EHVW�

Trail tamers
It’s this category where the debate
really rages and it was the hardest to
come to a conclusion. Everyone likes 
going fast and there’s a lot to be said 
for 29ers in this regard. The tyre 
contact patch offers acres of grip in 
corners, letting you get away with 
higher pressures to ward off snake 
bite punctures and tyre roll. When it 
comes to the rough stuff the bigger 
wheels eat everything in their path 

– it’s a less subtle ride, more a 
merciless steamroller. On longer  
rides where ticking off the miles was 
the aim, the 29er Spectral rolled 
HIÀFLHQWO\�DQG�FRPIRUWDEO\��PDNLQJ�LW�
our all-day ride choice.

That said, we ride bikes for fun, 
and it’s here where we felt the  
650b Spectral won. The smaller 
wheels might not shrink those  

CANYON SPECTRAL
AL 6.0 £1699
�++++

“We ride bikes for fun, 
and it’s here where  

the 650 Spectral won”

Big wheels won for 
the hardtails, but 
650b takes it for fun 
on the trail bikes
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bumps, but the inherent playful 
nature of the bike means you’ll pop 
over them anyway. While the bigger 
wheels were better at prolonged 
climbs, it was the 650b bike that 
made us want to sprint harder up 
them and into the singletrack. When 
it got tight and twisty the smaller 
wheels helped us thread between  
the roots, rocks and trees with  
less body language than the 29er 
needed, giving us that slight  
edge again. 

1 
Tyres have a massive 
impact on a bike, 
regardless of wheel size. 

A good tyre makes the 
difference between a 
sketchy bike and a fast one.

2 
The added inertia of a 
bigger wheel slows 
sprints but they hold 

their speed well meaning you’re 
better off trying to maintain 
your speed through corners

5 
Snappy and punchy or 
smooth and efficient, 
picking the best is a 

tough job, and a lot comes 
down to the trails you ride and 
how you ride them.

4 
Smaller wheels tend 
to feel more sprightly 
– they sprint better 

and help give the bikes a 
more playful feel when the 
trail gets fun. 

3 
On rough, flat or 
climbing trails, 
bigger wheels result 

in a smoother, less tiring 
ride, making them ideal for 
putting the miles in.

FIVE THINGS WE LEARNED FROM THIS TEST

WINNER

WINNER WINNER

MERIDA BIG NINE
100 £550 
�+++

SCOTT SCALE 
950 £1099 
�++++
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O% FINANCE

AVAILABLE FROM

JUST £117.47

MONDRAKER FOXY

XR SPECIAL EDITION

£4699.00

O% FINANCE

AVAILABLE FROM

JUST £74.97

SCOTT GAMBLER 20

£2999.00
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CUBE STEREO 120
HPA PRO 29ER

£1599.00
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GT ZASKAR COMP

£1000.00
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SARACEN MANTRA

£499.99
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CLOTHING ENDURO

CLOTHING

VIEW THE FULL

RANGE ONLINESPR NG LO NG NOW IN STOCK

TOP CLOTHING BRANDS AVAILABLE ONLINE

UK DELIVERY ON
ALL ORDERS

FREE

£45.00 £75.00

£396.00

£35.00 £50.00 £165.00

£42.00

BAGS &

PROTECTION

£85.00

£84.00

015 MUST HAVE PRODUCTS

SAVE 26%

SAVE 15% SAVE 10%

SAVE 10%

SAVE 10%

0% 

INTEREST

FREE 

AVAILABLE
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very rare so most bikes will need to 
use the more conventional but 
laborious top or bottom pull mechs. 

Whether you run single (£350, 
565g) or double (£370, 621g) 
chainsets, titanium teeth imbedded in 
a carbon reinforcing ring give serious 
stiffness and longevity. There are 
solid forged trail and narrower stance 
hollow forged XC crank options too, 
both of which are very noticeably 
stiffer than SRAM’s XX1 (£355, 568g) 
and XX (£480, 674g) carbon cranks. 

Immediate, obvious scuff damage 
RQ�WKH�JUH\�SROLVKHG�ÀQLVK�LV�
disappointing cosmetically. However, 
past XTR performance and the 
amount of titanium in key wear  
areas would suggest mechanical 
durability will be truly epic. You won’t 
have to fork out for a new freehub/
wheelset (like SRAM) either as it uses 
a standard 10-speed body. This 
increases the ‘package’ value that’s 
already dramatically cheaper than the 
SRAM opposition (£329 than XX1, 
£460 less than XX and even £56 less 
than X1 if chainsets aren’t included) 
and puts XTR into the performance 
for pound pole position by a big 
margin. Guy
www.madison.co.uk

“Crank scuff but super positive, swift
shifting, ultra durable 11 or 22-speed 
gearing at a SRAM smashing price.”

++++

We test products on one of our test
routes in Bristol and Bath, the
Mendips, North York Moors,
Gloucestershire and Yorkshire
Dales, as well as other trails the
country over. Each product is
tested as many times as it takes for
us to feel 100% happy with our
judgement by a variety of testers
and real-world riders. Verdicts are
the result of hours of debate, not
just one journalist’s view, to give
the most accurate and considered
judgements anywhere.

MEET OUR EXPERTS

WHAT THE SCORES MEAN

+++++

Exceptional: a genuine class leader.

+++++

Very good: one of the best you can buy.

+++++

Good: it’ll do the job and do it well.

+++++

Below average: flawed in some way.

+++++

Poor: simply put, don’t bother.

HOW WE TEST

Excellent value for
money that’s pound-
for-pound a great buy.

LOOK OUT FOR WHAT MOUNTAIN BIKE AWARDS

Our Women’s Specific
badge flagging up
gear for girls.VALUE

Guy Kesteven
Adrenalin addict and 
superfast trail-rider Guy 
has bike experience few 
others can match.

Tom Marvin
Tech ed Tom has no 
mercy when giving 
under performing kit  
a hard time.

Matt Orton 
MBUK’s deputy art ed  
is a fat bike fan, and 
loves to hit trails on  
his oversized steeds.

Seb Stott
The newest member of
our tech hub is ready
and willing to share his
trail riding expertise

Rob Weaver
Scary-fast gravity and
Enduro rider Rob rides
full-throttle for us and
sister mag MBUK.

Huw Oliver
As a mountain bike 
guide in Scotland Huw 
puts kit to the test on 
practically every ride

Fi Spotswood
Ultra-biking endurance
athlete Fi takes XC gear
to the very limit with
unstoppable energy.

Jon Woodhouse
Despite steering the
WMB ship, Jon still gets
trail time on big epics
and steep thrashes.

Ric McLaughlin
Years of testing and
writing about mountain
bikes for MBUK mean Ric
knows what he likes.

Rich Owen
With years of riding and
multi-sport fitness, Rich
loves XC pedalling as
much as trail silliness.

Steve Williams
Steve loves technical
woodland trail riding
punctuated with big,
hilltop XC rides.

Simon Greenacre
With a background in
motorbikes, Simon
knows speed, but has a
fresh eye for MTBs.

W
e’ve had a few months 
on several sets of 
Shimano’s new 
ÁDJVKLS�PHFKDQLFDO�
groupset so what do 

we think and where does it rank in 
the drivetrain charts? 
2Q�WKH�ELNH�WKH�ÀUVW�WKLQJ�\RX·OO�

notice is that it’s by far the most 
aggressively indexed shift feel 
Shimano has ever released with a 
proper ‘snap’ into each gear that you 
can feel however rowdy the trail is 
getting. The almost instant shift is 
still light (thanks in part to new lined 
cables) and there’s no increased 
clutch resistance in the bigger cogs. 

You’re now getting 11 gears across 
a 11-40T cassette too. Not as broad 
as SRAM’s 10-42T spread but 
certainly enough for an aggressive 
rider. You can jump four gears with 
one sweep of the grip dimpled DH-
style lower lever but testers were still 
divided between liking the closer 
spaced ratios or preferring the ability 
to grab an even lower ratio faster 
with SRAM. On single ring setups the 
very subtly hooked and broadened 
'&(�WRRWK�SURÀOH�LV�FODLPHG�WR�JLYH�
quieter and less chain wearing 
security than thick/thin tooth designs 
and we haven’t dropped a chain yet. 

If you’re running it as a double 
with the radical new side swing mech 
then front shifts are almost as 
SRVLWLYH�DQG�ÁXLG�DV�WKH�UHDU�ZLWK�D�
fraction of the drag and grind of 
normal chainring changes. The side 
swing needs a cable run down the 
right side of the downtube, which is 
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Shimano XTR 
transmission £802  
(11-speed), £997 (22-speed)
Light but sharp shifting for double or single ring setups



SRAM XX1 £1131
SRAM’s uber group revolutionised the 
transmission landscape, frame design 
and SRAM’s reliability/durability 
reputation in one sequential shifting, 
wide ratio cassette, chain retaining, 
left-hand liberating master stroke.

ALSO CONSIDER…

Mechanical XTR –
particularly the single ring 
option – got knocked out 
of the limelight by 
22-speed electric Di2 XTR. I 

didn’t even know about the DCE 
chain retention teeth until Shimano 
corrected me for incorrectly saying 
it needed a chain device only a 
month ago. SRAM slaying pricing got 
my attention and since starting to 
ride its stiffer cranks and sharp 
shifting, easier wheel fit and likely 
awesome durability Shimano’s super 
group is back front and centre in my 
attention and affection as a 
complete ‘cranks and all’ 
transmission. Guy 

TESTER SAYS...
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SRAM X1 £733
SRAM’s most affordable 11-speed X 
Sync/X Horizon group is 200g heavier 
than XX1 but the alloy cranks are 
stiffer. If you don’t need adjustable 
shift lever sweep you’d be pressed to 
notice a difference functionally. 

Shimano Zee £257
You’ll need to add a thick/thin 
chainring to avoid using a chainguide 
and the 10-speed 11-36T gear range is 
more limited than SRAM or Shimano 
11-speed setups and it’s a full pound 
(450g) heavier than XTR. 



Halo Vapour Carbon 650b wheels £920 
Halo’s composite-rimmed Vapour wheels are relatively cheap  
for carbon, but their performance isn’t all positives

lag to be precise) and we’ve 
always had good reliability results 
from over a decade of Halo hubs. 
Front hub adaptors stay in place 
when the wheel is out of the bike 
too. QR, 15 and 20mm front and 
QR and 142x12mm rear adaptors 
are included with the wheels and 
135x12mm and 135mm M10 bolt 
kits are available as extras. SRAM 
;'�IUHHKXEV�FDQ�EH�VSHFLÀHG�
when ordering or switched later. 
Guy 

www.ison-distribution.com

Mavic CrossMax
Enduro WTS £720
On the narrow side, but the rims 
define easy tubeless set up, and are 
responsively ‘carbon’ light at 1720g. 
www.mavic.co.uk

RockGuardz Carbon  
AM £750
They’re light at 1727g but the 24mm 
internal diameter fattens any tyre 
for extra protection. 
www.rockguardz.com

ALSO CONSIDER…

Superstar AM  
Carbon Tesla £600
The AM rims are tough, tubeless 
ready and light at 1720g. Tesla Evo 
hubs are fast reacting and reliable.  
www.superstarcomponents.com

“Quality hubs and stiff tubeless ready
rims but skinnier, weightier and more 
fragile than you’d hope for carbon.”

++ ++

POC DO Blade glasses £200 
+++++

As pricey as some top end Oakleys, POC’s 
DO Blade glasses have a lot to live up to. 
POC’s large lenses fortunately offer 
ridiculous levels of clarity and a complete 
lack of distortion, so we never found our 
eyes straining after a full day’s wear. 
They’re lightweight, and the adjustable 
nosepiece and flexible arms help keep 
them comfortable too. 

The large lenses make you look 
bug-eyed, but the lenses extend higher 
than many other glasses so if you’re a 
head-down type rider you won’t find the 
frame encroaching on your vision. 
Ventilation isn’t quite as good as  
Oakley’s vented lenses, so they fog a  
little easier, but they do clear fairly 
quickly. Various lens and frame options 
are available, and it’s relatively easy to 
swap lenses over.
www.2pure.co.uk 

Endura Neoprene 
FS260-Pro Nemo gloves 
£28 
+++++

Whatever the claims of manufacturers 
we’ve never found a truly waterproof 
glove. These superb Endura ‘wetsuit 
style’ Neoprene gloves actually harness 
wetness as a weapon against cold. That 
means you might feel chilly at first but 
while other gloves gradually wet out 
and freeze the Nemos will keep your 
digits genuinely roasting hot. 

Unlike other Neoprene gloves we’ve 
tried, a clever cut and just the right 
thickness of material means they don’t 
crush your hands into arm pumping 
agony. They’re durable with silicon 
patterns on the palm for control even 
on sodden, muddy grips, and they were 
ace for making snowballs with. The 
downside is that your hands will look 
like a dead fisherman and smell pretty 
funky too, but we’ll take that over 
frostbite every time. 
www.endurasport.com 

W
ith subtle water 
transfer decals 
and red alloy 
nipples in the 
mid-depth 

rounded rims they’re stylishly 
low-key wheels. The deeply 
hooked rims are easy to turn 
tubeless with rim tape and an 
appropriate valve. However, while 
the external width is a chunky 
28mm the curved lips mean 
internal width is a skinny 20mm 
so tyres over 2.2/2.3in can feel 
pinched and unstable. 

While Halo wheels have 
been under some of the most 
aggressive pro dirt jump and 
freerider users for years, and we 
don’t doubt that they’ve done 
a lot of testing on these rims, 

there’s no escaping the fact we 
cracked the rear rim on a rock on 
WKH�ÀUVW�UXQ�WKDW�PHDQW�DQ�HQG�
to tubeless sealing. At £375 a 
time for replacement rims they’re 
relatively cheap for carbon but 
more expensive than an alloy rim. 

:KLOH�WKH\·UH�VLJQLÀFDQWO\�
stiffer and more damped in 
feel than the £310 alloy Vapour 
equivalent the carbon wheels are 
110g heavier at 1830g, which is 
GHÀQLWHO\�RQ�WKH�ODUG\�VLGH�IRU�D�
near £1000 wheelset. 
On the plus side conventional 

J bend spokes make crash 
replacement easy as long as 
you’re careful with the alloy 
nipples. The latest 6-Drive 
evolution of the Spin Doctor rear 
hub engages quickly (12 degree 
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+++++

Park Tool AK-38 Advanced 
Mechanic toolkit £300
A workshop wonder, or just badge engineering?

parts, and given the number of
Allen bolts on the average bike,
these awkward alternatives are
a disappointment. The collection
of thin but rubber-handled cone
spanners is great – if you’re still
running cup and cone in this age
of cartridge bearings.

Ultimately, there’s too much
ÀOOHU KHUH� ,W·V JRRG TXDOLW\ ÀOOHU
that will probably last until some
furious believer works out how
WR VHW ÀUH WR WKH RFHDQV� EXW
QHLWKHU WKH TXDQWLW\ RI WRROV QRU
WKH RYHUDOO VHOHFWLRQ MXVWLÀHV WKDW
price. Steve
www.madison.co.uk

Superstar Proline toolkit
£100
This 16-piece kit is a bargain. Sturdy
highlights include long-handled Allen
keys and an array of drivetrain tools.
www.superstarcomponents.com

Birzman Studio Tool Box
£300
Its 37 tools are brilliantly chosen,
gorgeous to use and held both neatly
and securely in a strong case with
internal tray. www.i-ride.co.uk

ALSO CONSIDER…

Park Tool’s reputation for 
well-designed, well-built 
gear is deserved, but that 
quality comes at a price. 
Unfortunately for the 

AK-38, those prices combine with 
what’s either an ill-judged name or 
ill-judged selection to undercut its 
performance against the opposition. 
At heart it’s an entry-level kit for 
advanced money, and it’s easy to 
get more – or spend less 
– elsewhere.  Steve

TESTER SAYS...

E
verything in Park Tool’s 
���SLHFH�NLW�LV�KLJK�
TXDOLW\�DQG�D�SOHDVXUH�WR�
use, but it’s not nearly as 

exhaustive as we’d like for the 
price. We think ‘intermediate’ 
would be a more accurate 
description than ‘advanced,’ given 
the selection inside. 

7KH�ELJ�SODVWLF�FKHVW�LV�ÁH[\�
but actually very robust, and 
there’s plenty of room under the 
removable tray for extra tools 
(which you’re probably going to 
need). What’s inside is pleasingly 
hefty and solid, with the big 
chainbreaker, the long, right-
DQJOHG��PP�$OOHQ�NH\�²�SHUIHFW�
for recalcitrant pedals – the steel-
cored tyre levers and the four 
screwdrivers being standouts. 
Normally we see screwdrivers 

as a waste in kits like these – 

WKH\·UH�RIWHQ�RI�TXHVWLRQDEOH�
TXDOLW\��DQG�D�EDG�ÀW�IRU�PRVW�
screw heads, making them prone 
to mangling things. That’s an 
obvious false economy. Park’s 
are comfy and very crisply made, 
however, and you get two sizes 
RI�ERWK�ÁDW�EODGH�DQG�FURVVKHDG��
The only niggle is that the large 
ÁDW�EODGH�LV�UDWKHU�WKLFN��
We would happily do without 

the tyre boot, puncture kit, brush 
and bottle opener if it freed 
up budget for something more 
specialist, such as a starnut setter 
or a saw guide. This is badged 
as an ‘advanced’ kit, so why the 
JHQHULF��HDVLO\�DFTXLUHG�ÁXII"�

The three-pointed Allen 
and Torx tools are also a 
GLVDSSRLQWPHQW��,QGLYLGXDO�ORQJ��
L-shaped keys are far less prone 
to tangling with cables and solid 

Pedro’s Bench In A Box £875 
From nothing to a bike shop in a mere 
£875 (cheaper if you shop online!), this 
82-piece kit is everything you could ever 
want except money, power and sex. 
www.2pure.co.uk 

“Strong, classy tools, but a rather 
unfocused selection and a high price.” 

BarFly Hopper saddle  
bag £17 
�+++++

Super simple and lightweight way to 
carry a spare tube or tube plus tool,  
just make sure to wrap them in a plastic 
bag to save them from mud and grit. 
Anything much bigger than a 29er tube 
can be tricky to mount. It’s quite pricey, 
even if it is well made, for a couple of 
Velcro straps. 
www.barflybike.com 
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Pedro’s RxM multitool £22 
+++++

The RxM is a tough if bulky 159g tool. 
The ‘M’ indicates the M7 Mavic spoke 
key, alongside 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8mm 
hex keys. Sadly the 8mm is a losable 
slip-on cap, though it at least fits firmly. 
The flat-blade screwdriver is crisp, the 
composite body is comfy and the 
chaintool incorporates three regular 
spoke keys. www.2pure.co.uk 

Hope Shifter cleaning 
fluid £6 
+++++

Hope’s spray-on, rinse-off washing 
spray cuts easily through grime, leaving 
your bike nice and clean. A bit of 
encouragement is needed for the  
more stubborn bits of mud. The spray 
lever seems to take knocks from being 
in the back of the car better than some 
others too. 
www.hopetech.com 



Building the box is a two-
person job, it took us around 90
minutes, and an electric
screwdriver is a godsend.
,QVWUXFWLRQV DQG VHFWLRQ
labelling are reasonable. The
base plate can be bolted into the
ÁRRU� KRZHYHU LWV ���NJ PDVV
means nobody’s likely to walk
DZD\ TXLHWO\ ZLWK LW�
,W·V D IDLU ELW RI FDVK� EXW LWV

sturdy nature and hard to access
SDGORFNV PHDQ ZH·UH FRQÀGHQW
that it’ll stop all but the most
GHWHUPLQHG WKLHI� ,I \RX·YH D IHZ
pricey bikes, it’s probably less
than your insurance excess is
likely to be. Tom
www.asgardsss.co.uk

Metal box designed to keep big-wheeled bikes safe

Asgard Metal Bike shed £475

A cheeky way to aid circulation
after exercise

,f you feel like you’ve had the 
crap kicked out of you after 

a ride then these compression 
WLJKWV�IURP�FDJH�ÀJKWLQJ�
clothing specialist might be 
just the right recovery aid. 

The styling – including big 
red eyeball logos on the arse 
FKHHNV�²�WUHDGV�D�ÀQH�OLQH�
between champ and chav but 
they’re cheaper than most 
similar products. The multi-
panel construction supports 
aching muscles and potentially 
helps blood recirculation to 
ÁXVK�RXW�SRVW�H[HUFLVH�WR[LQV��
Fit is athletic, as you’d expect, 
but they don’t slip down or 
put excess pressure on your 
kneecaps like some tights 
we’ve tried. Guy
www.badboy-uk.com

Bad Boy Sphere 
compression 
leggings £30 

A
VJDUGV·V���HU�ELNH�VKHG�LV�
MXVW�VK\�RI����P�ZLGH��VR�
ZH·UH�\HW�WR�ÀQG�D�ELNH�

WKDW�GRHVQ·W�ÀW�LQ��,W·V�DOVR�MXVW�
over a meter deep, should you 
ZLVK�WR�ÀW�XS�WR�IRXU�ELJ�ELNHV�LQ�
there it helps to turn the bars.

The double doors mean you 
need a fair bit of space in front 
– it takes up around a third of 
our single garage. Weather 
SURRÀQJ�DQG�YHQWLODWLRQ�KROHV�
make it suitable for outdoor use.

The doors are deadbolt 
locked, in addition to two 
padlocks hidden behind a tough 
metal shroud. The lid is 
supported by a gas piston so 
RSHQLQJ�DQG�FORVLQJ�LV�HDV\��,W�
also stays open on these pistons. 
The lid’s lip surrounds the top of
the box when closed, and the 
padlocks go through eyelets in 
the lid and sides for extra 
security. Locating the padlocks 
into these eyelets can be a bit 
tricky, especially when dark.

T
hese well-made shorts are
warm enough for sub-zero 
riding, yet light, comfy and

perfect for year-round use too. 
Clever design allies a grippy 

pad in the waistband to a stretchy
rear panel, so repeated crouching
doesn’t cause them to sag, even 
in the wet. They fasten securely 
at the front with two poppers and
a metal tab, and string zip-pulls 
mean the front pockets (and small
waist stash at the back) are easy 
to use in gloves. 

Those pockets are angled/
sized so you can get your hands 
in without breaking your wrists 
ÀUVW��DQG�WKH�LQVLGHV�²�VROLG�OLQLQJ
rather than mesh – hold keys and
cash without letting it sag into 
your groin. 

Excellent fit and function from Endura

Endura MTR baggy shorts £60 

“For the price of an insurance excess, 
the Asgard provides extra peace of 
mind. Great garage or outdoor storage.” 

+++++

There’s a good range of 
effective adjustment from 
the Velcro tabs, and sizing is 
accurate. The hems fall just 
above the kneecap, sitting on 
kneepads without bunching up 
or leaving a gap while pedalling. 

The rear panel is treated with 
water-resistant DWR, which 
helps hugely with comfort. 
7KH\·UH�FXW�TXLWH�VOLP��DQG�WKHLU�
slight stretch means a welcome 
lack of snagging without any 
restricted movement. 

There’s a bright orange 
option, but don’t mistake this 
low-key black for ‘basic’ – 
stitching is accurate and strong, 
performance is excellent and 
TXDOLW\�LV�KLJK��Steve 
www.endurasport.com 

+++ +

“In your face styling, but well-priced, 
well-made recovery tights.”

++++
“Comfy, high-quality shorts for all  
kinds of riding.”

OPTION



W
e tested the Auron last year
and it showed promise at
slow speed but soon became

uncontrolled and random if you ran
LW ÁDW RXW� 6RPH VOHXWKLQJ ZLWK WKH
IRON DW 6XQWRXU UHYHDOHG WKDW ZDV
GXH WR RLO�DLU PL[LQJ� ZKLFK ZDV
VRUWHG RXW IRU ���� \HDU SURGXFWLRQ�

8QIRUWXQDWHO\� RXU ÀUVW ����
VDPSOH ZDV SURQH WR REYLRXV FKRNLQJ
XQGHU KLJKHU LPSDFW DQG EUDNLQJ�
VWHHULQJ ORDGV VR ZH VHQW LW EDFN
DQG D EXVKLQJ LVVXH ZDV FRQÀUPHG
DV WKH SUREOHP� $W WKH VDPH WLPH
6XQWRXU FXW WKH ��PP DLU YROXPH
VSDFHU GRZQ WR WKH ��PP OHQJWK
LWV VSRQVRUHG SUR ULGHUV XVH�

7KH UHVXOWLQJ IRUN LV VLPSO\
RXWVWDQGLQJ� $V VPRRWK RII WKH WRS
DV D 3LNH� ZLWK D QDWXUDOO\
SURJUHVVLYH DLU VSULQJ WKDW NHHSV LW
ULGLQJ FRQVLVWHQWO\ PLG VWURNH XQOHVV
\RX UHDOO\ QHHG IXOO WUDYHO� 7KH ORZ
VSHHG DQG KLJK VSHHG FRPSUHVVLRQ
GDPSLQJ ZRUNV ZHOO DQG XQOLNH PDQ\
forks the two are independent so you

Possibly the best economy fork we’ve ever used...

Ultra warm, light and form-fitting
base layer

Aclima not only makes a 
ZLGH�UDQJH�RI�FORWKLQJ�IRU�

FKLOO\�RXWGRRU�VSRUWV��LW·V�DOVR�
DQ�RIÀFLDO�VXSSOLHU�RI�WRDVW\�
DSSDUHO�WR�WKH�1RUZHJLDQ�$UP\��
,WV�H[SHUWLVH�LV�HYLGHQW��DV�WKLV�
base layer does as excellent job 
RI�LQVXODWLQJ�WKH�ERG\�ZLWKRXW�
DGGLQJ�EXON��

The mesh body is made from 
���J�VRIW�PHULQR�ZRRO��ZKLOH�
WKH�VKRXOGHUV��VLGHV�DQG�HOERZV�
DUH�D�VROLG�NQLW��:H�IRXQG�D�
combo of the Woolnet shirt and 
a thin windproof jersey warm 
HQRXJK�ZKHQ�WHPSHUDWXUHV�
ZHUH�DURXQG�IUHH]LQJ��7KH�RQO\�
GRZQVLGH�LV�ORRNLQJ�D�ELW��HU��
specialist should you need to 
WDNH�\RXU�RXWHU�OD\HU�RII��Rich 

www.nordicoutdoor.co.uk

Aclima Woolnet 
shirt crew neck £60 

XC-styled but trail happy SPD shoes at a bargain price from French sports hypermarket

E
YHQ 'HFDWKORQ FDQ·W GHOLYHU
a carbon soled shoe for £70
but the stiff nylon sole of the

��� LV WKH QH[W EHVW WKLQJ ZKHQ
LW FRPHV WR SXWWLQJ PD[LPXP
SUHVVXUH WKURXJK WKH SHGDO�

The inner is well shaped
IRU VXSSRUW ZLWKRXW EHLQJ WRR
SUHVFULSWLYH IRU QHXWUDO IHHW DQG
WKH KHHO FXS LV VWLII HQRXJK WR
VWRS OLIW ZLWKRXW QDJJLQJ \RXU
$FKLOOHV� 7KH XSSHU LV ZHOO
VKDSHG WRR DQG WKH WZR GLDJRQDO
Velcro straps and twin position
ratchet buckle lock it down race-
WLJKW ZLWKRXW REYLRXV SUHVVXUH
SRLQWV XQGHU WKH SDGGHG WRQJXH�

B’Twin 520 shoes £70

2YHUDOO WKDW JLYHV D VXSSRUWLYH
DQG VWLII HQRXJK ÀW WKDW ZKHQ
WHVWLQJ LW DV KDOI D SDLU ZLWK RXU
benchmark £120 XC/trail shoe we
KDG WR WDNH RXU RYHUVKRHV RII WR
remember which was which after
D FRXSOH RI KRXUV�

:KLOH LW·V QRW H[DFWO\ VWLFN\
DQG JULSS\ WKH ELJ VROH OXJV DUH
far less plasticky and treacherous
WKDQ PRVW EXGJHW VKRHV� 7KHUH
are threads for toe stud mounts
DQG SOHQW\ RI HGJH JULS IRU
VWDPSLQJ XS VLGH VORSHV� 7H[WXUHG
rubber protects the toe box and
ZKLOH WKHLU ORZ SURÀOH PHDQV
WKH\ GRGJH PRVW GDPDJH WKH

ratchet strap and buckle are 
UHSODFHDEOH��

With just two small strips 
of mesh in the synthetic 
OHDWKHU XSSHU�WKH\·UH�UHODWLYHO\�
weatherproof and easy to 
splashproof with accurately 
SODFHG JDIIHU�WDSH��DOWKRXJK�WKH�
VRIW SDGGHG�LQVROH�LV�EHVW�ÀVKHG�
RXW IRU IDVW�GU\LQJ��

www.decathlon.com

FDQ�VHW�WKH�IRUN�VROLG�IRU�FRUQHULQJ�
EXW�VWLOO�VXFN�XS�ELJ�KLWV��

7KHUH·V�DQ�RFFDVLRQDO�FOXQN�RU�
hiccup at the start of the rebound 
VWURNH�ZKHQ�\RX·UH�DEVROXWHO\�DW�
WKH�UDJJHG�HGJH�EXW�����RI�WKH�
WLPH�LW·V�JHQXLQHO\�DV�JRRG�DV�WKH�
best 160mm forks around for a 
IUDFWLRQ�RI�WKH�SULFH��$W�����J� 
LW·V�D�UHDVRQDEOH�ZHLJKW��VWLIIQHVV�
DQG�WUDFNLQJ�DUH�VRXQG�DQG�WKH�
ambidextrous Q-Loc 15mm axle  
LV�IDVW�WR�XVH�RQFH�\RX�JHW�WKH�
NQDFN��7KH�FXUUHQW�SURGXFWLRQ� 
UXQ�ZLOO�DUULYH�ZLWK�UHYLVHG� 
EXVKLQJ�DOLJQPHQW�DQG�WKH� 
shorter spacer will be the stock 
WXQH�IRU�DOO������PRGHOV��$� 
UHPRWH�YHUVLRQ�FRVWV�������Guy 
www.todayscyclist.co.uk, www.greyville.com

Suntour Auron RC2 fork £380
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“Wear with a single outer layer and you’ll
be warm enough to ride well into spring.”

++++

++++
“Bargain tough, supportive, stiff and 

ratchet-secured race/trail shoes.”

+++++
“A work in progress that already has  

the potential to be a total bargain.” 



www.parktool.com
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Tools of choice for the master mechanic.
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GIRO FATHOM

The stubby visor might be a nod towards
off-road styling, but underneath the 

Fathom is effectively a road helmet – 
lightweight and well ventilated. The visor is 
removable if you fancy matching your mates 
out on a road ride, and although it wasn’t 
DGMXVWDEOH�DV�DGYHUWLVHG��ZH�DOVR�GLGQ·W�ÀQG�
that it mattered, given its small size. 

The Roc Loc adjustment system found on 
Giro’s helmets is durable, intuitive and above 
DOO�FRPIRUWDEOH��PDNLQJ�SURSHU�ÀWWLQJ�VLPSOH��
The antibacterial pads prolong the time before 
that sweaty lid starts to smell too. 

It’s not cheap, but it is comparable to other 
high-end 
helmets. If red 
isn’t your thing 
there are four 
other options. 

BEST FOR ROAD OR MOUNTAIN BIKE USE 

LAZER Z1

Lazer’s Z1 is the lightest helmet here. It’s
also, by a fair margin, the most 

expensive, at just a penny under £200. 
Aimed at focused racers, it includes a clear, 

aerodynamic plastic cover for when every 
fraction of a second counts. The seemingly 
FRPSOH[�FUDGOH�JLYHV�D�JRRG��ZUDS�DURXQG�ÀW�
that changes size at the sides as well as at the 
back of the head, and avoids uncomfortable 
pressure points. 

With such a minimalist design, the 
ventilation was almost too effective for a chilly 
British February test period, but overall the Z1 
had little to offer that the cheaper Giro and 

MET helmets 
couldn’t match, 
unless aero-
dynamics are a 
deal breaker.

BEST FOR THE UNCOMPROMISING RACER

“Good looks and fit make a great
high-end helmet on road or off.” 

+++++

MET VELENO
Price £90 Weight 305g (M) Sizes M (54-57cm), L (58-61cm) 
Colours Cyan, white, black, yellow, orange  
Contact www.met-helmets.com

Looking more like a ‘normal’ off-road 
helmet, the Veleno isn’t as well ventilated 

as the others here, or as light. The cutaway 
section at the front is also quite severe, 
resulting in a slightly cooler forehead, but one 
that also feels more exposed to impacts. 

The retention system is remarkably similar 
to Giro’s Roc Loc, and the cutouts down the 
centre of the straps expose just a little more 
skin to that cooling breeze. 

What we did like were the gel pads that  
sit at the front of the helmet, just above  
your eyebrows. They prevent sweat from 
running into your eyes, but they don’t become 

smelly sweat 
sponges, as 
normal pads 
have a tendency 
to do. 

“Well fitting but doesn’t quite offer the
ventilation or coverage we’d hope for.” 

+++++

BEST FOR RIDERS LOOKING FOR OFF-ROAD STYLING

“Lightest and most aerodynamic
on test, but still pricey.”

+++++

Price £200 Weight 225g Sizes S, M, L Colours White/red, black, 
black/blue, blue/silver, vanilla/grey, gold/white, orange/blue, 
black/silver, white/silver, flash black Contact www.madison.co.uk

Price £120 Weight 280g Sizes S (51-55cm), M (55-59cm), 
L (59-63cm) Colours Red, black/yellow, white/black, black/red 
Contact www.zyro.co.uk 

NEXT
MONTH 
WIDE RIM 
WHEELS

THE TOP THREE 
XC RACE HELMETS

Take your pick from our lid line-up for  
when speed is key on the trails

82 April 



WWW.MERIDA.COM

ww.facebook.com/meridauk

FULL SUSPENSION range from £1,200 to £3,250 (model shown £1,800)

Lifetime warranty on all 
frames, including racing. 
* Applies to frames manufactured since 2011 



T
his Cube
Stereo 140
Super HPC

Race 29 is more
than just a catchy
name. It’s a long-

travel 29er in a world where
650b has stolen the ‘new
wheel size’ thunder, and 29ers
² KDYLQJ ÀQDOO\ EURNHQ WKH
26in domination – have been
shoved unceremoniously into
the cross-country category.

There are signs of a 29er
ÀJKW EDFN LQ WKH DOO�LPSRUWDQW

hanging off each end, is a
VXUSULVLQJO\ OLJKW ELNH�

$W ����NJ �����OE�� LW·V
easily sprightly enough for
all-day rides. Acceleration is
impressive, despite the
NQREEO\ JUXPEOLQJV RI WKH UHDU
tyre; even so, I can see a
faster-rolling option in this
ELNH·V QHDU IXWXUH� WR PDNH
even better use of the easy-to-
spin DT Swiss wheels.

(YHQ D TXLFN UXQ RI WKH H\HV
over the top-end, Kashima-
smoothed and Factory-damped
Fox suspension, superb 2x10
Shimano XT drivetrain and
well-considered tyre
compounds – softer on the
front, harder on the rear –
FRQÀUPV WKDW LW·V XS IRU DOO
NLQGV RI WUDLO QRQVHQVH�

Before I managed to hit
those trails, I ran into a
problem. Eyeing up the
geometry charts before
RUGHULQJ WKH ELNH� , ORRNHG DW
the effective toptube lengths
and decided I needed the
largest of the four sizes, the
22in. At 607mm even this

DUHD RI WUDLO ELNHV� +HQFH WKH
choice of this as my ride for
the year.

As the name suggests, it’s a
���PP ��HU DQG LW ORRNV
VXSHU �WKRXJK GRQ·W OHW DQ\RQH
tell you it’s the same shape as
a portion of sugar or will play
&'V� EHFDXVH LW ZRQ·W�� 7KH
IUDPH LV IXOO FDUERQ ÀEUH ²
HYHQ WKH URFNHU OLQNDJH LV
carbon – and the result,
despite the long travel, big
wheels and those pillowy
Schwalbe Hans Dampfs

It’s an anagram of ‘breeches score uppercut,’ and for good reason...

Steve’s Cube Stereo 140 Super HPC Race 29 £3400

seemed short – Specialized’s 
ODUJHVW�&DPEHU�LV���PP�
longer, for instance, and even 
its next size down is 10mm 
longer than the largest Stereo. 
,�JHQHUDOO\�ÀQG��������PP�
ÀWV�PH�ZHOO�����PP�LV�WKH�
PD[��WKRXJK��DQG�,�ÀJXUHG�,�
FRXOG�ÀW�RQ�WKH�&XEH·V����PP�
seat tube, so I plumped for the 
22in and didn’t give the height 
too much thought.

%DG�PLVWDNH��$GG����PP�
of dropper post with a 33mm 
collar and around 75mm 
between the clamp and the 
saddle top and you’ve got a 
seriously tall bicycle. I’m 6ft 
1in, and with the saddle down 
I wasn’t far off pedalling 
height; with it up, I couldn’t 
move. My inside leg is only a 
couple of centimetres longer 
WKDQ�WKH�QHDU����PP�
extension the 22in frame 
gives. 
You’ll need to be 6ft 4in 

with an inside leg of around 
900mm to ride the 22in. And 
you’ve always got another 
120mm of post to pull out  

MY PLANS

FASTER REAR TYRE 

The Hans Dampf will make 

way for something less 

toothy along the 

centreline.

SHORTER STEM 

How far back can I get  

the bars before they’re in 

my lap?

CUT A HOLE IN THE 

TOPTUBE 

For my clappers to go 

through. No, not really. 

Probably. 

LONG TERM
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of the frame in case you’re  
6ft 9in...

$OO�WKLV�PDNHV�WKDW�
vertiginous seat tube the 
perfect, indeed the only, place 
to write ‘Cube Stereo 140 
Super HPC Race 29’ in nice big 
lettering, but sadly that 
opportunity’s been missed.

Cube rapidly switched the 
ELNH�IRU�WKH�QH[W�VL]H�GRZQ�
���LQ���EXW�WKDW�PHDQV�,·YH�
now got a 599mm toptube – a 
ÀJXUH�PRUH�FRPPRQO\�VHHQ�RQ�
0HGLXP�VL]HG�ELNHV��DQG�WKHVH�
GD\V��VRPH�6PDOO���,W·V�D�SUHWW\�
WLJKW�FRFNSLW��DQG�ZKLOH�LW·V�LQ�
part down to the fairly upright 
seat tube rather than just a 
particularly short front end, it 
may still restrict how short I 
can go on the stem. We shall 
see. I feel forced to try.

The standard part is a 
OHQJWK\���PP��ZKLFK�LVQ·W�
doing the steering or weight 
distribution any favours. 

Standing up out of the saddle 
currently leaves my weight 
precariously close to the front 
axle, which does little to aid 
FRQÀGHQFH�RQ�VWHHS�RU�URXJK�
stuff. I’ll be trying a 60mm 
VWHP�ÀUVW��DQG�SUREDEO\�ZLGHU�
bars to stop me getting too 
upright at the same time. Or 
maybe I’ll just go nuts with a 
��PP�DQG�ZRUN�P\�ZD\�EDFN
up from there, until there’s 
URRP�IRU�P\�NQHHV�

It’s tall at the front, too. 
With a 29in front wheel and 
140mm of travel it’s always 
JRLQJ�WR�EH�KDUG�WR�NHHS�WKH�
front end low, so I wasn’t 
pleased to see the 15mm-high
conical spacer on top of the 
KHDGVHW��:DV�D�WKLQ��ÁDW�FDS�
just too ugly to consider? Why
DUH�WKHVH�FRQWURO�ZUHFNLQJ�
spacers so common? Even 
with the six-degree rise stem 
ÁLSSHG�XSVLGH�GRZQ�DQG�DOO�
the regular spacers removed, 
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the bars are still too high. 
They’re very low-rise bars too 
– carbon, impressively – so 
RQO\�VRPHWKLQJ�WUXO\�ÁDW�ZLOO�
help here.

An inevitable consequence 
of both ends being so lofty is a 
ODFN�²�LQ�IDFW�DQ�DEVHQFH�²�RI�
standover clearance. It’s 
PDUNHGO\�GLIIHUHQW�IURP�WKH�
relatively low-slung 160mm, 
650b-wheeled versions of the 
Stereo, and it’s not easy to see 
why.

0\�ÀUVW�ULGH�ZDV�
EUHDWKWDNLQJ�VHYHUDO�WLPHV�IRU�
the worst of reasons, as I slid 
off the seat to pull open gates 
RQO\�WR�ÀQG�WKH�HQWLUH�WUDLO�
dissolving in a blur of tears, 
my outstretched hand clawing 
pathetically at the horizon as a 
ODG\OLNH�VKULHN�HFKRHG�DURXQG�
the valleys, shattering the 
rounded stones in the river, 
and ravens burst in horror 
from the trees. 

It’s early days for the Cube 
and I, and with such an 
H[FHOOHQW�NLW�VHOHFWLRQ�LW·OO�EH�
largely staying as it is, at least 
for a while. For now I’ll 
concentrate on the stem and 
bars, maybe a switch of tyres, 
and scrolling the internet to 
see if anyone sells 4in high 
platform riding shoes, saddle-
IULHQGO\�FULFNHW�ER[HV��RU�
human-compatible growbags.

www.cube.eu

Seemingly shaped for a daddy 
longlegs, sizing is critical.  
Can I make the Cube  
fit me?

TESTER SAYS...



MY PLANS

FORK FINESSE

I need to sort the fork

issues out ready to spend

more time on the trails.

LONG TERM

I
t took a bit of 
arm-twisting 
for WMB tech

ed Tom to lure me
off the Tarmac 
and on to rougher

terrain, but the Whyte 529’s 
soothed my initial fear of 
twisting trails, even if the 
dodgy fork hasn’t smoothed 
the ride (more on that later). 

While it’s been easy for 
price inured staff members to 
poke holes in the 529’s spec, 
aside from the fork, as a novice
I haven’t worried. It’s a valid 
point that even for an £800 
bike the Acera/Alivio/Deore 
mix isn’t on a par with some 
other brands, but there’s been
just a single dodgy shift so far.

The Tektro Auriga brakes 
might not have the bite my 
RIÀFH�PDWHV�DUH�XVHG�WR�EXW�
neither has jamming the levers

which should only get lighter
as the upgrading begins. I’m
assured that a slightly
shorter stem and wider bars
(currently 80 and 700mm
respectively) will make the
steering more direct and give
me a bit more stability,
especially at speed.

The frame, picked due to
its reputedly steady handling
and upgrade potential, feels
bigger than it should in
terms of standover height for
a bike pitched at riders 5ft
6in to 5ft 10in, with plenty of
newbie ball-busting
incidents occurring despite
me standing at the top of
that range.

The biggest issue with the
Whyte so far has been the
RockShox XC-30 coil fork,
which feels like it’s only
making use of a fraction of

its 100mm travel, pogo 
sticking wildly and topping out 
due to a lack of rebound 
damping no matter the 
amount of adjuster twiddling. I 
was a little relieved that it 
wasn’t ‘just me’ as my 
colleagues bounced the 
Whyte’s front end up and 
down, cackling with laughter. 
Expectations weren’t  

high for a fork of this spec, 
however, I’m going to have to 
investigate the issues before I 
GHÀQLWHO\�GHFLGH�WR�VZDS�LW�RXW�
for something new. 

www.whyte.bike 

over zealously resulted in any 
wheel-locking, me-over-the-
bars action. Whyte’s own 29in 
wheels roll well and remain 
true despite the bike taking 
plenty of rider-ejecting spills. 
This includes a 5ft sideways 
tip off a North Shore section at 
Gisburn Forest, where I – 
perhaps stupidly – christened 
the machine over the 
petrifying (to me) red route. 

The Maxxis Ikon tyres have 
EHHQ�JUHDW�IRU�ÁDVKLQJ�GRZQ�
fast trails, giving enough 
FRQÀGHQFH�WR�OHDQ�WKURXJK�WKH�
corners, but they’re not 
aggressive enough to help 
much on slick, leafy or muddy 
uphills even with lowered 
pressures. 
Even with all this 

apparently low-end gear, the 
bike weighs a reasonable 
13.5kg (29.8lb) in medium, 

First impressions from a first-time rider 

Tom’s Whyte 529 £799

Simon’s Santa Cruz
Chameleon £599 (f/o)
With bits coming from virtually every
corner of the UK it seemed at one
point like it was going to be a bike of
many colours – what colour headset
should it be? What about lock-on
clamps and headset caps? Fortunately,

it’s more muted than it might have
been, and it’s looking pretty tidy.
Having just come back from a
marathon trip to New Zealand and
then the bright lights of Seoul, Si’s not
had a chance to put many miles on it,
but look out soon for a full catch-up.
www.santacruzbikes.co.uk

ONGOING TESTS

Despite teething problems, the 
529 makes this roadie 
excited to go off road.

TESTER SAYS...

Fi’s Giant Liv Intrigue 2
£2000
With more and more miles under  
her belt on the Liv, Fi’s still enjoying  
the plush ride, which is somewhat 
different from last year’s long term 
Canyon race bike, which was fast and 
furious. 

Still, there are plenty of trails waiting  
to be explored this year, and the 
Intrigue is proving a far more versatile 
beast than Fi first thought it would. 
There’s already a list of upgrades  
being planned – dropper post  
anyone?
www.giant-bicycles.com
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Jon’s BMC Teamelite TE02 SLX £1700

W
hile the
lure of
bigger

bikes and bigger
terrain is always
constant, I’m

glad I’ve made some time for
the snappily titled BMC.

Despite being very
ÁDWWHULQJ XSKLOO DQG DORQJ
thanks to the inherently low
PDVV RI WKH FDUERQ ÀEUH
frame, the long toptube and a
head angle that isn’t insanely
steep for a cross-country race

smooth despite the lowly 
open bath guts. That said, 
with just 100mm to play 
with, it’s hard to mess up. 
The SLX drivetrain is utterly 
ÁDZOHVV WRR�0DVV DVLGH��LW·V�
almost impossible to tell apart 
from the really pricey
Shimano options, though I’m 
still hugely envious of the 
11-speed Di2 XTR that Tom 
KDV MXVW ÀWWHG WR KLV QHZ�
Pivot. I’m resisting the urge 
to throw away the front mech 
and shifter too, and I think 
the best way to ensure I keep 
them is to enter a huge and 
hideous race that’ll have me 
grovelling in the granny gear. 
Suggestions on a postcard 
please!

www.evanscycles.com

It’s fast, surprisingly comfortable but there are some issues in the corners...

bike mean it’s quite easy to 
exploit its willingness to 
pick up speed when things 
start going back down. 
Well, that is apart from the 
frankly terrifying 
Continental Race King 
rubber which, while 
amusingly drifty on the 
rear, is downright lethal on 
the front. 

As much as I swore I’d 
keep everything the same, 
I’m not sure I have the 
nerve for a hard compound 
tyre with less shoulder 
than a snake. It’s got to go, 
EXW�ÀQGLQJ�VRPHWKLQJ�
affordable, lively and light 
that also offers a bit of 
directional control is easier 
said than done.
Elsewhere, I’m really 

very happy. That staggered 
rear triangle combined 
with the skinny 27.2mm 
alloy post is very forgiving 
compared to the usual boot 
up the arse a racy hardtail 
gives you. The Fox fork is 

MY PLANS

RACE AHEAD 

Find an old school enduro 

(that’s the long one) race 

that’ll challenge both me 

and the bike.

GRIPPIER TYRES  

Hunt down some rubber 

with a bit more bite before 

I understeer myself into 

infinity. 

Terror inducing front tyre
aside, it’s looking like the BMC  
is pretty well sorted  
out of the box. 

TESTER SAYS...

Guy’s Merida One Twenty 
7.500 £1200
Guy might be more used to slinging his 
leg over superbikes, and with WMB’s Trail 
Bike of the Year coming in the next issue 
he’s also been cracking out as many miles 
as humanly possible on 140mm-ish bikes 
trying to keep his head above the 

metaphorical water (deadlines… come on 
Guy!). Thankfully, we’ve still had him out 
and about on his Merida. We’re keeping 
his upgrades limited so that it doesn’t 
turn into some bizarre superbike too, so 
we’ll see how the more budget friendly kit 
performs through the year. 
www.merida-bikes.com



e’ve all seen the
marketing: the rows of
new trail bikes that
allegedly ‘climb like
cross-country bikes

and descend like downhill bikes’.
The message is clear and
unsophisticated: you can have
your cake and eat it. Yes, a credit
card will do nicely. Congratulations!
The old days of sprawling, eclectic
bike collections are gone. All you
need is a trail bike. But is it true?

W
In competition
Certainly trail bikes have reached a
point of quite staggering ability.
World Cup downhill racer Brendan
Fairclough is ditching his downhill
ELNH IRU D WUDLO ELNH IRU WKH ÀUVW WZR
races of the season.
He’ll ride in South Africa and

Australia on a 170mm Scott Genius
LT, with a single-crown Fox 36 on
the front, because he reckons a
lighter, easier-to-pedal trail bike will
be faster, even with 50ft doubles to

VS VSXC TRAIL DH

clear, hideous rock gardens and a 
world-level pace. He’s not the only 
rider to go this way, either. 

What’s more, manufacturing  
and material advances, in carbon 
ÀEUH�HVSHFLDOO\��PHDQ�WUDLO�ELNHV� 
have got lighter even as they’ve got 
stronger and more controlled. It’s 
QRW�KDUG�WR�ÀQG�D����PP�ELNH�WKDW��
at 28lb or even less, can be ridden 
up the toughest climbs while 
keeping something in reserve for  
the descents.
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EVERYTHINMASTER OF JACK OF ALL TRADES,

Why have a bike collection when a trail 
bike does it all so well? We examine 
whether dedicated cross-country and 
downhill rigs have had their day
Words: Steve Williams

Photos: Russell Burton
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NG?

Our Bird Aeris trail bike 
provided lots of custom 

opportunities to get 
just the right ride

I N V E S T I G A T I O N



made uphill be offset by the losses 
downhill, and vice versa?

A word about the bikes  
The trail bike we chose is one of our 
current favourite rides: the Bird 
Aeris. Why? Partly because of its 
long, slack and very modern 
geometry, and partly because Bird’s 
direct-sale model leaves plenty of 
scope for customisation. We specced 
it ready for some downhill action. 

It arrived with a Monarch+ RC3 
piggyback shock, a chainguide, and 
thick-walled, soft-compound WTB 
Vigilante tyres running tubeless as 
standard. It also had 800mm wide 
bars, a tiny 35mm stem and a 
dropper post. All spot on for hard 
charging. While you could go lighter, 

But then, World Cup riders are 
incredibly skilled. What about us 
mere mortals, who just ride when 
we can for fun? By the same token, 
FDQ�ZH�UHDOO\�H[WUDFW�WKH�EHQHÀWV�
from a spindly cross-country bike 
WKDW�D�VXSHU�ÀW�UDFHU�FDQ"�0XOWL�ELNH�
collections are appealing, but 
perhaps specialist rigs from either 
end of the spectrum have nothing 
left to offer the average rider. Is 
there a grain of truth to the 
marketing? Are we better off with  
all our eggs in one single shiny 
do-it-all basket?

7R�ÀQG�RXW��ZH�SLWWHG�D����PP�
cross-country speedster and a 
200mm downhill monster against 
the middle – a 150mm trail bike. We 
climbed, descended and timed the 
bejesus out of them. Would the gains 
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JACK OF ALL TRADES,
MASTER OF EVERYTHING?

“Perhaps specialist 
rigs from either end 

of the spectrum have 
nothing left to offer 

the average rider”

More effort was needed 
to keep up the pace  

on the climbs on  
the DH bike

Our DH test rig  
was Nukeproof’s 
reasonably-priced Pulse



the other two bikes, it has 26in 
wheels, which still enjoy far greater 
support in downhill tyres and forks 
than 650b. How long that will 
remain the case is debatable, but we 
can report that 26in wheels still go 
URXQG�DQG�HYHU\WKLQJ�MXVW�ÀQH��

Who won?  
The result, the bottom-est of bottom 
lines, was that with an ordinary 
non-hero rider aboard, the trail bike 
was faster than the downhill bike. 
And while the cross-country option 
was 26 seconds quicker up the 
climb, it was 24 seconds slower 
down it, for an overall lap that was 
just two seconds faster. 

The big Nukeproof recorded the 
highest top speed by 4mph, but 

we’ve ignored carbon in favour of 
quality suspension, geometry and 
price. This build is £2650.
Rather than go for the lightest 

possible cross-country hardtail and 
then treat it like arthritis treats an 
old man’s spine, we chose full 
suspension in the hopes of keeping 
both wheels round. The Giant 
Anthem 1 gives 100mm at both 
ends via Fox CTD suspension units, 
and has impressed us in the past 
with its easy trail manners. It’s also 
the cheapest at £2250, leaving scope 
for upgrades within this budget

Finally, while downhill bikes are 
generally very expensive – it’s not 
hard to spend £6000-£7000 – the 
cheaper of Nukeproof’s two Pulse 
models is £2600 with RockShox 
suspension and SRAM parts. Unlike 
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Left: Monarch+ RC3 
piggyback shock  
takes care of bounce  
at the back

Below: Blackspire 
chainguide provides 
additional security

150mm Pike fork 
can be adjusted 

simply with  
volume spacers

The Bird’s 800mm 
bars and 35mm 

stem were ready 
for trail 

punishment

It may not be 
carbon, but the 

alloy Bird is  
light enough to  

lift over roots



posted a 1.1mph slower average
than the Bird Aeris. This was almost
entirely down to its weight: at
almost 42lb, the Pulse is tough to
accelerate, and sticky dual-ply tyres,
very low pressures, short 165mm
cranks and plenty of mush from the
210mm rear means pedalling is
something to wish on your enemies.

2Q�WKH�ÁDWWHU��URXJK�VHFWLRQ�LQ�WKH�
middle of our test track, the bike 
slowed appreciably without constant 
effort, and it’s here it really lost the 
time. You need a genuinely steep 
and rough track to make hay with a 
downhill bike today.

The upside of all this weight is 
immense stiffness and strength; 

descents and big drops, there’s little 
more reassuring than a downhill 
bike. However, you’ll also need the 
self-discipline (and awareness) to go 
looking for better lines and 
techniques if you’re going to 
improve, as its steamroller 
behaviour means there’s relatively 
little forcing you to compensate for 
the bike or ride it better. 

Perhaps it was this slight 
bluntness that left us with a feeling 
that extracting more speed from the 
downhill bike would be harder than 
with the trail bike. Perhaps we were 
just tired. It’s noticeable how much 
extra effort the Pulse took to get 
back up the hill, and you only have 
so much energy. Spend it pushing up 
and it’s not there for the descent; in 
this, the trail bike had the Pulse 
beaten fair and square.

So the extra abilities of the 
downhill bike only made us faster  
on the steepest, roughest bits,  
and elsewhere the weight – and  
the lower-spec suspension – held  
us back. 

OLWWOH�ZLOO�GHÁHFW�LW�IURP�LWV�OLQH��JULS�
is huge and with gravity behind you 
it’s like riding a huge safety mat 
– hence the high top speed. It’s also 
very resilient in the event that your 
inner ear screams ‘brace, brace, 
brace’ at what feels like stupendous 
volume, and then there’s dirt and 
noise and blue sky tangled in the 
trees and more dirt, then nothing.

The Pulse would survive a crash 
better than the Aeris in particular, 
which would be in danger of ripping 
its own front brake hose off as the 
bars spun. Our test bike needed a 
tad more slack in the hose. 

There’s more to descending than 
having lots of travel, however, and 
the inevitably basic suspension 
means feedback is relatively blunt. 
How much does that matter when 
you can just batter through 
everything?

Confidence boosting   
It really depends on how you learn. 
,I�\RX�QHHG�FRQÀGHQFH�RQ�VWHHS�
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´,I�\RX�QHHG�FRQÀGHQFH�
on steep descents and big 

drops, there’s little more 
reassuring than a DH bike”

JACK OF ALL TRADES,
MASTER OF EVERYTHING?

Giant’s Anthem has 
made a good 
impression in 
previous tests



The lesson from the Bird Aeris is 
that quality beats quantity. Its 
150mm of travel is superbly 
controlled (the Pike RCT3 fork and 
Monarch+ shock can be tuned for 
progression with volume spacers), 
and feedback is fantastic. It’s a  
great shape, and vitally the strong 
ramp-up in spring rate means it 
rides high in its travel and holds  
that shape. Its geometry stays 
consistent, which helps you out 
hugely. 

And that shape... it’s extremely 
close to the Nukeproof Pulse. The 
Bird Aeris is just 4mm shorter in 
wheelbase, and 5mm longer in the 
toptube. In fact, the front of the 
Aeris is considerably longer – it’s 
only the steeper head angle (66 
versus 63 degrees) that keeps the 
wheelbases so similar. 

This long front end, coupled with 
broad bars, means your body weight 
sits on widely spaced supports, and 
is less susceptible to being tipped  
off balance. By contrast, the more 
closely packed position of your hands 

and feet (both laterally and 
longitudinally) on the Giant Anthem 
gives a relatively precarious, 
unstable ride.

Downhill struggle    
Descending on the Anthem was 

interesting. While handling is great 
RQ�ÁRZLQJ�VLQJOHWUDFN�RU�DW�VHYHQ�
tenths effort on our techy descent, 
pushing on harder was tough.  
:KHHO�DQG�IUDPH�ÁH[�PDQLIHVW�DV�
noticeable vagueness, and holding a 
rough line gets tricky fast. Its low 
weight and slinky tyres do nothing 
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The Bird’s
geometry and wide

bars make it a
stable place to bez

Heavy frame  
makes the Pulse 

impressively  
strong and stiff

No real surprise, 
but the XC Anthem 
was quicker up the 
hills than its rivals

I N V E S T I G A T I O N

210mm of travel  
at the back takes 

the sting out of 
technical trails

Short 165mm 
cranks make 
pedalling a chore



end out of trouble. It wasn’t that 
easy, despite being fully 14lb lighter 
than the Pulse, its tiddly 160mm 
discs and unaggressive tyres mean it 
takes longer to brake. 

Uphill, the Giant Anthem was 
unsurprisingly quicker than 
everything, by a minimum of 26 
seconds over just short of a mile. As 
we have seen though, over the 
whole loop it was just two seconds 
quicker, and on a continuous ride 
you would actually be slower, 
whether you ran into the descent 
with the saddle high on its  
bolted seat collar or stopped to 
adjust it. 

The Nukeproof Pulse was around 
four minutes slower on the pedal up 
(okay, I pushed a bit, thanks to 
hyperventilation so rampant that 
squirrels and birds were falling dead 
from lack of oxygen), and three 

minutes slower if you pushed 
straight back up the trail. Even with 
10 runs in a day, that’s potentially 
only 30 minutes lost, though of 
course, you also lose two hours of 
riding over a bike that can pedal 
laps.

The verdict    
Faced with a meaningful day of 
descending and climbing, both  
the cross-country and the downhill 
bike were seriously compromised. 
Most of the descending gains of 
Nukeproof’s Pulse were lost on 
anything but the steepest, roughest 
terrain; and more surprisingly, most 
of the gains the Giant Anthem made 
on the climb were squandered on 
the descent. The trail bike, 
meanwhile, took it all in its stride.

If the majority of your riding is at 
the extremes – endless climbs over 
huge, rolling hills or pounding, 
uplifted downhill tracks – then 
spending money on a dedicated bike 
pays off. But if you like to do both – 
plus mess about in the woods,  
visit trail centres and enjoy both the 
ups and the downs – a trail bike is 
damn near the fastest thing 
available. It may not climb or 
descend quite like the others, but 
these days, amazingly, it’s really not 
far off at all. WMB

to stop the jitters, and the short, 
steep and narrow layout means 
steering is fast enough to cause 
problems under heavy cornering. 

While the other bikes could be 
laid into smooth arcs, the Anthem 
turns with ADHD intensity, causing 
sudden, extremely hard to avoid 
spikes in load that further stress  
the bike (and rider). 

Keeping the fork in Trail helped 
combat the dive that created even 
twitchier steering, but it remained 
an exercise in keeping the front  
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“If the majority of 
your riding is at the 

extremes, spending 
money on a dedicated 

bike pays off”

JACK OF ALL TRADES,
MASTER OF EVERYTHING?

Below: Keeping the  
Fox fork in Trail  

mode helps calm  
its nervy steering 

Below right: Narrow 
bars make for a more 

precarious body 
position on techy trails 

We’d have appreciated 
bigger rotors when  
it came to scrubbing 
off speed
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£30-£55

HOW WE TEST

For the sake of accurate comparison
we’ve stuck with 650b tyres. For
reasons of consistency we ran all the
tyres on the same bike (GT Force
Carbon Expert) and the same
25mm-wide tubeless ready rim as
part of the final testing process. In
many cases we’ve also run the tyres
on different bikes and rims so we’ve
included any issues or observations.

We start at a default 30psi for a
couple of sighting runs then
gradually drop pressures. This helps
find the sweet spot for grip and
control and check whether the tyre

has any bad habits as the air
pressure drops. We’ve got such a
diverse range of rubber here so we
also ran the tyres through every
possible terrain combination from
soggy peat marsh to hardpack to
sand, and thanks to the time we were
testing we even got ice, snow and
frozen tundra to play with.

All the tyres are shortlisted from a
vast range we ride on our own bikes
or test bikes. Some are here because
they’re a fresh or updated design,
others are proven benchmark tyres
to put new ones in context.

Guy Kesteven, bike test editor
As a pro archaeologist our Kes gets way more excited about
mud, rocks and earth than most and he’s still as obsessive
about how different tyres dig their way round the trails,
regularly spitting his dummy over the wrong durometer.

With trail tyres now better 

than ever, there’s plenty of 

choice to suit your style

James Bland, tester 
If young James were any more into trying different rubber to 
find the ideal performer for every ride he’d have replaced one 
of his fingers with a compressed air line. Luckily that makes him 
our perfect second opinion for hardcore hard and fast tyres.
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The size
All the tyres here are 650b/27.5in diameter 
for consistent comparison but widths and 
heights vary dramatically. We don’t just mean 
in their 2.1 to 2.4in width labelling either as 
getting the measuring callipers out proves 
that different companies – and even 
different tyres – within the same range 
can be very different sizes. 

Tubeless-ready options
While a lot of tyre and wheel
manufacturers were creeping towards 
tubeless or tubeless ready capability 
anyway, the 650b revolution has been 
a real tipping point with people 
switching wholeheartedly to sealed 
rims and rubber. How well different 
tyre designs actually seal and then 
hold their pressure varies widely. 
We’ve tested all the tyres here on 
both UST tubeless and tubeless 
ready rims to check.  

The tread 
Simple tyre mechanics say 
that flatter, more closely spaced 
tread block patterns roll faster 
but don’t dig as deep into the 
ground for grip as wider, noisier 
treads. Specific block shapes 
such as sloped faces also make 
a difference and how the 
shoulder and edge blocks 
are arranged affect 
cornering characteristics. 

YOUR TESTERS



YOUR NEXT

TRAIL
TYRE

Words: Guy Kesteven Photos: Dave Caudery

Whether you want speed, sick 
trail survival or a blend of 
both, our round up of the  

latest tyres will rubber 
you up the right way

The carcass
The body of the tyre governs its 

weight, how it conforms to the trail, 
how fast it rolls, how easily it 

punctures or rips and how much it
 costs. The growth of enduro racing
 has seen the development of some

 excellent high control, increased
 toughness blends of XC and DH tyre 
carcasses for all-round aggro riding.

The price
If you’ve already had a quick 
scan through the pricing of 
the tyres on test you might 
have had a real shock at the 
£50-plus options. Having ridden 
them, the difference a top quality 
tyre can make to the feel, grip, 
speed, control and confidence of a 
bike means they’re still a very cost 
effective investment compared to 
new suspension or wheels. 
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The compound
You only have to ride the cheap 

plastic compound version of a 
tyre alongside a top spec softer 

version to realize how much 
the rubber recipe matters in 

terms of grip and rolling speed. 
While many manufacturers list 

the ‘durometer’ (softness) of
the rubber this can often be 

misleading, so rely on our 
reviews not website claims.



Italian tyre specialist Vittoria has 
dropped the Geax name for its off-

road range but the tyres stay the same. 
That means the Goma still features low, 
angled paired blocks that give it an ego 
boosting easy rolling speed once you’ve 
got the 810g weight turning. 

The shoulder lugs are chunkier but 
angled so that it leans over into corners 
easier and used on the back it falls into 
and follows round turns okay in drier, 
ÀUPHU FRQGLWLRQV�

It’s not as hard as some Geax tyres
we’ve ridden but the sticky compound 
rubber is still harder than most average 
durometer tyres. That means sloppier 
conditions make it slip and slide before 
any of the others. With no real shoulder 
to dig in to corners or off cambers when 
using it up front, pushing hard in damp 
conditions is asking for trouble. 
While thin walls and relatively large 

YROXPH�KHOS�LW�ÁRZ�RYHU�UDWWO\�VHFWLRQV��
LW·V�SURQH�WR�ÁRSSLQJ�DQG�IROGLQJ�DW�
lower pressures and the carcass scuffs 
easily if you clip rocks. 
From experience the £41 TNT 

tubeless version is noticeably tougher 
and more rock proof, but more wooden 
and less comfortable as a result. 

Vittoria Goma 
folding 2.25in £37

Weight 810g Width 54mm Height 52mm 
Contact www.chickencycles.co.uk 

“Naturally fast rolling and supple
rear but too slippery for aggressive 
front end use.”

++ ++

“While thin walls and relatively large 
volume help it flow over rattly 
sections, it’s prone to flopping” 

TRAIL TYRES
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Hutchinson has always built some 
of the best tyre carcasses for XC 

work and its collaboration with Mavic 
has turned its reinforced tyres from 
clunkily wooden to smooth shock 
sucking control boosters. 

Even at under 700g there’s an 
element of supple stability holding the 
tyre in place when things get rowdy. 
That’s more impressive as it’s only 
48mm high but the rounded body means 
there’s a lot of sideways stability as long 
as the rim wearing it is wide enough. 
It blows up tubeless easily and holds 
pressure well even when running soft.

The deliberately multi-directional,
multi-condition, triple compound tread
looks very old school for a new tyre
and it’s hard to pin down any obvious
grip characteristics. However, it doesn’t
unexpectedly slip or spin whether you’re
wearing it front, rear or both in the dry,
ZHW� ORRVH RU ÀUP� ,W WLSV LQWR FRUQHUV
easily, accelerates without much effort
and rolls well once you’re up to speed.

The Hardskin carcass shrugs off rock
scuffs well for a small tyre and while it’s
expensive it’s a very versatile XC/trail
all-rounder if you can’t be bothered to
change your tyre for different conditions.

Hutchinson Taipan 
Hardskin TR 2.1in £50 

Weight 680g Width 53mm Height 48mm 
Contact www.extrauk.co.uk 

“Expensive but tough, light,
reasonably grippy fit and forget 
all-rounder.” 

+++++

“Even at under 700g there’s a supple 
stability holding the tyre in place 
when things get rowdy” 
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Continental Mountain 
King II 2.2in £33 

Weight 734g Width 54mm Height 50mm
Contact www.conti-tyres.co.uk 

“Slightly slow but affordable
off-piste grip that’s light for its size.”

+++ +

We used to dread seeing cheap 
Continental tyres on complete 

bikes but we started noticing they were 
sticking a lot better a few months ago. 
These affordable versions of classic 
Continental treads are now available 
aftermarket.

The tread patterns haven’t changed 
and the Mountain King II is still a 
relatively growly and slow road roller. 
That’s particularly noticeable if you run 
it both ends, so we generally pair it with 
an X-King rear to speed things up. The 
well-spaced knobs dig in determinedly 
in typical UK loose or soft woods/sheep 
track conditions making them a good off-
piste real trail not trail centre choice. 

The new PureGrip compound sticks on 
wet surfaces rather than sliding wildly 
off anything damp like the previous 
cheap Contis too so you can actually 
trust them to end up where you want. 

:KLOH�WKH\·UH�QRW�RIÀFLDOO\�WXEHOHVV�
ready they blow up really easily with 
a slop of sealant and the lightweight 
carcass means a buoyantly bouncy ride 
and agile feel for cut and pasting around 
the trail. The walls are very skinny 
though so don’t drop pressures too low 
or it’ll crumple and fold, particularly on 
the huge 2.4in versions. 

“The new PureGrip compound sticks 
on wet surfaces rather than sliding 
wildly off anything damp” 

TRAIL TYRES
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WTB’s chunky Vigilante is a great 
all-rounder tyre, particularly if 

you’re into tubeless running. The  
tread pattern uses wide placed split  
top blocks that grumble a bit on the  
road but it accelerates okay despite  
its big size. 

It digs into a wide range of dirt very 
effectively and the dual compound gives 
reasonable if not remarkable grip. The 
big rounded carcass rolls easily into turns 
and the stepped knob pattern means 
grip stays consistent. There are enough 
well supported shoulder knobs to hang 
in pretty hard when you’re cranked right 
over or crabbing across off cambers too.

The tall, fat body of the tyre adds a
lot of air cushioning and WTB’s tyres
blow up tubeless better than almost
anyone’s. The high volume carcass is
relatively light on the TCS version
though so it needs to be kept well
pressurised to keep its shape under
load. It can also get bouncy if you’re
slapping it hard through a sequence
of hits.

An imminent range renaming
includes the addition of a new
‘Tough Fast Rolling’ blend that
potentially offers the best of both
TCS and AM worlds.

WTB Vigilante 
TCS 2.3in £40

Weight 790g Width 57mm Height 54mm 
Contact www.hotlines-uk.com 

“Big volume, easy tubeless all-round
grip but floppy when soft.”  

+++++

“The big rounded carcass rolls easily 
into turns and the stepped knob 
pattern means grip stays consistent” 
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Born on the downhill circuit,
the Citius (Latin for faster) is 

designed as a rapid rolling tyre that  
you can still rely on for surefooted  
inline grip and slingshot cornering 
support. 

Knocking on for a kilo with a tall ride 
height it takes a bit of levering through 
the cranks to get going but the increased 
rolling speed of the ramped 65 duro 
central tread is certainly noticeable 
compared to the other big grippy 
tyres here. There’s still predictable, 
squirm-free bite under braking and the 
softer 55 duro shoulders take their job 
seriously when you crank it over onto its 
shoulders.

It hasn’t got the chewing gum-style
grip and downhill damping of the Mavic
and the Schwalbe but even on sloppy
winter off-piste forest descents it never
cramped our style. It’s a lot easier to
tap along the trails and up climbs as
the day drags on too and wear life is
better, which improves value.

The FRC120 carcass goes tubeless
easily and if your rims are wide
enough to cope with the high
volume it stays stable at really
low pressures.

Onza Citius FRC120 
RC2 55 2.4in £45

Weight 930g Width 57mm Height 51mm
Contact www.silverfish-uk.com

“The Citius is tough, fat, dependably
grippy yet fast rolling. Great for 
trail centres.” 

+++++

“There’s still predictable, squirm-free 
bite under braking and the 55 duro 
shoulders take their job seriously” 

TRAIL TYRES
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Specialized’s Ground Control was 
RQH�RI�WKH�ÀUVW�UHDOO\�JRRG�W\UHV��

and while the new tread bears no 
resemblance to the original it’s still a 
good XC all-rounder at a cracking price. 

Like most mid-width XC/trail tyres 
the tread is a mid-spaced mix that digs 
reasonable traction out of loose or sloppy 
terrain without buzzing or dragging too 
badly on harder surfaces. Its light weight 
means it accelerates and chops and 
changes direction really easily too so it’s 
an enjoyably agile tyre to ride.

It doesn’t do anything weird if you
brake hard on it either and there’s 
enough gap and grip so you can straight 
line root spreads without getting scythed 
down by a centre ridge. 

The dual compound mix gives a 
surprisingly obvious amount of grip to 
the shoulders too so you can really carve 
corners or cut across off-cambers harder 
than most tyres in its category. 
It’s a reasonable size for a 2.1in tyre 

so it can handle a bit of bother, and 
the 2Bliss carcass gives adequate if not 
amazing stability. It seals easily onto 
a tubeless rim too although you might 
need to overpressure it to seat  
it symmetrically. 

Specialized Ground 
Control 2Bliss 2.1in £30 

Weight 620g Width 50mm Height 48mm 
Contact www.specialized.com 

“Lightweight, agile yet usefully
surefooted all-rounder at a  
great price.”

+++++

VALUE

“Its light weight means it  
accelerates and chops and  
changes direction really easily” 
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0DYLF·V FRQÀGHQW� VXSHU GDPSHG�
HQGXUR�W\UH�LV�D�IDQWDVWLF�ZD\�WR�

JOXH�WKH�IURQW�HQG�RI�\RXU�ELNH�RQWR�DQ\�
VRUW�RI�JURXQG��DV�ORQJ�DV�\RX�GRQ·W�PLQG�
D�VORJ�RQ�WKH�FOLPEV��
7KH�DOWHUQDWH�VSOLW�WRS�SDGGOH�DQG�

VOLJKWO\�GLUHFWLRQDO�EORFN�SDWWHUQ�LV�
ZLGHO\�VSDFHG�DQG�WRJHWKHU�ZLWK�WKH�
6XSHU�&RQWDFW�&RPSRXQG�WKH�&KDUJH�LV�
DQ\WKLQJ�EXW�LQ�WHUPV�RI�UROOLQJ�VSHHG��
,W�PHDQV�LW·V�SURSHUO\�JOXHG�RQWR�WKH�
JURXQG�ZLWK�¶FDQ·W�FUDVK·�FRQÀGHQFH�
ZKHWKHU LW·V VOLP\� ORRVH RU ERQH GU\�

7KH ZLGH VSDFLQJ PHDQV LW FOHDUV
FUDS�UHDOO\�TXLFNO\��VR�HYHQ�LQ�GLUW\�
FRQGLWLRQV�LW�QHYHU�FORJV�DQG�VXUIV��7KH�
KHDYLO\�EXWWUHVVHG�URZ�RI�VLGH�NQREV�LV�
D�IDLU�ZD\�RYHU��EXW�LI�\RX�WDNH�WKH�OHDS��
FRUQHULQJ�JULS�LV�RXWUDJHRXV�HYHQ�XQGHU�
WKH�KHDYLHVW�ORDGV��
7KH�UHDOO\�RXWVWDQGLQJ�DVSHFW�RI�WKH�

&KDUJH�LV�WKH�FRQWURO�IURP�WKH�*XDUG���
UHLQIRUFHG��WXEHOHVV�FDUFDVV��:KLOH�LW·V�
VPDOO�IRU�D����LQ�W\UH�WKH�ZD\�LW�GDPSV�
LPSDFWV�UHDOO\�GRHV�IHHO�OLNH�ZHOO�VRUWHG�
VXVSHQVLRQ��ZKLFK�HQKDQFHV�JULS�HYHQ�
PRUH��
7KH\�VHDO�YHU\�HDVLO\��WKH\·UH�VHULRXVO\�

WRXJK�DQG�WKH\�ZHDU�EHWWHU�WKDQ�\RX·G�
H[SHFW�IRU�VXFK�D�VRIW�W\UH�WRR��

Mavic CrossMax 
Charge 2.4in £50

Weight 1040g Width 53mm Height 51mm
Contact www.mavic.co.uk

“Very slow but super-sticky, tough
and phenomenally well damped  
riot rubber.”

++++

“The really outstanding aspect of the 
Charge is the control from the Guard 
2 reinforced, tubeless carcass” 

TRAIL TYRES
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6FKZDOEH·V 0DU\ KDV QHDU PDJLFDO�
JULS�LQ�LWV�VWLFNLHVW��KHDY\�GXW\�

9HUW6WDU��6XSHU�*UDYLW\�IRUPDW�EXW�
WKLV�PXFK�OLJKWHU�YHUVLRQ�VWLOO�UHWDLQV�
D�VHULRXV�DPRXQW�RI�FRPSRVXUH�DQG�
FRQWURO�LQ�WKH�PRVW�WHVWLQJ�FRQGLWLRQV��
7KH�ZLGH�VSDFHG�WUHDG�EORFNV�PDNH�

LW�QRLV\�DQG�REYLRXVO\�NQREEO\�RQ�
VPRRWK�VXUIDFHV�EXW�WKH�7UDLO6WDU�WULSOH�
FRPSRXQG�UROOV�KHDOWKLO\�HQRXJK�WR�JHW�
\RX�EHWZHHQ�WKH�JRRG�ELWV�DOO�GD\��*ULS�LV�
H[FHOOHQW�LQ�D�ZLGH�UDQJH�RI�ZHW��ORRVH�RU�
MXVW�UDQGRP�FRQGLWLRQV�DQG�WKH�KHDYLO\�
VXSSRUWHG�NQREV�DUH�SUHGLFWDEOH�RQ�URFN�
DQG�KDUGSDFNHG�WUDLO�FHQWUH�VXUIDFHV��
,W�OHDQV�LQWR�FRUQHUV�SUHGLFWDEO\�UDWKHU�

WKDQ�OXUFKLQJ�RYHU�OLNH�VRPH�VTXDUHU�
W\UHV�FDQ��DQG�HYHQ�WKLV�IDVWHU�UROOLQJ�
FRPSRXQG YHUVLRQ FDQ EH SXVKHG KDUG�

7KH 7XEH/HVV (DV\ 7/( FDUFDVV OLYHV
XS�WR�LWV�QDPH�DQG�LW·V�D�UHODWLYHO\�OLJKW�
W\UH�IRU�LWV�VL]H��7KH�RYHUVL]H�YROXPH�
PHDQV�LW�QHHGV�D�ZLGHU�ULP�WR�IHHO�
VWDEOH�DW�ORZHU�SUHVVXUHV��DQG�ZH·YH�
WRUQ�WKH�RFFDVLRQDO�NQRE�XVLQJ�ELJ�
EUDNHV�VDYDJHO\�EXW�LW·V�JHQHUDOO\�UREXVW�
ZLWKRXW�IHHOLQJ�WRR�ZRRGHQ�RU�MDUULQJ�
ZKHQ�WKH�WUDLO�JLYHV�LW�D�VODS��.LOR�SOXV�
6XSHU�*UDYLW\�YHUVLRQV�GHOLYHU�IXOO�'+�
GDPSLQJ�LQ�YDULRXV�FRPSRXQG�FKRLFHV�

Schwalbe Magic Mary EVO 
TrailStar TLE 2.35in £55

Weight 880g Width 60mm Height 54mm
Contact www.schwalbe.co.uk

“Outstanding blend of bearable
rolling speed, vast volume and 
impressive all conditions control.”

++++

“The TrailStar triple compound  
rolls healthily enough to get you 
between the good bits all day” 
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Our favourite Maxxis tread was one 
of the last to make the transfer to 

650b but it’s been worth the wait. 
Despite the DH F(ront) name the semi 

directional, ramped tread and triple 
compound 3C MaxxTerra rubber mix 
means it’s the only really grippy tyre 
here to be fast enough to use both ends 
without killing rolling speed. 

There’s no shortage of inline grip and 
the split tread also locks down side-slip 
traction for turning and braking in loose 
or sloppy surfaces. There’s a slight leap 
of faith getting it onto its edges but 
that engages a nearly continuous rank 
of solidly supported knobs for ripping 
round corners or carving across edges. 

It’s an average width for its stated 
VL]H�VR�LW�GRHVQ·W�ÁRDW�DV�ZHOO�DV�VRPH�
fatter tyres but it doesn’t need an extra 
wide rim for stability. The Exo carcass 
keeps rocks off the rim at low pressures 
and tubeless set up is very easy. 

It’s full gas tough without feeling 
wooden and numb and masking traction. 
The triple compound also extends 
wear life to make the high price more 
palatable and make it a proper all- 
year-rounder. 

Weight 910g Width 55mm Height 50mm
Contact www.maxxis.co.uk

Maxxis Minion DHF 3C 
MaxTerra Exo TR 2.3in £54

1
Monster volume tyres are
great for speed sustain and 
survival on tough trails but 

check they’ll fit in your frame 
and won’t flop around on rims.

2
Mess around with 
pressures: Different 
tyres perform very 

differently depending how 
much air you’ve got in them. 

3 
Running tubeless used 
to be a pain in the arse 
but with most tyres and 

rims ready to go commando as 
standard it’s worth trying.

4 
Check which way round 
you should fit your 
tyres, especially if 

they’re ramped as it can makes 
a difference to rolling speed. 

5 
We’re fans of a grippy 
front, fast rear tyre  
combo for the best blend 

of easy pedalling speed and 
downhill control. 

FIVE THINGS WE LEARNED FROM THIS TEST 

“Expensive but a superb balance
of reasonable speed and 
unreasonable all-round control.”

++++

TRAIL TYRES
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Trek is turning out some cracking 
bikes at the moment but one of the 

key aspects is that they’re underlined 
with some excellent Bontrager rubber 
like the monster XR4 here.

The fact the XR4 blows up bigger 
than a lot of 2.4in tyres is the most 
obvious initial trait and it needs at least 
a mid-width rim for stability. Bontrager 
ZDV�RQH�RI�WKH�ÀUVW�FRPSDQLHV�WR�
champion tubeless ready systems so 
once persuaded on and blown into place 
it’s a reliable seal even at low pressures.

It feels reassuringly solid on the trail
without being too much of a grunt to 
accelerate. It sustains that speed well 
too, particularly on rough terrain where 
the large volume irons out stutter bumps 
that would otherwise choke your charge. 
There’s a reinforced SE4 version too, but 
that’s noticeably stiff and wooden in the 
same stutter situations so suits proper 
smash and grab gravity riders, not 
comfortable cruising fans. 

The dual compound tread Team Issue 
is a great match to the do-it-all feel too 
with consistent traction in all but the 
most extreme surface and high braking/
cornering load situations. Tread life is 
good even if you’re heavy handed on the 
brakes and you get this excellent blend 
of performance for only £40.

Bontrager XR4 Team 
Issue 2.35in £40

Weight 830g Width 57mm Height 54mm
Contact www.bontrager.com

“Easy rolling, consistent gripping,
high volume, high control 
all-rounder at a great price.” 

++++

WINNER

“The dual compound tread  
Team Issue is a great match  
to the do-it-all feel” 
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Whether you want faster, tougher, 
more controlled, summer or winter, 
slop or rock and so on, tyres are now 
far better than they’ve ever been. 
With so many options cramming 

every possible mix of performance from the 
uncrashable Mavics to the cheap but agile 
Ground Controls, you need to think hard 
about what you want from your rubber to 
work out which will suit you best. 

If you really can’t be arsed – or can’t 
afford – to re-rubber for every riding 
situation then there are two tyres here that 
really stood out as the boots I’d be happy 
with whatever I was doing, from big days in 

the hills to hammering the local black run 
DH – the versatile Maxxis Minion DHF if 

you can afford it, and Bontrager’s big 
volume, big capability XR4 Team if 

value for money is on 
your mind. Guy 

TESTER SAYS...



www.torqfitness.co.uk

™

TORQ Fuelling System™

www.torqfitness.co.uk/tfs

The TORQ Fuelling System™ 

allows the user of our energy 

products to accurately manage 

their hydration and fuelling needs 

using a combination of TORQ’s 

energy drinks, gels and bars. 

The system is highly accurate, 

yet also incredibly easy to un-

derstand. It’s all explained here:

ALL TORQ GEL FAVOURS 
WORK AS PART OF THE 
TORQ FUELLING SYSTEM. 
Rhubarb & Custard, Strawberry 

Yoghurt, Black Cherry Yoghurt, 

Orange & Banana, Raspberry Ripple, 

Apple Crumble, Forest Fruits (with 

guarana), Banoffee (with guarana).



Surrey Hills

Surrey Hills
Words: Max Darkins  Photos: Russell Burton

Fast, flowing woodland 
singletrack riding at its best

Max Darkins, writer
Max is author of the Rough Ride 
Guide books and route guru for 
WMB and MBUK. Max organises the British  
Heart Foundation off-road events, amongst 
others, sending him all over the country, which  
he loves to explore to find more riding to share 
with you. 

YOUR GUIDE

YOUR POCKET GUIDE TO...
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“Although never too 
technical the trails  
get more challenging 
the faster you ride”

110 April 

The Surrey Hills contain 
arguably some of the best 
riding in the south east of 
England, and are within  

easy reach from London, so  
gets extremely busy. The area’s 
popular with horse riders too,  
so be sure to ride with care  
and respect. 
 The sandstone base and pine 
trees that make up this area  
offer superbly fast and furious 
singletrack and also makes them 
better in wet weather than the 
slippery chalk of the neighbouring 
North Downs.

Despite being sheltered and 
generally draining well, the high 
number of trail users still leads  

to mud, puddles and erosion, so  
it’s best to go when it’s dry. The 
trails are at their best then, fast  
DQG�ÁRZLQJ��DQG�DOWKRXJK�QHYHU� 
too technical, they get more 
challenging the faster you ride. 
There are also some steep hills to 
seek out. 

The best way to explore this 
complex network of trails is with a 
ORFDO��DV�QDYLJDWLRQ�LV�WULFN\��EXW�\RX�
can easily follow your nose (and 
W\UH�WUDFNV��DQG�H[SORUH�ZKDWHYHU�
ORRNV�JRRG��0XVW�YLVLWV�DUH�3HDVODNH�
Village Stores and the café in the 
hatch of Leith Tower. If you’re 
staying, the closest town, Dorking, 
has a good range of accommodation, 
pubs and restaurants. 



Ì GREAT FOR BEGINNERS
Leith Hill is home to a number of natural trails,  
as well as the waymarked Summer Lightning  
one, which starts near Leith Hill Tower. It’s not 
exactly an easy ride, with some steep, twisty and 
rough sections, but it’s all waymarked, easy to  
find and under 10km, providing a good 
introduction to the area. 

Ì MORE OF A CHALLENGE 
Holmbury Hill is home to probably the best-known 
trail, Barry Knows Best, which drops to Peaslake. 
There are lots of other classic trails here too, such 
as Yoghurt Pots and Park Life, which start near the 
viewpoint, and Telegraph Row which continues on 
down under the cables to the YHA.  

Ì SOMETHING SCARY 
Pitch Hill is the most western and smallest of the 
three hills, but it has numerous great singletrack 
trails throughout it, such as the excellent and 
challenging Supernova. This hill is also home to 
the numbered T-Trails, as well as others such as 
Curly Wurly, Proper Beau and Vauxhall, offering 
some great natural feeling, challenging rooty 
trails, dropping down to Peaslake village. 

THE RIDES

MAPS
Ordnance Survey Landranger No 187  

Dorking & Reigate
Ordnance Survey Explorer No 146 Dorking,  

Box Hill & Reigate

 GUIDES 
North & South Downs Rough Ride Guide, £11

www.roughrideguide.co.uk
Club & rides with Dorking Cocks 

www.mtbsurreyhills.com 

WEBSITES
www.visitsurrey.com 

www.visitdorking.com 
www.friendsofthehurtwood.co.uk 

www.surreyhillsmtber.co.uk 

RESOURCES

NEED TO  
KNOW

SURREY HILLS

Peaslake village is in the heart of the riding, between 

Pitch and Holmbury hills. It has a free car park, bike shop, 

pub, hotel and the amazing Peaslake Stores. It gets busy 

quickly so you may need to use an alternative car park 

– don’t park on the roads please. Dorking has more choice 

of accommodation and places to eat and drink. Dorking 

and Gomshall have train stations.

ACCOMMODATION 
Holmbury St Mary YHA 

0845 3719323, www.yha.org.uk      

Hurtwood Hotel    
01306 730514, www.hurtwoodhotel.co.uk       

Cherry Trees B&B, Shere   
01483 202288, www.cherrytreesshere.com      

Travelodge, Dorking    
0871 9846026, www.travelodge.co.uk  

PARKING 
Free public car park in Peaslake village (behind the pub 

& hotel). Grid ref: TQ086/448. Post code: GU5 9RR 

FOOD & DRINK
Hurtwood Inn 

01306 731769, www.hurtwoodinn.com     

Peaslake Stores  
01306 730474, www.peaslakevillagestores.com   

Leith Hill Tower, National Trust  

01306 712711, www.nationaltrust.org.uk/leith-hill

Dabbling Duck café, Shere   
01483 205791, www.thedabblingduck.uk.com 

BIKE SHOPS & HIRE 
Nirvana Cycles, Westcott 

01306 740300, www.nirvanacycles.com 
Head for the Hills, Dorking 

01306 885007, www.head-for-the-hills.co.uk  
Pedal & Spoke, Peaslake 

01306 731639, www.pedalandspoke.co.uk 

OTHER THINGS TO DO 
While you ride, set the family free to explore the woods 

and build a den, then climb Leith Hill tower. Built in 1765, 
it’s the highest point in south-east England and has a 

refreshment hatch and exhibition room within it. If the 
weather is against you, have a wander around the town 

of Dorking and visit the museum and heritage centre 
(01306 876591, www.dorkingmuseum.org.uk)  

Pick up some speed
as you head down
Telegraph Row
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With some trails having 
multiple names you can’t 
beat local knowledge  
to get you around

There will be some steep 
climbs to get you up  

in the open and  
enjoying the views
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TAKE ON THE 
DOWNS & POWER 

OUR RESEARCH

South Downs Way
off-road bike ride

Saturday 18 July 2015

100 or 35 miles

The ‘big daddy’ of English 
mountain bike rides with 

10,000 feet of climbing.  
You’ll be riding one 
 fantastic challenge.  

This ride may be tough, but 
so is the fight against heart 

disease and that’s the reason 
we need your support!

Call 0845 1308663 
Visit bhf.org.uk/sdwoffroad

Recycle your magazine and seven days later
it could come back as your newspaper.

www.recyclenow.com



While mid-sized 650b wheels are slowly
becoming the more common sight out on the 
trails, the reduced angle of attack and greater 
contact patch of 29in wheels mean they’re still a 
great choice for all-round riding with a focus on 
covering ground as fast as possible. If you’re on 
a shorter travel big wheeler, opting for one of 
these forks can help give a more relaxed feel 
and better big hit composure if your geometry 
allows you to. 

Upgrading from a budget fork will also yield
performance dividends. However, longer legs 
mean more flex, so finding a fork that offers 
enough steering precision is vital, while weight 
is also accentuated. Getting the right control, 
weight, price and damping consistency is no 
easy feat, so we’ve thrashed these around trail 
centres, rough natural descents and in foul 
conditions during long testing days in the saddle 
to find out what works and what doesn’t.

YOUR TESTER

Jon Woodhouse, editor
Whether it’s a cross-country
epic or steep and technical
plummet-fest, WMB editor
Jon is perfectly happy as long

as he’s on two wheels. Add in a love
of geeking out about suspension
systems and dampers and there are
few things he’d rather be reviewing.
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SIX OF THE BEST 
120MM 29ER FORKS

There are great fork 

options available to boost 

the performance of your 29er

Find the right upgrade for your  
short travel big wheeler

Words: Jon Woodhouse Photos: Dave Caudery

Air springs 
Air springs are light, easy 

to adjust for different riders, 
and advances in technology 

mean they’re almost as 
smooth as coil springs. 

Some of the forks we tested 
also offer travel adjustment

features designed to help 
lower the front end on 

really steep climbs.

Tapered steerers
Originally steerers were just
straight 1.125in tubes, but
now tapered steerers offer
greater stiffness and lower
weight, which make them the
de-facto standard. Very few
high-end forks are available
with plain steerers, so if your
frame isn’t compatible, it may
be hard to find one to fit.

Thru-axles
Bigger wheels mean longer legs 

and more leverage, so it’s essential 
that these forks try and claw back

stiffness where they can, so all 
of the models on test use 15mm 

thru-axles. The differences in ease 
of use between the best and worst 

systems is huge however.

WHO ARE THESE FOR? 

Chunky legs 
The diameter of the legs has 
a huge bearing on how stiff 
the fork is, which affects 
both steering precision and 
damping performance. Forks 
with more flexible legs can 
bind as they both deflect and 
compress when struck, giving 
harsh performance. 

Damping controls
Spending more gets a wider 

range of adjustment as well as
improved damping control thanks

to more refined internals and
sealed cartridge systems. Many

offer a lockout or some other 
way of making the fork firmer for

extended pedalling sessions.
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remote controls engage a
lockout. We found that the
spring was progressive enough
to drop the air pressure and
simply add a couple of clicks to
give support.

While supportive and well
controlled, overall there’s not
as much damping sensitivity
as the other forks on test,
which leads to lost traction
on chattery corners. This feel
does lend itself well to a taut
if not plush bob-free ride,
something that will endear it to
hard and fast racers looking for
a bit more travel.

The RWS screw-thru axle
is secure but a bit more faffy
WKDQ RWKHU ÁLS�OHYHU GHVLJQV�
with the lever contacting
the leg when almost wound
in.

Fox’s Kashima coating and
SKF seals, plus a revised

CTD damper offer superb
small bump performance, but
this adjustable travel TALAS
version is relatively heavy.

The damping woes that
plagued earlier versions of
their three position CTD
damper are gone, while in
the middle Trail setting there
are now seven rather than
three settings to give superbly
UHÀQHG GDPSLQJ IHHO� 7KDW
manifests itself in excellent
DQG XQÁLQFKLQJ FRQWURO
through rock gardens, while
corner traction is similarly
great.

The TALAS air spring gives
a choice of full 120mm or

stepped down 90mm travel 
settings. While it’s substantially 
better than the previous 
TALAS design, compared to 
Fox’s fantastic Float air springs 
we noticed more mid-stroke 
indecision. On the plus side, 
the fork is no longer keen to
jackhammer the full travel
markers and there’s enough
end stroke support, despite the
unnerving feel.

Add in the extra weight
of the system and it’s one of
the heaviest here, despite the
32mm legs. Some of the extra
bulk is in the lower legs so
tracking stiffness is decent. The
Shimano developed 15QR thru-
axle is the most pleasant to use
by a long stretch and the quality
and feel of the adjustments is
the best on test by far.

Fox Factory 32 TALAS 29 120 FIT CTD TA £819
Weight 1930g Offset 51 or 44mm Axle to crown 521mm  
Contact www.mojo.co.uk

“In the middle Trail setting
there are now seven
rather than three settings
to give superbly refined
damping feel”

This fork is impressively
stiff despite the slender 

chassis, and although damping 
control isn’t as good as some 
of the big names, the taut feel 
means it’s worth considering  
if you’re all about cross-
country speed.

The new One Piece
Magnesium chassis uses a
reverse arch design with
webbed casting instead of
the old hollow box design.
It’s impressively stiff and
delivers good steering
precision while minimising
ÁXWWHU XQGHU EUDNLQJ� 7KH
new Open Drive Lock damper
gives a good range of low
speed adjustment via a top  
dial and bar-mounted  

DT Swiss OPM O.D.L 120 29 £750

“Stiff and supportive and reasonably
lightweight but lacks damping 
sensitivity compared to the best.” 

+++++

Weight 1680g Offset 45mm Axle to crown 525mm  
Contact www.hotlines-uk.com

“Superb damping control and
sensitivity, but we’d opt for the 
cheaper and lighter Float model.”

+++ +

“While supportive and 
well controlled, overall 
there’s not as much 
damping sensitivity as 
the other forks on test” 
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positive enough in use. We
GLGQ·W ÀQG WKDW ZH QHHGHG
to reach for it too often
however, with pedal bob
well controlled.

The new Dynamic Bleed
Cartridge is hard to upset and
sucks up drops and repeated
impacts well, with nicely
subtle feedback. The 320 is
GHÀQLWHO\ D IRUN WKDW DOORZV
you to push harder than
the travel numbers would
suggest.

The only niggles we
discovered during testing, apart
from the break-in period, are
D VOLJKWO\ ÀGGO\ DQG QRW YHU\
positive thru-axle system and
WKH ODFN RI D SUH�ÀWWHG 2�ULQJ
on the fork leg, which makes
checking sag and overall travel
use a pain.

Despite being the
cheapest fork on test, the

Reba still manages to perform
on a similar level, though
WKHUH·V PRUH QRWLFHDEOH ÁH[
when pushed hard.

This RL model gets a top
cap-mounted compression
adjuster, which offers a total
lockout with adjustable ‘Gate’
blow-off in case you forget
about it and head downhill
locked out. The fork is
impressively smooth out
of the box and is nicely
progressive, aided by the
Rapid Recovery feature in
the Motion Control damper,
which speeds up rebound
deep in the stroke to make
sure it’s ready for more,

giving a fun, lively ‘pop’ to  
the fork out of corners or  
over jumps. 

While it shares that 
technology with the more 
expensive sealed Charger 
damper found in the longer 
travel Pike, when pushed hard  
it starts to lose composure  
over continuous big hits. 
&RPSDUHG�WR�WKH�VLJQLÀFDQWO\�
more expensive opposition, 
that’s easy enough to overlook, 
as is the slight chassis twist 
under pressure. That’s a by-
product of the low weight,  
so it’s swings and roundabouts. 

The Maxle quick release is 
easy to use and the sag markers 
on the legs make setting it up 
an absolute breeze. You can also 
get volume adjusting spacers to 
tune progression.

RockShox Reba RL £460
Weight 1660g Offset 51 or 46mm Axle to crown 526mm 
Contact www.fisheroutdoor.co.uk

“The fork is impressively 
smooth out of the box and 
is nicely progressive, 
aided by the Rapid 
Recovery feature”

Marzocchi has been off
the boil with its forks 

for a number of years, but 
this marks a return to form, 
with a smooth and controlled 
unit best suited to aggressive 
riders.

It’s not the lightest fork
here, but it’s usefully stiff 
and tracks well, and there’s 
plenty of support from the 
progressive spring. It feels 
very sticky out of the box, but 
once the fork has loosened up, 
it’s super-smooth and supple, 
with a good range of low 
speed compression adjustment
available. 
Our fork came with a bar-

mounted lockout remote, 
ZKLFK�ZDV�D�SDLQ�WR�ÀW�EXW�

Marzocchi 320 LCR £630

“Great performance once bedded in,
but some small niggles prevent an 
even better score.” 

+++++

Weight 1790g Offset 51 or 44mm Axle to crown 530mm 
Contact www.windwave.co.uk

“RockShox’ Reba offers a great
combination of value, performance 
and weight.”

+++++

“Once the fork has 
loosened up, it’s super-
smooth and supple, with a 
good range of low speed 
compression adjustment”

VALUE



1
Chassis stiffness is important,
but it’s not the only thing that
counts when it comes to

holding a line. A good damper
will maximise grip on chatter
that would push you off line.

2
Bar mounted lockouts 
are fine for cross-
country racers focused 

on efficiency, but for most  
trail riders they’re made 
redundant by good setup. 

3 
The smaller brands 
are starting to be 
able to compete 

with the big names, though 
there’s not such a price 
difference anymore.

4 
A travel adjust feature is 
useful on really long 
travel 29er forks, but 

the added weight and internal 
friction make it of dubious 
benefit with these forks.

5 
The days of overly linear 
and unsupportive 
suspension seem to be 

over, but there’s still a huge 
difference in seal friction and 
sensitivity of air springs. 

FIVE THINGS WE LEARNED FROM THIS TEST 
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What I found
amazing is how 
good modern 
forks are. While 
the X-Fusion’s 

tough tracking chassis 
impresses, I was blown 
away by the way BOS  
has managed to offer  
such a rounded package  
of grip maximising support 
at a low weight. For 
anywhere you’d want to 
take a short travel 29er, it’s 
utterly competent. 
Jon 

TESTER SAYS...

WINNER

BOS has a well-earned
reputation for superb 

suspension and the heritage is 
clear in this light yet superbly 
performing fork.

At just 1630g it’s the
lightest on test, but taking it 
for an XC only item would be a 
PLVWDNH��<HV��WKHUH·V�VRPH�ÁH[�
from the 32mm legs but the 
masterstroke is in the damping 
control and support available. 
:KLOH�\RX·G�H[SHFW�LW�WR�KXQW�
about, the sensitive damping 
manages to work well with the 
slight give in the chassis to 
PD[LPLVH�JULS�OLNH�QR�RWKHU��

The closed cartridge 
damper has three compression
settings, but it’s best to run 

it in medium, as soft is best 
saved for comfort or allowing 
the front end to sag down and 
maintain grip on steeper climbs. 
The hardest setting works well 
for paved sections, as the fork 
is highly active, but strangely 
it never felt like it was bobbing 
heavily off-road. It’s the perfect 
match to the latest group of 
short travel but hard hitting 
big-wheelers. 

The new quick release 
skewer system is much easier 
and more secure than older 
BOS designs, though our sole 
complaint is that the design 
needs to be kept free of dirt or 
function is impaired.

BOS Dizzy 29 120 £825
Weight 1630g Offset 45mm Axle to crown 525mm
Contact www.jungleproducts.co.uk

“The perfect match to the 
latest short travel but hard 
hitting big-wheelers”

“The Dizzy is the perfect mating of
low weight, grip and hard-hitting 
control.”

++++

precise than anything else on 
test, with the ability to cut 
harder lines through rugged 
terrain and place the wheel 
with pinpoint accuracy. It 
feels solidly and consistently 
damped and nigh on 
impossible to unsettle. 

Surprisingly for this hard-
hitting ability, it’s not the 
heaviest fork here and should 
you wish to up the ante even 
more, it’s internally adjustable 
up to 140mm of travel. It’s  
also available with a new 
Roughcut damper, which  
offers independent high 
and low speed compression 
adjustment.

X-Fusion used to stand
out because of its low 

prices but performance of its 
forks is now truly competitive, 
if not quite the bargains they 
once were.

With the addition of the
Gold Slick Anodising, a £55 
option, breakaway friction is 
further reduced allowing the 
H[FHOOHQW�5/��GDPSHU�WR�GR�
its job. It’s not quite as supple 
DV�WKH�)R[�RQ�WUDLO�FKDWWHU��EXW�
it’s much more supportive all 
the way through the stroke, 
with a progressive feel that 
encourages hard riding. 
When things do get really 

rough, the 34mm legged 
chassis is noticeably more 

X-Fusion Trace RL2 GSA £650 

“A hard hitting, progressive and
well damped fork that’s ready to 
take on anything.”

++++

Weight 1915g Offset 51mm Axle to crown 526mm 
Contact www.upgradebikes.co.uk

“It feels consistently 
damped and nigh on 
impossible to unsettle”

29 R S
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IT’S ALL
IN THE 
BALANCE
Presenting the 2015 Norco Sight 7.2 Carbon, 

a modern semi-aggressive ‘trail killer’. Dressed 

for 2015 with SRAM’s latest X1 drivetrain, 

super stiff RockShox PIKE fork and Reverb 

6WHDOWK� GURSSHU� SRVW� ÀQLVKHG� RII� ZLWK� ZLGHU�

bars and short stem up front, this bike is ready 

to shred straight from the box.

And because, until the 25th March, it comes 

with £250 worth of free gear, you’ll be fully 

kitted out to tackle the trails this season.

NORCO SIGHT
CARBON 7.2 £3600
Frame: Sight carbon 27.5 

Fork: RockShox PIKE RC solo air 140 x 15mm

Rear Shock: Cane Creek DB inline air

Groupset: SRAM 1x11

Seat Post: RockShox Reverb Stealth

Handlebars: Race Face Turbine 76 mm

Dave Sheppard, Evans Cycles Buying Team



B
adly set up brakes can be a 
real drag (groan). They can 
slow you down when you 

don’t want them to, or fail to stop 
you properly when you do. 

Common problems include the 
calliper being poorly aligned with 
the rotor, one piston moving more 
than the other, bent rotors and 
contaminated pads. These can all 
cause your brakes to squeal like  
a banshee, while doing very little 
to actually slow you down. Poor 
alignment or uneven pad 
movement can cause your pads to 
contact the rotor at an angle, which 
creates a squealing noise, as well 
as a lack of power and a spongy 
feeling at the lever. 

The why 
Most modern brakes perform 
brilliantly if set up correctly. The 
performance differences between 
competing systems are slight 
compared to the contrast between 
properly and improperly setup 
brakes. Follow this guide to get 
your stoppers performing at their 
best: boosting their power and 
lever feel, while minimising drag 
and noise. 

The how 
This is a troubleshooting guide 
only; if you’re unsure of any of the 
steps, ask your local bike shop.

Whatever the issue with your 
brake, it’s worth making sure the 
calliper is perfectly aligned with 
the rotor. With the wheel properly 
installed, and in a well-lit location, 
look through the slot in the calliper 
to check that the gap between the 
pads and the rotor is even on each 
side, and along the length of the 
pads. If it isn’t, loosen both calliper 
bolts (anti-clockwise) and retighten 
them to moderate torque, just 

enough to hold the calliper in 
place. Identify which end of the 
calliper is most off-centre, loosen 
the corresponding bolt and move 
the calliper towards the centre, 
before retightening the bolt to a 
moderate torque. Repeat this 
process at both ends until the 
brake pads are evenly spaced from 
the calliper. 

When you come to retighten  
WKH�FDOOLSHU�EROWV�IRU�WKH�ÀQDO�WLPH��
it’s important to turn them 
incrementally. Tighten one slightly, 
then the other. Alternate until both 
bolts are tightened to around 5Nm. 
If you tighten one completely 
without touching the other, the 
torque you apply may twist the 
whole calliper. Once tightened, 
check the rotor is still central in the 
pads. Repeat if necessary.

Next, spin the 
wheel and listen for 
the disc rubbing on 
the pads. If the disc 
rubs most of the time, 
repeat the calliper 
alignment step. If it rubs for a 
small section of the rotor, it’s time 
to true the disc. First, identify 
which part of the rotor is rubbing 
by listening for the noise as it 
spins. Stop the wheel at the point 
when the rotor is rubbing on the 
calliper, then look through the slot 
to see which side of the rotor is 
bent. Noting the position of the 
bent section, turn the wheel until 
this section is out of the calliper. 
Bend this section in the opposite 
direction using a clean adjustable 
spanner, a specialist truing tool or 
your hands. Spin the wheel and 
listen again for rubbing. Repeat 
this step until there’s no rub. 
Squeeze the lever while looking 

through the calliper slot. Check to 
see if the pads move together 
evenly, and contact the rotor 
simultaneously. If they don’t, this 

You don’t need loads  
of kit to simply sort  
out squealing brakes  
or set up issues

can cause squealing and a spongy 
lever feel. Remedying this is 
beyond our quick guide, but your 
local bike shop should be able to 
help. The process involves pushing 
the faster-moving piston back in 
and squeezing the lever to force 
the other one out. Hope’s website 
(www.hopetech.com) has a useful 
guide on centring pads in this way. 

If the lever still feels spongy, the 
brake needs a bleed. If the brake is 

“Modern brakes 
perform brilliantly  
if set up correctly”

118 April 



BASIC  
TOOLS
Ì Adjustable spanner  

Ì Brake cleaning spray  

Ì Clean rag 

Ì Brake bleed kit 

still excessively noisy and low on 
power, it is probably contaminated.  
In this case, replace the pads and  
give the rotor a thorough clean with  
a disc brake cleaning spray and clean 
rag. Bed-in the new pads in dry 
conditions before you expose  
them to mud and water. You need  
to ensure that your brakes have 
plenty of power before you start 
hitting the trails. 

 April 119



If you’ve got a tech problem, email 
wmb@immediate.co.uk and we’ll help!

120 April 

narrow-wide chainrings mean you can 
enjoy the simple security of a single ring 
with no need for a chainguide. 

A narrow-wide chainring with a 104mm 
BCD (Bolt Circle Diameter) will fit directly 
onto your existing crank, and a 10-speed 
cassette should work fine with your hub, as 
it has the same total width as a nine-speed 
one. You’ll need a narrow-wide chainring, a 
10-speed chain and cassette and a shifter 
and mech. For example, a Blackspire 
narrow-wide chainring (£46), Shimano SLX 
HG81 chain and cassette (£59) and Zee 
M640 shifter (£30) with Shimano SLX M675 
Shadow+ 10-speed rear mech (£55) should 
do the job for the technical riding you 
described at a total of £190. Seb  

FULL SUSS OR NO FUSS?

I started mountain biking again a 
year and a half ago. I bought a 
Canyon Grand Canyon AL 6.9 and 
started thrashing local trails. Now I 
feel like that’s not the bike for my 
main style of riding.

Where would you recommend me 
going next? Full suss or another 
hardtail? My cycling is around 70% 
(natural) trail/aggro trail and 30% 
cross-country. I’ve been looking at a 
few choices like Santa Cruz’s 
Hardball or Chameleon, the Whyte 
901 and Canyon Spectral. I live in 
Sweden if that’s something I have 
to put in the equation?

You can enjoy the 
benefits of single ring 
for under 200 quid

1X10 ON THE CHEAP

I bought a Mondraker Tracker R 
early last year after seeing it in your 
best buy guide and review in a 
previous edition. I fairly quickly 
realized it was a bit under gunned 
for me and had quite a lot of 
outgoing tech on it. I’ve enjoyed my 
riding on it and it’s done pretty well 
on all but the most extreme trails. 

I’ve added wider bars and a 
shorter stem as I’m a fairly big guy 
and it just feels better. I’ve also 
added a Reverb seatpost to make 
life a bit smoother, and on your 
advice, some better tyres. 

I was thinking about a 1x10 
conversion, which I reckon could be 
done for less than £200. In your 
review you mention the cartridge-
style bottom bracket and that it 
would be a limiting factor on future 
crank choice. Could you advise me 
on my options for crank/chainset 
upgrades to get a 1x10 setup from 
the 3x9 it is currently? Would I 
need a different hub on the rear 
wheel? I like to hit the drops, jumps 
and technical stuff on the trail 
centre and natural trails around the 
north of Scotland. 
Toby Box, by email

WMB says: Converting to a 1x10 drivetrain 
is easier now than ever. Clutch mechs and 

Jon’s Whyte 901  
loved to hit steep  

and technical trails 

TECH TALK

Last but not least – thanks for a 
splendid magazine!
Henric Oscarsson, by email 

WMB says: All the bikes you’ve suggested 
are great – you can read our reviews of  
the Spectral in this issue, we’ve got a 
review of the Santa Cruz Highball coming 
soon and Simon from our tech hub is  
riding a Chameleon as his long term bike 
this year.

The Highball is a great trail bike, but 
judging by the riding you’re doing, I’d 
recommend the Chameleon over the 
Highball. The Chameleon has slacker 
angles, making the bike a bit friendlier on 
steeper terrain and more agile through 
tight and twisty trails. The Highball is great 
if you want to cover distance with some 
technical stuff thrown in from time to time.

Last year Jon had the Whyte 901 as his 
long term ride, and he reckoned it was one 
of his favourite hardtails ever. If you like a 
long and slack bike, then the 901 might be 
just the ticket – it was great in both steep 
and technical terrain. Another hardtail 
option might be the Zealous Division – it’s a 
29er with super-short chainstays and was 
one of the most fun hardtails I rode last 
year. It’s not great on longer rides, but for 
blasting round the woods it’s heaps of fun.

Going down the full suspension route 
opens up more speed, in our experience. 
With suspension at the back you can get 
away with a few more errors and take 
rougher lines quicker. Of course, the  
higher the speed the greater the penalty 
for failure. 

Canyon’s Spectrals are great bikes,  
with a good pedalling platform and angles 
that are more than capable of heading 



Orientation can vary
depending if tyres
are destined for
the front or
rear

onto pretty much any trail. While the 29er is 
great for big miles, the 650b versions are a lot 
of fun. You might also want to check out the 
Transition Scout, which will be reviewed soon 
in WMB. Don’t forget Trail Bike of the Year next 
issue (WMB173) with reviews of 25 of the best 
trail bikes out there. Seb  

TYRE ORIENTATION 

,�DP�DERXW�WR�ÀW�D�QHZ�W\UH�ZLWK�
ramped blocks and asymmetric tread:  
a Panaracer Comet HardPack. The  
tyre’s side walls, packaging and 
retailer’s description are all silent  
about orientation. Which way round 
VKRXOG�,�ÀW�VXFK�D�W\UH"
John, by email

WMB says: Many tread patterns have some 
sort of ramped blocks in order to reduce
rolling resistance. Most manufacturers will
recommend that you orientate the tyre
such that the ramped edge comes into
contact with the ground first. This minimises
rolling resistance, as the ramp rolls onto the
ground smoothly, and maximises breaking
traction as the square edge points forwards.
For the front tyre, this is the orientation we
would recommend. 

For the rear, however, you may want to
reverse the direction, so the square
parts of the knobs face backwards. 
This will improving traction when 
pedalling, reducing wheel spin. 
However, rolling resistance and 
braking traction will be sacrificed. 
It all depends on what is most 
important to you and your riding 
– high pedalling traction, or low 
rolling resistance and braking 
grip. Seb 
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CALIBRE.TWOTWO £430  
Despitethisbeing itsfirstattempt at a bike 

range,GoOutdoorshashit thenail on the head 

withawell-specced,greatvalue bike. The 

nine-speedShimanotransmission and hydraulic 

discbrakesbackupthesmarthandling, well 

proportionedframe,whileupfront a coil-sprung 

RockShoxXC28forktamesthebumps.

WEBSee http://bit.ly/1fmy95l for a full review

+++++RATING

1

2

CARRERAVULCAN £320 
TheVulcanoffersclass-leading handling and 

specatagreatprice providedyou can live with 

the weight. Despite a few niggles this is one of  

the best beginner bikes available (for the money 

it’s exceptional) and for that, it comes highly 

recommended. With a well-balanced ride feel,  

it’satruetrailenthusiast’sbike.

WEB See http://bit.ly/tFMqCW for a full review

+++++RATING

SARACEN MANTRA PRO  
£600  

Saracen’s geometry exploits the increased 

smoothness and traction of the Mantra Pro’s 650b 

wheels without losing the effervescent spark that 

makes a trail hardtail fun. Shimano brakes are 

basic but reliable and the Suntour fork has better 

longevitythanmanybargainforks.

WEB See http://bit.ly/1lS0Qfg for a full review

+++++RATING

GENESIS CORE 10 £600  
This isn’t a generic, pulled of the factory peg 

frame. The headtube accepts tapered forks  

and there are mounts for mudguards. The 

69-degree head angle is spot-one for its 650b 

wheels and the rims can be easily converted  

to run tubeless to add even more smoothness  

to the ride. 

WEB See http://bit.ly/YGpPbx for a full review

+++++RATING

CANYON GRAND CANYON AL 
29 5.9 £747 

Direct sales specialist Canyon manages to deliver 

more than just excellent value with this sweet 

handling big wheeler. The component list includes 

an easily adjustable air-sprung fork and puts  

bikes almost twice the price to shame with  

overallridequality.

WEB See http://bit.ly/1DCeM3N for a full review 

+++++RATING

MARIN BOBCAT TRAIL £749 
This is a deceptively dynamic and fun bike 

despite the simple looks.  Light, triple-butted main 

tubes plus traditional looking slim chainstays and 

A-frame seatstays take some of the sting out  

of the back end. It takes a lot to make it feel 

unsettled when you’ve got the hang of it and  

arepushinghard.

REVIEW See WMB164 p62 for a full review 

+++++RATING

ii�������Entry Level

1

2

2

BEST Beginner Bikes

HOW OUR SCORING WORKS

WHAT MOUNTAIN
BIKE AWARDS

Excellent value for
money – a real bargain.

VALUE

WHAT THE SCORES MEAN*

�+++++ 
Exceptional: a genuine class leader.

�++++ �

Very good: one of the best you can buy.

�+++ �

Good: it’ll do the job and do it well.

�++ �

Below average: flawed in some way.

�+ �

Poor: simply put, don’t bother.

*The bikes featured in The Guide are regularly 
reassessed against the current crop. As a result, 
we may re-rate older bikes to reflect the current 
state of the market.

We list the recommended retail price (RRP); although there 
are deals to be had, the RRP will be the most you should 
expect to pay.

Spotted any incorrect prices or bike details in The Guide? 
Send us an email at: wmb@immediate.co.uk

PRICES IN THE GUIDE

W
elcome to The 
Guide. Here 
\RX·OO�ÀQG�WKH�
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products, cherry-picked from 
WKRVH�ZH��DQG�VLVWHU�PDJD]LQH�
MBUK) have tested, across every 
EXGJHW�DQG�VW\OH��HYHU\WKLQJ�IURP�
ZLVS\�FURVV�FRXQWU\�KDUGWDLOV�WR�
DJJUHVVLYH�IXOO�VXVSHQVLRQ�WUDLO�
ELNHV�DQG�EH\RQG��

(DFK�KDV�D�OLQN�WR�WKH�IXOO�
UHYLHZ��VR�\RX�FDQ�JHW�DV�
complete a picture as possible 
²�ZKHWKHU�LW�DSSHDUHG�LQ�WMB or 
at bikeradar.com. Just follow the 
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ii��� Jon Woodhouse, editor 

Gear that’s been 
designed for women
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bike and kit with 

Britain’s best 
mountain bike guide
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FOR MORE GREAT REVIEWS VISIT

April 123

BEST Trailhelmets

BLUEGRASS GOLDENEYE £100
An enduro-specific lid that offers 

comfort and ventilation to rival  
most cross-country helmets. The  
back is dropped low to maximise 
coverage around the base of  
the skull. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB161 p58

+++++RATING

BONTRAGER QUANTUM WSD £50  
The streamlined shaping and ample 

ventilation look racy, yet the peak –  
firmly attached and also removable – is 
substantial enough to keep the weather 
out. The fit feels Loctite secure yet still 
comfortable after hours in the saddle.

WEBFull review http://bit.ly/1xsWz1Q

+++++RATING

BONTRAGER LITHOS £70  
The Lithos is fully in-moulded, with the 

outer shell coming in a range of colours 
and designs. 19 vents are set into the 
shell for ventilation. Up front there’s a  
flat visor that’s adjustable with three 
different positions.

REVIEW Full review see WMB161 p58

+++++RATING

FOX STRIKER £90  
This is one of the best put together 

helmets we’ve tested recently. Full 
in-moulding extends under the rim of  
the shell, protecting the EPS foam from 
dents and dings. The 22 vents draw in 
plenty of air.

REVIEW Full review see WMB161 p57

+++++RATING

SPECIALIZED ALIGN £30  
For the price you get a lot of helmet for 

your money from Specialized. At 339g, 
weight is on a par with pricier lids, but 
coverage is slightly lower. There are still 
22 vents to aid cooling and an easy to  
use retention system. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB161 p57

+++++RATING
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BEST Pedals

NUKEPROOF ELECTRON EVO
£35
With more pins and a redesigned  

face offering increased grip on the durable 
and light nylon body, Nukeproof has 
turned a good pedal into a great one,  
and at a reasonable price. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB171 p76 

+++++RATING

DMR V12 MAG  
£70
With this slimmed down 350g version, 

you’ll get better clearance than the 
previous DMR classic. The 10 threaded 
pins each side are removable and offer 
excellent grip.  

REVIEW Full review see WMB166 p70

+++++RATING

SHIMANO XT M783 TRAIL 70 
Reliability’s long been the strong point 

of Shimano pedals, and the XT Trails 
don’t disappoint. Once the cleat is 
engaged they provide enough support 
for truly positive input from your feet 
through the pedals.

REVIEW Full review see WMB169 p116

+++++RATING

SUPERSTAR NANO TECH 
£43 
These strong, grippy pedals give a 

performance that matches others at up 
to three times their price. Smooth, taut 
sealing sees them spinning true after 
considerable trail abuse.   

WEBFull review http://bit.ly/Q2Guen

+++++RATING

CRANK BROTHERS MALLET 2 
£75 
A large platform and replaceable pins 

provide great traction, almost feeling 
quite flat pedal like when you’re 
unclipped. If you don’t want to feel to 
rigidly clipped in, these might be for you. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB169 p116

+++++RATING

1

VALUE
+++++

ii�������Entry Level
CARRERA FURY  £600  
A slight downgrade in fork spec from previous 

models but now with 10-speed gearing, the latest 

Fury is the do-it-all entry-level hardtail that will 

allow you to tackle everything from bridleways to 

black runs. Extra steering trail to stabilise it means 

youcanhittechnicalsectionswithconfidence. A 

benchmarkstarterbikeforcross-country. 

1

WEBSee http://bit.ly/wI6DIQ for a full review

+++++RATING

1

2

1

SARACEN MANTRA TRAIL 
£800  

TheMantra Trail’s really well-balanced, 650b 

wheel trail taming handling means you can 

properly assault on it without it being too 

intimidating for beginners. Shimano stop/go spec 

isreliableandSaracen’scockpitisspotonfor

technicaltrails.

WEBSee http://bit.ly/1sLzECW for a full review

B’TWINROCKRIDERXCPRO
£1800

TheclueisinthenamewiththisracyGallic

numberfrommegastoreDecathlon.It’saflat-out,

traditionalcross-countryrigwithsuper-stiff

compositeframe,rapidhandlinganglesandan

appetiteforspeed,butyou’llwantatyrechangefor

technicaltrails.

WEBSee http://bit.ly/NhMqFT for a full review

+++++RATING

SCOTTSCALE750£1399 
This650b-wheeledracerighasan aggressive, 

muscularfeellackingfromthebig-wheeled 

version.Shorter,stifferstaysandfork keep things 

tautandprecise,translatingtoaninsatiable 

appetitetosnapattheheelsofotherbikes  

beforepunchingintothelead.

WEBSee http://bit.ly/1rxvc6d for a full review

+++++RATING

CANNONDALEF-SICARBON 
TEAM£5499

Theultra-lightframeisthesmoothest hardtail  

racebikewe’veridden,butstillhugely power 

efficientthroughitsAirearwheel.The Lefty fork 

withintegratedstem/steererisequally impressive 

andeventheXX1transmissionisenhanced by  

theSicrank.

REVIEW See WMB172 p16 for a full review

+++++RATING

SCOTTSCALE700RC £4499 

Fewbikescomeclosetobeingaspoised and 

punchyyetstillanabsoluteriottoride as Scale’s 

hardtails,andthe700RCisnoexception. Spec 

highlightsincludethelightweightRockShox SID 

fork,SRAMXX1transmission,Shimano XTR 

stoppersandracer’sfavouritesaddle, the Ritchey 

Streem.Oneforexplosivelyaggressive racers  

andriders.

WEBSee http://bit.ly/1zethYH for a full review

+++++RATING

BEST Cross-Country Hardtail

ii�������Mid Range

ii�������High End

RATING
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SCOTT SPARK 710 £3299  
Like many ‘carbon’ bikes at this price, the 710 

uses an alloy rear end mated to a composite front 

but that’s just cost effective wisdom rather than a 

corner cutting con. You can cruise along on 

120mm of smooth and controlled Fox suspension 

travel,orpushtheTracLocthumbleveroneclick

andtherearshockbecomesstifferandtravel

dropsto85mmforamorepositivefeel.

REVIEW See WMB170 p68 for a full review

+++++RATING

LAPIERRE XR 729 £3800  
There’s a lot more to this 100mm, 

carbon-framed steed than simply cross-country 

racing. With a RockShox SID fork up front, Fox 

Float CTD Evolution shock and SRAM X0 

transmission, the XR 729 is happy to hammer  

theclimbsandisoutrageouslycapable  

ondescents.

WEB See http://bit.ly/1jWQY4i for a full review

+++++RATING
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B’TWINROCKRIDER9.1 £800
TheRockShoxReconSilverforkandX-FusionE1

shockcanhandleaprettyseriousbeatingon

rough,high-speeddescents,soalthoughit’smore

XCthantrail inintent, it’sverycapableonbig

downhills.The11-36Tcassettecombineswitha

tripleupfronttogiveyouallthegearingyouneed.

Foran£800bikeit’sseriouslyimpressive andit

stillwouldbeif itcostwellover£1000.

REVIEWSee MBUK291 p165 for a full review

+++++RATING

GIANTANTHEM27.52 £1849
ThemidmodelofthealloyAnthemrange

getsaRockShoxSektorforkgivingsupportive

suspensiontomatchthe100mmMaestroback

end.We’rebigfansoftheownbrandGiant

wheelsetandwhiletheSRAMX5drivetrainisn’tthe

mostlustworthy,it’sstillutterlyfunctional.The

basicsareallhereforalivelyandinvolvingbike

that’sripeforfutureupgrades.

WEBSee http://bit.ly/1sEkNKq for a full review

+++++RATING

FELTEDICT3£2600
The71.5-degreeheadanglecreatesabusy

steeringfeelthatneedsalotoflookingafteronfast

orrocky/rootydescents,butisarealadvantage

whenitcomestowhippingthe29erfrontwheelin

andoutoftightturnsorweavingthroughtechnical

trouble.Thefullcarbonframepluscosteffective

performanceofShimanoDeorestopandgogear

maketheEdict3excellentvalue.

REVIEWSee WMB170 p66 for a full review

+++++RATING

CANYONLUXCF7.9£2425
Slightlyconservativegeometrydoesn’tholdthe

Luxback.Welovedridingitandhowimpulsively

fastitmadeushammerthetrails,despiteleaving

usexhaustedandsoakedinsweat.You’regettinga

quality,well-featuredframewithsome superbkit

forthecashnailedtoit, includingamixofSRAMX7/

X9/X0controlledbyGripshiftersandRockShox

suspensionpairing.

WEB See http://bit.ly/1sYhrzS for a full review

+++++RATING
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BEST Cross-Country Full Suss
LUMICYCLE EXPLORER ENDURO 
£285
The top of range Explorer gets better 

sealing and shock proofing in its latest 
guise. The 3500 lumen output isn’t big on 
peripheral coverage but throws a ton of 
light down the trail. 

WEBFull review http://bit.ly/1rq9Khg

+++++RATING

GEMINI DUO 4 CELL £175 
The tiny twin LED headunit delivers 

1500 lumens of punchy long distance 
light. There’s no battery run time 
indicator besides a low power warning, 
but run time is long enough for that to 
rarely be a problem. 

WEBFull review http://bit.ly/1rdSYTo

+++++RATING

EXPOSURE EQUINOX £300
Torch-format light with a beefed up 

head and tail end to house a bigger 
battery and three XML LEDs. A wireless 
remote switch makes changing modes 
and checking remaining run time simple. 

WEBFull review http://bit.ly/1w7ZjXf

+++++RATING

HOPE R8 £350 
The headunit of Hope’s flagship light 

houses four LEDs on top behind a clear 
lens and four on the bottom behind a 
diffuser lens. The amount of light 
intensity it throws down the trail is 
outstanding. It’s weighty though. 

WEBFull review http://bit.ly/1x7Y0UZ

+++++RATING

MTB BATTERIES LUMEN 2200 £135 
The miniature binocular design houses 

twin LEDs that give a decent peripheral 
beam, without any hot or dark spots. The 
four power levels are controlled by a 
remote switch for ease of use.  

WEBFull reviewhttp://bit.ly/1w805DF

+++++RATING

BEST Lights

1

3

2
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4
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1

ii�������High End

1

BEST Trail Tyres

BONTRAGER XR4 TEAM £40 
The XR4 Team feels reassuringly solid 

on the trail without you having to work 
too hard to accelerate, and it sustains 
speed well. Tread life is good even if 
you’re heavy on the brakes.

REVIEW Full review see WMB172 p107

+++++RATING

SCHWALBE MAGIC MARY EVO 
TRAILSTAR £55 

Grip is excellent in a range of wet, loose 
or just random conditions and the heavily 
supported knobs are predictable on 
hardpacked trails. It is a bit noisy and 
obviously knobbled on smooth surfaces.  

REVIEW Full review see WMB172 p105

+++++RATING

MAXXIS MINION DHF 3C MAXX 
TERRA EXO TR £54 

There’s no shortage of grip from the 
triple compound 3C rubber, but it’s still 
fast enough to be used on either end 
without killing rolling speed. A proper 
all-year-rounder option. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB172 p106

+++++RATING

MAVIC CROSSMAX CHARGE £50 
A fantastic way to glue your bike’s front 

end onto any trail, if you don’t mind 
suffering a bit on the climbs. The wide 
spaced tread clears dirt quickly so even 
in filthy conditions it never clogs or surfs. 
It seals easily for tubeless running too. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB172 p104

+++++RATING

SPECIALIZED GROUND CONTROL 
2BLISS £30 
The tread is a mid-spaced mix that digs 

reasonable traction out of loose or sloppy 
terrain without buzzing or dragging too 
badly on hard surfaces. A good XC 
all-rounder at a great price. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB172 p103

+++++RATING

1

ii�������Entry Level
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WHYTEM109CTEAM£3999
Withacarbonfrontendandanaluminiumrear,

theM109CTeamweighs justunder25lb. It’s

designedtobeUK-proof,so itgets lifetime-

warrantiedbearingsandloadsofmudroom

aroundthe29inMaxxis Ikontyres.With100mm

oftravel frontandrearfromadjustableFoxkit, it’s

abikethat’sat itsbestchargingoutthemiles.

WEBSee http://bit.ly/1loWnzG for a full review

+++++RATING

WEBSee http://bit.ly/1loWsTM for a full review

+++++RATING

MARINRIFTZONEXC8£2600
Itmightsport100mmoftravelandbigwheels,

buttheRiftZoneisreadytotakeoneverything

fromcross-countryblaststomuchbigger

adventures.Ithitsthemiddlegroundinboth

handlingandsuspensionresponse,whichmay

makeitunexcitingforsomebutdoesensurethat

it’sadependablepartnerforthosethatvalue

stabilityandpredictabilityaswellaspurefun.

WEBSee http://bit.ly/1nDZ5gL for a full review

+++++RATING

SANTACRUZSUPERLIGHT
29DXC£2724

TheSuperlightsharesallthedurable,

communicativecharmsofSC’soriginalsingle-pivot

chassis,theTazmon.This2.5kgframeislight

enoughthat,evenwithheavyUSTtubelesstyres

andabasicShimanoDeorebuildkit, itneverdrags

itsheelsoutofcornersoronclimbs.

WEBSee http://bit.ly/16AYDbO for a full review

+++++RATING

GTHELIONCOMP £1300
740mmbarsarewidefora110mmtravelbike

andhintatmorecontrolandchaostaming

potentialthanyou’dexpectinthiscategory.The

complexIndependentsuspensionsystem,

featuringSuntourSRRaidonforkandX-Fusion

O2shock,helpscreatearemarkablyfloatedride

forabikeatthispricepoint.

WEBSee http://bit.ly/1zQyYdi for a full review

+++++RATING

LAPIERREX-CONTROL310
£1500

Lapierre’sX-Control310deliversalight, lively

andfunridethanks,inpart,toitsmismatched

travel(100mmrearand120mmupfront).Good

geometryandsuspensionmeansitcopeswith

arangeoftrails. Itcomeswithagoodcomponent

specforthemoney,too.

WEBSee http://bit.ly/MFcvLB for a full review

+++++RATING

BEST Brakes

SRAM GUIDE RSC
£185 
The new range of Guide brakes is 

aimed at the trail/enduro riders. A 
piggyback reservoir configuration helps 
increase fluid volume and improve 
consistency. One of the best out there.

REVIEW Full review WMB170 p78 

+++++RATING

CLARKS M2 
£20
Clarks has always offered great value 

for money, and at £40 for the front and 
rear set, the M2 is a game changer. 
Braking isn’t as touchy feely as some but 
not completely wooden either.  

REVIEW Full review WMB169 p106 

+++++RATING

SHIMANO DEORE M615
£90 
We’ve had consistent and impressively 

controlled performance from every one 
of the many sets of Deores we’ve used on 
test bikes. These are all the brake you 
really need at an affordable price. 

REVIEW Full review WMB169 p107 

+++++RATING

SHIMANO XTR BR-M987 
£222 
A fantastic blend of low weight and 

single finger control, with useful 
heat-eating upgrades. A totally 
trouble-free race brake with power, 
reliability and titanium hardware. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB169 p105

+++++RATING

SRAM GUIDE RS
£145
The Centerline rotors are smoother 

and quieter than previous SRAM/Avid 
discs, which means excellent feedback 
and control. They offer outstanding lever 
feel and consistently controlled power. 

REVIEWFull reviewseeWMB169p104

+++++RATING
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SANTA CRUZ TALLBOY 2 
CARBON £8084  

Thisupdate to the fast and furious original 

improves things further thanks to revised 

suspension, a thru-axle rear end and a new carbon 

frame. In the ENVE-rimmed/SRAM XX1 version we 

tested it’s brutally fast and also expensive enough 

to cause wallets to ignite spontaneously.

4
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5

4

3

VALUE
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BEST Wheels

SUPERSTAR SWITCH DS25 £195 
We’ve beaten the crap out of these 
wheels and they haven’t flinched or 

wobbled out of line. The rim edges seal 
easily and hold tyres securely. The easy 
change adaptors can be configured for all 
axle types when you order. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB171 p116

+++++RATING

FULCRUM RED POWER 27.5 HP £250 
At just over 1700g for the pair,  
these wheels are competitive with 

cross-country wheels over double the 
price. A great lightweight, smooth  
rolling option for narrow tyre users  
on a tight budget. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB171 p116

+++++RATING

SUPERSTAR TECH 4 DS25 £195 
This wide-rimmed enduro set 
represent killer value. The aluminium 

freehub and 27 points of engagement 
provided by the four pawls inside give a 
swift and solid pickup. All axle sizes are 
catered for and they’re tubeless ready. 

WEBFull review http://bit.ly/17D4fJX

+++++RATING

SPANK BEAD BITE OOZY TRAIL 29 
£450 
The rim design and three-cross lacing 

gives a stiff but not too harsh feel. They 
come set up for 15mm front and 
142x12mm rear axles but adaptors are 
included. Reliable 29er trail wheels. 

REVIEWFull reviewseeWMB170p76

+++++RATING

HOPE TECH ENDURO PRO 2 EVO 
£380 (PAIR) 
While the name may contain the vital 

Enduro ingredient, these wheels are spot 
on for anyone who needs a tough but 
reasonable light wheelset. The epitome 
of workman like performance.

REVIEW Full review see WMB171 p115
+++++RATING
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BOARDMANFSPRO650
£1600

For2014theFSProrollson 650bratherthan26in

wheels,andit’smadeagoodbikeevenbetter.They

giveasmoothstabilitythatevenekesgripfromthe

too-hardrubber.TheRockShoxRevelationforkis

composed, and there’s no shortage of stiffness to 

backupthebalancedhandling.

REVIEW See WMB160 p67 for a full review 

+++++RATING

CANYON SPECTRAL AL 6.0  
£1699 

TheSpectral 6.0 comes with 140mm of travel at 

each end. Making the most of the mid size wheels 

it’s easy to flick the rear out mid air, and it’ll happily 

hop its way over roots and rocks.  The Canyon 

comes into its own on corners with simple shoulder 

dropscreatinginstantaneouschangesofdirection.

REVIEW See WMB172 p68 for a full review 

+++++RATING

MONDRAKER FOXY R  £2799
The Mondraker was a surprise winner of this 

year’s Trail Bike of the Year test with its 10-speed 

transmission, Fox 32 fork and alloy frame 

seemingly going against our trail bike checklist. 

Once in the saddle we discovered that it descends, 

climbsandcornersinawaythatwillresetyour

ridingexpectations.Afantasticfunand

skill-multiplyingsteed.

WEBSee http://bit.ly/1iEMNZV for a full review

+++++RATING

CANYON SPECTRAL AL 9.0 EX  
£2741 

Thismix of top-end RockShox, SRAM and Renthal 

kit on a bike costing just over £2700 is amazing. The 

frame is impressively stiff, light and well detailed, 

but you do have to be wary of frame sizing – they’re 

small.Agreatexampleofastateofthe art, do 

anythingall-rounder.

WEB See http://bit.ly/1loWPOi for a full review

+++++RATING

2

BEST Gears

SHIMANO XTR
£802
By far the most aggressively indexed

shift feel Shimano has ever released
with a proper ‘snap’ into each gear
that you can feel however rowdy the
trail gets.

REVIEWFull reviewseeWMB172p74

+++++RATING

SHIMANO SLX 2X10  
£640
This package is light, durable and 

incredible value for money. Shifting is 
crisp thanks to tightly sprung mechs.  
The 38/24T chainset and 11/34 cassette 
option was ideal for trail centre blasting.

REVIEW Full review see WMB144 p42

+++++RATING

SRAM XX1  
£1010 
Despite months of intense use, SRAM’s 

dedicated single ring setup has seriously 
impressed. Shifting accuracy and 
drivetrain smoothness is superb. A 
genuinely game-changing gearset.

REVIEW Full review see WMB144 p38 

+++++RATING

SRAM X1  
£733 
Durability of SRAM’s most affordable 

11-speed setup so far has been on par 
with the already much improved 
longevity of SRAM 11. A no-brainer for all 
but the most weight-conscious riders. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB170 p74

+++++RATING

SRAM X01 (GPX BB)  
£948 
The cassette shifts impeccably, even 

when powering out of the saddle and the 
X-sync thick/thin design hasn’t dropped a 
chain. With rings from 30 to 38 teeth, 
there’s a range to suit most riders. 

REVIEWFull reviewseeWMB162p88

+++++RATING

1

BEST Forks

ROCKSHOX PIKE RCT3 £780 
The Pike reset all-round suspension 

standards, and it’s still the most versatile 
and user-friendly fork available.  
Three settings, plus fine tuning of 
compression means plenty of adjustment 
opportunities to get the perfect setup. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB170 p107

+++++RATING

SUNTOUR AURON RC2 £380 
The RC2 is as smooth off the top  

as a Pike, with a naturally progressive  
air spring that that keeps it riding 
consistently mid stroke unless you really 
need full travel. Low and high speed 
compression damping work well too. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB172 p80

+++++RATING

FOX 36 FLOAT 27.5 £909 
The lightest 36 yet, but still capable of 

steering and brakes more accurately and 
unshakably than anything else under 2kg. 
Chassis and damper performance mean 
it comes into its own in flat-out black run 
and beyond downhill situations. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB170 p106

+++++RATING

FOX 32 FLOAT 29 FIT CTD TA £729 
The carefully sculpted lowers and 

scooped arch make for a podium friendly 
weight. Kashima coated stanchions and 
new seals and fluids of Fox’s anti-friction 
pack make this year’s Float the most 
supple yet. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB170 p105

+++++RATING

X-FUSION SWEEP RL2 £455 
The stout lower legs, 34mm stanchions 

and sloped crown steer a solid line in 
aesthetic and tracking terms at a 
reasonable weight. Travel can be set in 
10mm increments from 100-160mm 
internally. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB170 p104

+++++RATING
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SANTA CRUZ TALLBOY LTC  
£2599 (FRAME & SHOCK)  

Following on from the success of its shorter-travel 

brother, Santa Cruz has unleashed another 

benchmark bike. It’s the best fast, fun, ego-boost of 

an all-round trail bike we’ve ridden in a four-figure 

testinghistory.Preparetopresstheresetbuttonon

yourriding!

WEBSee http://bit.ly/Hz3wES for a full review

+++++RATING

GIANT TRANCE ADVANCED 
27.5 1 £3899 

With its rock solid linkage and frame rigidity, 

67-degree head angle and long wheelbase, the 

Trance never gave us a moment’s drama during 

our Nevada desert test days. It sprints and floats 

overrisesandjumpslikeanXCbike,but it comes 

intoitsownwhenthingsgetfastandloose.

WEB See http://bit.ly/1qxfoES for a full review

+++++RATING

2
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NUKEPROOF MEGA TR  
£2000 

At14.5kg the Mega TR is carrying a bit  of weight, 

but that doesn’t get in the way too much on climbs. 

It excels when trails turn downwards, confidently 

tackling terrain usually the domain of bigger travel 

bikes.ARockShoxMonarchRcontrolsthe130mm

travelattherear,withaSektorupfront.

WEBSee http://bit.ly/1yPZOFT for a full review

+++++RATING

SARACEN KILI FLYER 121 
£2000 

TheKili Flyer 121 has been kitted out with decent kit 

from the Fox Float Evolution CTD shock controlling 

impacts at the back to the X-Fusion Velvet RL fork at 

the front. Shimano Deore makes up most of the 

drivetrainquotaandprovidesgreatpeformance 

forrelativelylittlecost.

WEB See http://bit.ly/15KIZAH for a full review

+++++RATING

WHYTE G-150 WORKS £3999  
For 2015, the G-150 Works features a stiffer 

mainframe, main pivot and swingarm which are 

bonuses when you’re going ballistic with this bike. 

As the name suggests the RockShox Pike gives 

150mm of travel matched to the 150mm at the 

backfromtheRockShoxMonarchPlus DebonAir. 

Aseriouslyfunandsuperblyequipped technical 

trailbomber.

3

WEBSee http://bit.ly/1ytsYLp for a full review

+++++RATING

4 BIRD AERIS 1 £2600  
This is Bird’s first full susser, and represents 

great value thanks to its direct-sale model. A 

RockShox Pike with 150mm up front and 140mm 

X-Fusion O2 RCX shock combine to brilliant effect, 

with the Aeris pumping berms and popping off 

jumpswithverve.Fromswoopingsingletrackto

blackdownhillruns,thisbikewilltakeitallon.

WEB See http://bit.ly/1w1caae for a full review 

+++++RATING

INTENSE CARBINE 29 £2800*
The stiff carbon frame is ready for a 160mm fork, 

internal dropper post and a chainguide, and is light 

enough to build into an XC speed demon. We loved 

this bike when we saw it back at Interbike in the USA 

– so much so we’ve got ourselves a longterm frame 

readytobuildintotheultimatebig-wheeled

bomber.Oneofthemostexciting29erEnduro

machinesavailable, ifyoucanaffordit.

REVIEW See WMB160 p66 for a full review

+++++RATING

BMC TRAILFOX TF01 XX1 
TRAILCREW £6000  

Following on from last year’s XC Trailfox 29er, the 

TF01 XX1 is a similarly fast and stiff ride, with 

150mm travel. Top end Fox shocks, SRAM’s 

11-speed XX1 transmission and light DT Swiss 

wheelsunleashthefullpotentialof this  

awesomeall-rounder.

REVIEW See WMB160 p66 for a full review

+++++RATING
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BEST Saddles

CHARGE SPOON
£25 
This is no simple budget option – its 

weight is low, durability is good and it’s 
available in numerous colours to suit 
your steed. This saddle is hard to beat  
for the money. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB167 p94

+++++RATING

FABRIC SCOOP SHALLOW ELITE 
£40  
There’s plenty of oppportunity to 

customise this saddle with colour, rail 
material, shape and base options. Our 
example’s nylon base had plenty of flex in 
the wings but offered enough support.   

REVIEW Full review see WMB171 p80

+++++RATING

NUKEPROOF PLASMA STRIPE TRAIL
£50 
The dimpled outer cover is grippy and 

the broad nose and relatively flat profile 
mean it’s easy and comfortable to shift 
forwards on steep climbs. A decent 
middle channel relieves pressure.

REVIEW Full review see WMB147 p104

+++++RATING

SDG BEL AIR 2.0  
£70  
The 2.0 improves on an already popular 
design, with added titanium rails to bring 
weight down. It’s relatively firm, but the 
width and length are both safely in the 
middle ground for dimensions. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB167 p94

+++++RATING

SELLE ITALIA SLR XC 
£110
The low weight and minimalist padding of 
the saddle make it clear that this is one 
for riders who are happiest getting the 
miles in. It’s pricey, but the quality 
construction should help it last for years. 

REVIEWFull reviewseeWMB167 p94

+++++RATING

1

VALUE

3

2

4

3

FIVE TEN MALTESE FALCON £115 
Five Ten has used a distinctly stiff sole 

unit to back up the SPD bolt-hole 
equipped base. There’s no flop or flex 
either side of the pedal like many ‘flat’ 
shoes so your feet won’t ache or cramp 
after hours on your bike. 

WEBFull review http://bit.ly/1rb9wAT

+++++RATING

B’TWIN 520 
£70
The big sole lugs are far less plasticky 

and treacherous than most budget shoes.  
With just two small mesh strips in the 
synthetic leather upper they’re relatively 
weatherproof and easy to splashproof. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB172 p80

+++++RATING

SHIMANO XC 90 
£320 
The foot-hugging upper makes the XC 

90 an incredibly comfortable shoe, 
despite the stiff carbon sole. The  
stiffness in the sole means power  
transfer is impressive.

REVIEW Full review see WMB160 p110

+++++RATING

SHIMANO AM41 
£85
The AM41s are our new favourite flat 

pedal shoes – they’re a fantastic blend of 
weight versus protection, pedalling 
stiffness versus off-bike comfort and 
splash-proofing versus breathability.

WEBFull review http://bit.ly/192Fu3o

+++++RATING

FIVE TEN IMPACT VXI £115 
The Impact has been a favourite of flat 

pedal users since it arrived. The outers 
have been slimmed down to make them 
lighter than the originals but the same 
super-sticky sole is still the highlight. A 
hydrophobic coating aids drying. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB164 p106

+++++RATING

BEST Footwear
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BESTShorts

ENDURA MTR BAGGY SHORTS £60
Clever design allies a grippy pad in the

waistband to a stretchy rear panel below
so repeated crouching doesn’t cause
them to sag. They fasten securely and
Velcro straps allow for plenty of
adjustment. Great shorts for all seasons.

REVIEWFull reviewseeWMB172p79

+++++RATING

1

RACE FACE INDY £57 
The great combination of fit and fabric 

ensures they won’t let you down whether 
riding in anger or just hanging around. 
The DWR coating aids durability and at 
£57 they’re pretty good value. 

WEBFull review http://bit.ly/1xuvfB8

+++++RATING

GORE FUSION 2 £100
These shorts are designed for 

multi-day rides. The fit is slim through  
the hips and backside but stretch  
panels allow for movement. They’re 
designed to create minimal resistance 
when pedalling.

REVIEW Full review see WMB163 p113

+++++RATING

SCOTT MIND £113 
These shorts are so light and stretchy 

you’ll hardly notice you’re wearing them. 
Scott hasn’t skimped on the liner and 
these feature some of the best waist 
adjusters we’ve come across. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB163 p108

+++++RATING

FOX DEMO FR £85 
There’s plenty of stretch in the fabric of 

the Demo shorts, which allows for a slim 
fit in the body without being restrictive or 
tight. The pockets are generously deep 
and closed with water resistant zips. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB163 p114 

+++++RATING

THE G ETHE GUID Best Buys

ii�������Entry Level
VOODOOBIZANGO£600
Thebigwheels,bigtyresandsturdyframemean

theVoodooisn’talightweight,buttheOctalink

cranksgivepowerfulpedallingsupportandyou’ll

neverregretputtingintheefforttogetitmoving.

Theeasilyconfidenthandlingandaccuratefront

endletyouhitperfectlineseverytime.Amaximum

funmachineforthemoney.

1

REVIEW See WMB164 p60 for a full review

+++++RATING

1

ON-ONEPARKWOOD£1000
Super-confident,big-wheeled,bigfunhardtail

thatissortedwithanoutstandingvaluekitpackage

that’sreallywellsuitedtothesurefooted

grin-breedingmachine.Partofthatspecisa£300

RockShoxReverbseatpost,whichisimpressiveon

a£1000bike.Buyasaframeonlyfor£200or

choosecustomoptionswhileyou’reordering.

REVIEW See WMB164 p70 for a full review

+++++RATING

WHYTE901£1199
Aslack66.5-degreeheadangle,longframeand

widebarsmeanradicalhandling.It’snotabikefor

shyorretiringriders,butthemixofaproven

tubeset,plusthelatestwheelsizeandsorted

componentry,createsafantasticblendof

responsivenessandconfidencethatmakesany

sortofmountainbikingalotoffun.

REVIEW See WMB164 p74 for a full review

+++++RATING

BIRDZERO.3 £1275
TherideoftheZero.3isfunandinvolving,

allowingyoutothrowthebikearound,andthe

abilitytospec750mm-widebarsmeansit’seasily

manhandledaroundthetrail.Fortheprice,youare

goingtobepushedtospecsuchawell-puttogether

bike.That’snotevenaccountingforthewiderange

ofspecoptionsoneachmodel.

REVIEW See WMB164 p32 for a full review

+++++RATING

NINERROS9£900*
Niner’sbikesareworksofartinpractical and

cosmeticterms,andalthoughthispriceforasteel

framemaysoundoutrageous,wewouldn’t

hesitatetoopenourwallets.Tonsoftyreclearance,

140mmtaperedforkcapability,BiometricII

eccentricBBallhelpcreateasuppleandsmooth

ride.It’sanaddictivemixofaggroattitude,steel

smoothnessandbeautifulbuildquality.

WEB See http://bit.ly/1nahitk for a full review

+++++RATING

COTICSOUL27.5£499*
The650bversionoftheSoulturnsordinarybut

funtrailsintoarealriot. Itsskinnytubesmight

suggestanoodlyride,buttheReynolds853steel

tubesthingsfirmlyinplace,andthechromoly

chainstaystransmityourwattagetotherearwheel

withefficiency.Ourbuildfeatureda120mm

X-Fusionfork,ShimanoXTtransmissionand

BontragerXR4Teamissuetyresforaround£2100.

WEB See http://bit.ly/1AgIdWx for a full review 

+++++RATING
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BEST Trail Hardtail

ii�������Mid Range

ii�������High End

2

2

BEST Base Layers

ACLIMA WOOLNET SHIRT CREW 
NECK £60 
With experience of keeping skiers, 

ice-climbers and the Norwegian army 
warm, Aclima’s Woolnet base layer does 
a brilliant job of keeping you toasty 
without adding extra bulk. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB172 p80

+++++RATING

KORA SHOLA 230 £105 
Yak wool is finer than the merino so 

provides the same insulation power but 
for less weight. It feels incredibly soft and 
not scratchy. The cut is on the athletic 
side, but the longer back and arms 
prevent it riding up.  

REVIEW Full review see WMB163 p59

+++++RATING

HOWIES LIGHT MERINO BASE LS £49 
Howies’ base treads the fine line 

between a figure-hugging fit for effective 
performance and being relaxed/stylish 
enough to wear alone. The body and 
sleeves are long and we’ve worn it for 
three unsmelly weeks straight. 

WEBFull review http://bit.ly/1hd40V9

+++++RATING

GORE BASE LAYER SHIRT 
£40 
This delivers pure base layer 
performance at its best. The open mesh 
polypropylene wicks sweat brilliantly, and 
it’s so thin it can be worn beneath even 
your most aerodynamic jerseys. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB157 p106 

+++++RATING

MAVIC ECHELON £40  
The fabric’s honeycomb knit is smooth on 
the outside to make pulling layers over 
the top easy, but creates little pockets  
of air next to the skin. The result is 
consistent comfort and warmth in a wide 
range of air temperatures.  

REVIEW Full review see WMB157 p105 

+++++RATING
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FOR MORE GREAT REVIEWS VISIT

BEST Waterproof Jackets

GORE OXYGEN 2.0 GT AS
£210
The Oxygen offers highly breathable 

waterproof protection. The cut articulates 
exactly with the cycling position, which 
helps give it the edge over anything else 
we’ve tried. 

WEBFull review http://bit.ly/1EmLg3Y

+++++RATING

SPECIALIZED EVOLUTION
£220 
The Evolution’s design is simple, 

without pockets, but it’s this combined 
with the lightweight Gore Active Shell 
material that makes it highly breathable. 
It folds up small for easy packing too. 

REVIEW Full review WMB168 p107

+++++RATING

BERGHAUS VAPOUR STORM
£230
Technically not a bike-specific jacket, 

but the fit works well when you’re in the 
saddle. There’s room for layers and the 
hood fits over a helmet, while clever 
gill-like vents really help cooling. 

WEBFull review http://bit.ly/1e51x1I

+++++RATING

SCOTT TRAIL MTN 10 
£250
A combination of breathable Gore 

Active Shell waterproof fabric and an 
impeccable cut works extremely well. 
That performance does come with a 
fairly hefty price tag though. 

WEBFull review http://bit.ly/1CrynTT

+++++RATING

ALTURA ATTACK 360 
£150 
Made from a three-layer fabric, the 

Attack rides lighter than if feels thanks to 
strategically placed inserts. Detailing is 
great with a long back hem, generous 
pockets and a detachable hood. 

REVIEWFull reviewWMB171p78

+++++RATING

BEST Riding Glasses

TIFOSI RUMOR £50
Dust, roost, wind and rain protection is 

brilliant from the big single lens, and they 
sit securely on most faces. Uninterrupted 
peripheral field of view is excellent and 
you get smoke, orangey/red and clear 
lenses included. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB163 p59

+++++RATING

TIFOSI DURO FOTOTEC £70 
Tifosi is doing a great job of mimicking 

more expensive glasses, with a quick 
reacting light sensitive lenses and stylish 
looking frame that feels well put together 
and doesn’t look daft off the bike. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB147 p106

+++++RATING

MADISON SHIELD CLEAR £18
The epitome of function over form. The 

arms look flimsy but flexible rubber 
coated ends hold them in place and don’t 
interfere with helmet straps. The lenses 
are clear and distortion free. The 
rounded frame suits most face shapes. 

REVIEW Full review see WMB147 p106

+++++RATING

ION RAM SET ZEISS £101
Quality optics and frame, the Ions 

come with three lenses – sunny, cloudy 
and clear. We didn’t suffer with distortion 
and could comfortably wear them for 
over 10 hours in a day. Fit is good, 
although we wouldn’t mind thinner arms.

REVIEW Full review see WMB164 p116

+++++RATING

OAKLEY RADARLOCK PITCH CUSTOM 
£260
The Oakleys use a lightweight frame 

that has a neat sliding catch to allow you 
to change lenses quickly and easily. They 
offer superb optical quality and 
numerous lens options but they’re pricey.

REVIEW Full review see WMB164 p116

+++++RATING
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VITUSESCARPE275VRS
£1849

Moderngeometrymatchedwithmidsized

wheelsmakesforabikethatmanagestopack

invalueandfun. Withamoderncockpitand

RockShoxsuspensionatbothends,it’sagreatbike 

forthosewishingtopushthemselvesalittleharder. 

OnlyavailabledirectfromChainReactionCycles.

WEB See http://bit.ly/1nCM9cX for a full review

+++++RATING

CARRERABANSHEEX £800
Decent140mmsuspensiontravelfrontand

rear andasolidspecincludingSuntourEpicon

forkandshock,SRAMgearingandContinental

MountainKingtyres makethisagoodoption

ifyou’relookingforgravity-assistedfun.More

‘freeridelite’than‘budgettrailbike,’thisbike

lovestechnicaldescents.

WEB See http://bit.ly/zDTWQq for a full review

+++++RATING

CANYONTORQUEEX
GAPSTAR £1899

Withakitlistthatshamesbikescostingtwiceas

much,this180mmtravelmonsteriscapableof

crushinganythinginthebikeparkbutcanstillbe

winchedbackuphill.CaneCreek’ssuperbDBAir

shockgivestuningcontrolandatwinringsetup

withchaindeviceprovidesdrivetrainsecurity.

WEB See http://bit.ly/1o2oe8A for a full review

+++++RATING

YTINDUSTRIESNOTON2.0
PRO £1991

Thisplayfulrigmatches178mmofrearwheel

traveltoahighlyadjustableandtotallyplanted

RockShoxLyrikRC2DHforkwith170mmoftravel.

Theshortishframeandlowslunggeometrymean 

it’shappiesthittingjumpsformaximumairrather 

thantakingonall-daymountainmissions.

WEB See http://bit.ly/1nCMEDR for a full review

+++++RATING

YTINDUSTRIESCAPRACF
COMP1 £2978

ThecarbonframeandlightweightSRAMX01spec 

keepweightreasonablylow,butit’stheRockShox 

PikeupfrontandMonarchPlusRC3suspension

setupthatistheforce-multiplyingsecretofthe

Capra.ComingdirectfromGermanymeansyou

savemoney,butbepreparedtowaitforstock.

WEB See http://bit.ly/1tdvFLP for a full review

+++++RATING

SPECIALIZEDENDURO
EXPERTCARBON £4600

Unrelentingspeedanddownhillaggressionpaired 

toasurprisinglydistancefriendlyall-dayattitude

makethis160mmtravelbigwheeleraserious

contenderforoneofthefastesttrailbikesever.The 

adjustableCaneCreekshockispairedtoawell

thoughtoutselectionofpartsfromRockShox,

SRAMandSpecializedthemselves.Tryit.
WEB See http://bit.ly/1EmLgB9 for a full review 

+++++RATING

BEST Aggressive Full Suspension

i�������Entry Level
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ii�������Mid Range
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“Mountain bikes are slick, ever more 
complicated objects but has the time come 
to look at simpler ways of doing things?”

LAST    
WORD.

The

Words: Ric McLaughlin  Illustration: Jo Burt 
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type of riding 
they’re 
capable of 
taking on is 
incredible but 
are we now going 
WRR�IDU�DQG�JHWWLQJ�D�OLWWOH�WRR�ÁDVK�IRU�
our own good? Mountain bikes are 
slick, ever more complicated objects 
but has the time come to step back and 
start looking at simpler, dare I say, 
agricultural ways of doing things? 

As opposed to over-complicating 
things (anything with an acronym, I’m 
looking at you...) let’s pare it back and 
start building bikes that we can work at 

I
’m lucky enough to have two 
mountain bikes in my shed at the 
moment. Both have full suspension, 

650b wheels and dropper posts. In the 
midst of some properly dank Highland 
riding, after 27 hours over four days, 
the dropper post on one of them 
stopped working. Now, that made  
two mountain bikes both with 
malfunctioning droppers, the other 
having given up the ghost a while back. 

I brought the bike home, (delicately) 
power-hosed the old thing and stripped 
and cleaned the bits that warranted 
stripping and cleaning. The dropper 
post in question is cable operated. I 
removed the cable, dried and greased 
it then reinserted it before dabbing 
a bit of fork oil on the shaft to 
lube the seals. The result? 
Crisp, slick motion was 
restored. This whole process 
took all of 15 minutes, 
maybe less as I was making/
consuming a coffee and on the 
phone for a bit during the 
process. 

The other post will not be as 
handy. It’ll require removal from the 
frame, two syringes full of oil and 
multiple repetitions of a process that is 
at best a pain in the hole. I’ll no doubt 
then conclude that the job’s knackered 
and it warrants being packed neatly 
LQWR�D�ER[�FXVKLRQHG�ZLWK�ÀYHUV�DQG�
posting off to someone. 

The hydraulic one, when working,  
is a beautifully engineered, ergonomic 
joy but it’s required three separate 
bleeds and now I fear something 
internally has spat the dummy. The 
cable operated one works equally well 
and in the same time frame has needed 
just two new cables. 

:H�ULGH�ELNHV�WKDW�DUH�ÀQDOO\�XS�WR�
the technical specs that we’ve been 
demanding for years. The terrain and 

on the trail, miles from 
anywhere. Let’s step away from 

things like hydraulic remotes, internal 
FDEOLQJ�DQG�SUHVV�ÀW�ERWWRP�EUDFNHWV�
– these are all things that require a 
workshop, money and that thing we all 
have precious little of, time. 

Mountain bikes are machines 
designed to take abuse in foul 
conditions; in Britain this is the 
majority of the year. Let’s stop idolizing 
complicated and start mixing simplicity 
back into the recipe. 



IN STORE | ONLINE | CLICK & COLLECT

SHED 
POUNDS
Getting back in the saddle early  

is really worth it this year.

While you’re getting trim we’re 

shedding the pounds by giving  

away up to £500 worth of free  

kit with your new bike.

Ends 25th March.

BMC

Speedfox SF02 XT

£3150
WITH £250 FREE KIT

Pinnacle 

Ramin Five

£1100
WITH £100 FREE KIT

Trek  

X-Caliber 8

£750
WITH £75 FREE KIT

Norco 

Range Alloy 7.1

£1900
WITH £150 FREE KIT

Dave Sheppard, Evans Cycles Buying Team
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